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Abstract
Sensor management in multi-target tracking is commonly focused on actively schedul-
ing and managing sensor resources to maximize the visibility of states of a set of
maneuvering targets in a surveillance area. This project focuses on two types of
sensor management techniques:
• controlling a set of mobile sensors (sensor control), and
• scheduling the resources of a sensor network (sensor selection).
In both cases, agile sensors are employed to track an unknown number of targets.
We advocate a Random Finite Set (RFS)-based approach for formulation of a
sensor control/selection technique for multi-target tracking problem. Sensor con-
trol/scheduling offers a multi-target state estimate that is expected to be substan-
tially more accurate than the classical tracking methods without sensor manage-
ment. Searching for optimal sensor state or command in the relevant space is carried
out by a decision-making mechanism based on maximizing the utility of receiving
measurements.
In current solutions of sensor management problem, the information of the
clutter rate and uncertainty in sensor Field of View (FoV) are assumed to be known
in priori. However, accurate measures of these parameters are usually not available
in practical situations. This project presents a new sensor management solution
that is designed to work within a RFS-based multi-target tracking framework. Our
CHAPTER 0:
solution does not require any prior knowledge of the clutter distribution nor the
probability of detection profile to achieve similar accuracy.
Also, we present a new sensor management method for multi-object filtering via
maximizing the state estimation confidence. Confidence of an estimation is quanti-
fied by measuring the dispersion of the multi-object posterior about its statistical
mean using Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA ). The proposed method is
generic and the presented algorithm can be used with any statistical filter.
2
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Sensor fusion techniques have attracted substantial interests due to increasingly
importance in a variety of applications such as radar, sonar, guidance, navigation,
and air traffic control [Skolnik 2008], image processing [Lane et al. 1998, MacCormick
and Blake 1999, Hoseinnezhad et al. 2010; 2013; 2012], oceanography [Clark and Bell
2005, Kocak et al. 1999, Xie 2000], autonomous vehicles and robotics [Leonard and
Durrant-Whyte 1990, Deusch et al. 2012], remote sensing [Nicoli et al. 2002, Poore
and Robertson III 1997] and biomedical research [Goobic et al. 2001, Hammarberg
et al. 2002, Morelande et al. 2007].
Relative to multi sensor systems, the information acquired by a single sensor
system is very limited. Employing multiple sensors provides sufficient information
of the environment in an integrated manner and could increase machine perception
and improve awareness of the state of the world.
In recent years, due to the rapid progress in sensor technology development,
sensors are becoming more common. In order to sense the complex nature of the
environment in different scenarios, numerous sensors are needed. This increases
the amounts of acquired data which is needed to be processed. This motivates
3
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the emerging interest in research into intelligent management of sensor resources to
improve performance of data fusion.
1.2 Multi-Sensor Management
Multi-sensor management is formally described as a system or process that seeks to
manage the usage of a set of sensors or measurement devices in a dynamic, uncertain
environment, in order to improve the performance of data fusion and ultimately to
improve the perception of the environments [Ong and Ibanez-Guzman 2004].
Another advantage of multi-sensor management is to avoid increasing amount of
storage and computational requirements in a sensor network system by controlling
the data gathering process such that only the necessary data are collected and
stored [Schaefer and Hintz 2000].
The why and what issues of both single-sensor and multi-sensor management
were thoroughly discussed in the papers [Adrian 1993, Blackman and Popoli 1999,
Lpez et al. 1998, Musick and Malhotra 1994] and [Ng and Ng 2000].
The basic objective of multi-sensor management is to select the right sensors
to do the right task on the right object at the right time. The sensor manager is
responsible for answering questions like [Xiong and Svensson 2002, Mahmoud and
Xia 2014]:
• Which observation tasks are to be performed and what are their priorities?
• How many sensors are required to meet an information request?
• When are extra sensors to be deployed and in which locations?
• Which sensor sets are to be applied to which tasks?
• What is the action or mode sequence for a particular sensor?
• What parameter values should be selected for the operation of sensors?
4
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The fundamental task of sensor management is to choose the optimal sensor
parameter values given a set of sensors with respect to a given task, see for example,
the paper [Tarabanis et al. 1995]. In general sensor management solutions are
decision making procedures in which the algorithm should decide about what sensors
to use and for which purposes, as well as when and where to use them.
Widely acknowledged is the fact that it is not realistic to continually observe
everything in the environment, and therefore, selective perception becomes neces-
sary, requiring the sensor management system to decide when to sense what and
with which sensors. Typical temporal complexities, which must be accommodated
in the sensor management process, were discussed in [Malhotra 1995].
1.3 Sensor Selection and Sensor Control in Target
Tracking Scenarios
Sensor management solutions are broadly used in multi-target tracking scenarios
usually in the form of sensor selection in sensor networks or sensor control for a set
of mobile sensors. Tracking targets in a sensor network could result in a big-set of
sensor measurement data. However, as it was mentioned earlier, due to physical
and computational constraints, it is required that at each epoch, only a sub-set of
sensors is selected to communicate with the central processor.
In such cases, sensor-selection problem is to select the right sensor nodes that
maximize observability of the network for tracking multiple targets. Sensor-selection
problem in general, comprises of two underlying frameworks,
- a multi-object filtering process,
- an optimal decision-making method.
5
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Current nodes in 
sensor network
Candidate nodes for 
sensor selection
General nodes in 
sensor network
Targets
Figure 1.1: Sensor selection in a distributed sensor network for traffic monitoring:
Due to energy and communication constraints, only the data provided by a limited
number of nodes (one node in this example) can be processed to estimate the number
and states of vehicles on the roads. At any time, out of a number of candidate nodes,
one needs to be selected.
This is a sequential decision making process under stochastic uncertainties.
These uncertainties stem either from the multi-target tracking process or from the
effects of selecting different sensor nodes. An example of the sensor selection problem
is demonstrated in Fig. 1.1 in which a sensor network is used for traffic monitoring.
The sensor-selection problem is fundamentally similar to the sensor-control
problem. In sensor-control, a set of sensor commands is used to change mobile
sensors’ state in which applying the right command would results in estimates of
the number and states of targets with maximum expected accuracy. A practical ex-
ample of sensor-control is shown in Fig. 1.2, in which a UAV needs to be navigated
point by point in such a way that the number and states of multiple vehicle targets
can be estimated with maximum expected accuracy.
In any sensor management framework, the selected actions/commands are the
outputs of the decision-making component that selects the optimal sensor(s) state(s).
This has steered the development of solutions towards devising and improving the
6
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Mobile Sensor
Target
Field of view
Figure 1.2: An example of sensor-control: A UAV is tracking an unknown number of vehicles.
Depending on the UAV’s location the estimation of the number and states of the targets can
be inaccurate. An effective sensor-control solution provides the UAV with a sequence of proper
movement commands, that would maximize the accuracy of estimation and tracking.
objective function to address decision-making component, assuming that the multi-
object filtering framework can return accurate estimates of the number and states
of all targets. However, the multi-target tracking framework also plays a significant
role in the overall performance of the scheme in terms of real-time accuracy and
robustness.
A number of solutions proposed in the sensor management literature use a
classical method for multi-target tracking [Hintz and McVey 1991, Kreucher et al.
2003; 2005, Li and Jilkov 2003a] in conjunction with an objective function to decide
the next sensor(s) state(s).
The objective functions are commonly information-driven, i.e defined to quan-
tify the information encapsulated in the posterior density. Examples of such ob-
jective functions include Re´nyi divergence [Kreucher et al. 2003], Kullback-Leibler
divergence [Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 1995, Schmaedeke and Kastella 1994,
Kastella 1997], and Shannon entropy [Hintz and McVey 1991, Hintz 1991].
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Relatively new multi-sensor management solutions have been recently devel-
oped for multi-target tracking scenarios within Finite Set Statistics (FISST) frame-
work [Mahler 2007b].
Unlike the classical multi-target tracking methods which struggle with two
pertinent problems (data association and combinatorial growth) [Vermaak et al.
2005], FISST approach to multi-target filtering does not require explicit associa-
tion of targets\tracks with measurements which results in a significant reduction
in computational complexity. However, similar to classical approaches, the general
form of Bayesian recursion involved in FISST-based methods is not computationally
tractable [Mahler 2007b]. Consequently, several approximations are suggested, the
Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter and its extended version, Cardinalized
PHD (CPHD) filter [Mahler 2003b; 2007a, Vo and Ma 2006, Vo et al. 2007; 2005],
Multi-Bernoulli filters [Mahler 2007b, Vo et al. 2009] and δ-GLMB filter [Vo and Vo
2013] are the most well-known instances of such approximations.
Ristic et al [Ristic and Vo 2010] introduced a sensor-control solution to work
with an FISST-based multi-object Bayesian filter. This solution is only computation-
ally tractable in presence of few targets. Later, they presented a computationally
tractable solution that would optimally select control commands within a PHD-
based filter [Mahler 2003b; 2007a, Vo and Ma 2006, Vo et al. 2007; 2005] with SMC
implementation [Ristic et al. 2011a]. Alternatively, in [Gostar et al. 2013b] and [Gia
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] the Cardinality Balanced multi-target Multi-Bernoulli
(CB-MeMBer) filter [Mahler 2007b, Vo et al. 2009] is employed to tackle the sensor-
selection problem.
As it was mentioned before, at the core of these solutions is an objective func-
tion. To define an appropriate objective function, two common approaches have
been introduced:
• task-driven approach, and
8
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• information-driven approach.
In the task-driven approach, the objective function is formulated as a cost
function which normally depends on the performance metrics such as error variance,
cardinality variance and other distribution-dependent measures.
In information-driven approach, the aim of sensor management is to improve
the information content of the multi-object distribution by optimizing some measure
of information gain [Aoki et al. 2011b]. Examples of such measures are Re´nyi diver-
gence [Kreucher et al. 2005, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a], and Kullback-
Leibler divergence [Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 1995, Schmaedeke and Kastella
1994, Kastella 1997].
This thesis studies sensor management problems in which quantities such as
variance or estimated states are utilized to enhance estimation performance. The
work has three folds:
- Utilizing a sensor management solution to be employed in Random Finite Set-
based filter, in specific multi-Bernoulli and Labelled Multi-Bernoulli filters,
- Developing a sensor management solution within multi-Bernoulli filter with ro-
bust behaviour without having any prior knowledge of the clutter distribution
or the probability of detection profile,
- Developing a novel sensor management solution in which a measure of multi-
target tracking filter is employed to choose the best sensor command.
The primary problem of interest is multiple object tracking and identification
and application areas including sensor network management and multifunction radar
control.
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1.4 Contributions
The contribution of this thesis is in the development, implementation and demon-
stration of Random Finite Set based sensor management.
- Devising a novel cost function called Posterior Expected Error of Cardinality
and States (PEECS) that accounts for both localization and cardinality errors
and its minimization can lead to a high quality updated density even with
limited observability,
- Formulation and Monte Carlo (MC) implementation of a new sensor con-
trol/selection method that uses PEECS as its cost and works within a multi-
Bernoulli multi-target tracking scheme,
- Formulation and MC implementation of a robust sensor control/selection meth-
ods based on an extension of PEECS, that does not need any prior knowledge
of the clutter distribution or the probability of detection profile; and a ro-
bust information theoretic approach and its MC implementation for sensor
control/selection in absence of clutter distribution and detection profile, and
- Proposing a method in which sensor actions are selected to maximize the
confidence in multi-object state estimation using OSPA metric as a suitable
distance for quantifying the dispersion of posterior about its mean.
1.5 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into two main parts. First part contains the background and
second part a collection of our published papers.
• The background section provides the outline of the background theory which
we utilize to develop our idea and results. The primary problem of interest
10
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is that of detecting, tracking and identifying multiple objects, although many
of the methods we discuss could be applied to any other dynamical process.
Sensor management requires an understanding of several related topics: first of
all, one must develop a statistical model for the phenomenon of interest; then
one must construct an estimator for conducting inference on that phenomenon.
One must select an objective that measures how successful the sensor manager
decisions have been, and, finally, one must design a controller to make decisions
using the available inputs.
• A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Multi-bernoulli
sensor-control via minimization of expected estimation errors. IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace & Electronic Systems, In Press, 2015b
This chapter presents a sensor-control method for choosing the best next state
of the sensor(s), that provide(s) accurate estimation results in a multi-target
tracking application. The proposed solution is formulated for a multi-Bernoulli
filter and works via minimization of a new estimation error-based cost function.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method can outperform
the state-of-the-art methods in terms of computation time and robustness to
clutter while delivering similar accuracy.
• A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Robust multi-
bernoulli sensor selection for multi-target tracking in sensor net-
works. Signal Processing Letters, IEEE, 20(12):1167–1170, 2013b
This chapter addresses the sensor selection problem for tracking of multiple
maneuvering targets within a sensor network. It is assumed that due to the
bandwidth and energy constraints of the sensor network, it is not feasible to
directly use the entire information provided by the large number of sensor
nodes for detection and tracking of the targets, hence the need for sensor
selection. We present a decision making solution for sensor selection in the
11
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multi-Bernoulli random finite set framework. The proposed method selects
a minimum subset of sensors which are most likely to provide reliable mea-
surements. Our method is a robust method that works in the challenging
uncertain scenarios where no prior information are available on clutter in-
tensity or sensor detection profile. Simulation results demonstrate successful
sensor selection in a challenging case where five targets move in a close vicinity
to each other. Comparative results evidence the superior performance of our
method in terms of accuracy of estimating the number of targets and their
states.
• A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Multi-bernoulli
sensor-selection for multi-target tracking with unknown clutter and
detection profiles. Elsevier Signal Processing, In Press, 2015a
A new sensor-selection solution within a Multi-Bernoulli-based multi-target
tracking framework is presented. The proposed method is especially designed
for the general multi-target tracking case with no prior knowledge of the clut-
ter distribution or the probability of detection, and uses a new task-driven
objective function for this purpose. Step-by-step sequential Monte Carlo im-
plementation of the method is presented along with a similar sensor-selection
solution formulated using an information-driven objective function (Re´nyi di-
vergence). The two solutions are compared in a challenging scenario and the
results show that while both methods perform similarly in terms of accuracy
of cardinality and state estimates, the task-driven sensor-selection method is
substantially faster.
• A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Sensor con-
trol for multi-object tracking using labeled multi-Bernoulli filter. In
FUSION, pages 1–8, July 2014
The recently developed labeled multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter uses better ap-
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proximations in its update step, compared to the unlabeled multi-Bernoulli
filters, and more importantly, it provides us with not only the estimates for
the number of targets and their states, but also with labels for existing tracks.
This paper presents a novel sensor-control method to be used for optimal
multi-target tracking within the LMB filter. The proposed method uses a
task-driven cost function in which both the state estimation errors and car-
dinality estimation errors are taken into consideration. Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed method can successfully guide a mobile sensor
in a challenging multi-target tracking scenario.
• A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Sensor manage-
ment via minimization of ospa-based dispersion of posterior. IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace & Electronic Systems, To Be Submit-
ted, 2015c
In our previous work reviews we had received significant interest to investi-
gate the relation of the PEECS objective function and OSPA metric. In other
words how variance reduction in PEECS will result in better estimation and
consequently error reduction in OSPA metric. This concern impelled us to re-
think ways of creating pure multi-target-tracking-performance-measure-based
objective function for sensor management system. In other words, how should
we (and, indeed, should we) design a new class of objective function oriented
to the OSPA metric?
This chapter presents a new sensor management method for multi-object fil-
tering via maximizing the state estimation confidence. Confidence of an esti-
mation is quantified by measuring the dispersion of the multi-object posterior
about its statistical mean using Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA).
The proposed method is generic and the presented algorithm can be used
with any statistical filter. Implementation of the algorithm in conjunction
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with a labeled multi-Bernoulli filter is presented. Simulation studies demon-
strate that the OSPA -based sensor control can successfully guide a sensor to
achieve excellent results in tracking up to 16 targets, and outperforms the
recent PEECS -based sensor control.
• The thesis closes with conclusion and outline the contributions made in this
thesis.
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Background
2.1 Introduction
Automated sensor management is the process of “directing the right sensors to the
right targets at the right times”[Mahler 2014]. A sensor management solution must
consider a number of factors that affect its performance:
• Constraints on target motion due to target dynamical limitations,
• The likelihood of the appearance and disappearance of targets,
• Network bandwidth,
• Energy consumption.
The multi-sensor management problem generally involves stochastic variations
in the number of targets, measurement/process noise and detections, and can be
formulated in the form of an optimal stochastic control problem. These stochastic
variations are due to
• Randomly varying number of targets,
• Randomly varying number of measurements, and
15
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• Randomly varying number of sensors.
Consequently, the practical implementation of sensor management requires princi-
pled approach. In this thesis, we follow a control-theoretic approach for the proposed
sensor management solution. In the control-theoretic approach the goal is to deter-
mine an optimal selection of a set of sensors by defining an objective function which
should be maximized or minimized. The control-theoretic approach to sensor man-
agement problem is in stark contrast to rule based solutions. The main difference
between rule based and control-theoretic approaches are [Mahler 2014]:
Rule Based Approach
- heuristic,
- deterministic,
- fast,
- stable.
Control-Theoretic Approach
- mathematically rigorous,
- stochastic,
- computationally intensive,
- potentially unstable.
However, in overall, the performance of the control-theoretic approach is more
reliable due to [Mahler 2014]:
• accumulated decisions in a rule based approach does not necessarily leads to
desired performance,
• control-theoretic approach inherently achieve near-optimal decisions,
16
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• rule based approach is incapable of addressing the infinite number of possible
contingencies that arise in practice,
• control-theoretic approach is capable of addressing this infinitude of contin-
gencies.
From a theoretical point of view, the sensor management can be modeled as a
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP).
2.2 Sensor Management Solution Framework
This thesis focuses on solving the sensor management problem in the context of
choosing the optimal or near-optimal sensor command among a finite number of
admissible commands. In this context, the quality of a sensor command needs to be
evaluated in terms of an objective function. The defined objective function can be in
the form of reward function (to be maximized) or a cost function (to be minimized).
We formulate the sensor management solution in the Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) framework. POMDP provides a rich framework
for sequential decision-making under uncertainty in stochastic domains. POMDP
is a generalized form of Markov Decision Process (MDP)[Kaelbling et al. 1998] in
which there is no direct access to the states, and information about the states are
only received from observations. The POMDP model comprises the following ele-
ments at any time k:
• a finite set Xk of single-object states,
• a finite set of sensor commands S = {s1, · · · , sn}
• a finite set of observations Z,
• a stochastic measurement model gk(z|x), and
17
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Figure 2.1: The Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) frame-
work for sensor management and multi-object estimation problems.
• a function ϑ(s,Xk) that returns a reward or cost for transition from the multi-
object state Xk to the state Xk+1 via applying an action command s ∈ S.
The overall procedure of sensor management solution in POMDP frameworks is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Assume at time k there are m sensors with the following possible
future states S = {s1, · · · , sn}. Assume that an unknown number of targets are
maneuvering in the surveillance area. The targets’ motion model are based on
Markov transition density of the form of fk+1|k(Xk+1|Xk). The general approach
to sensor management is a closed-loop version of the multi-target Bayes filter. The
procedure of sensor management are as follows:
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• Prediction
Apply the multi-target filter prediction step to evolve the prior multi-target
distribution from pik to pik+1|k at time k.
• Pre-Estimation
Having the predicted multi-target distribution, estimate the number and states
of the targets. This information will be used to generate pseudo-measurements.
• Pseudo-Measurements
Generate a pseudo-measurement set for each sensor command. In sensor man-
agement solutions, the pseudo-measurement set is a function of the chosen sen-
sor command. In principle, the whole distribution of all possible measurement
sets is used to compute the update distribution. However, using whole mea-
surement distribution is computationally expensive if not intractable. Thus,
to reduce the computational complexity, for each sensor control command,
only the predicted ideal measurement set (PIMS) is used [Mahler 2004]. More
detail about PIMS approach is presented in section 2.3.2.
• Pseudo-Update
Using the generated pseudo-measurements as the actual measurements, apply
the multi-target filter update step to update the predicted multi-target distri-
butions to pik+1(X|Z, s) (where Z is the pseudo-measurement set at the future
time k + 1).
• Objective Function
From the Pseudo-updated distributions pik+1(X|Z, s) construct an objective
function ϑ(s,Xk) to quantify the information encapsulated in the posterior
density (for each possible command). To define the objective function, two
common approaches have been introduced in the sensor control literature:
19
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task-driven approach and information-driven approach. More detail about
objective function is presented in section 2.4
• Decision Making
The employed objective function is then directly computed from the updated
distribution. The most rewarding sensor command is then selected by mini-
mizing/maximizing the objective function over all measurements. The goal of
sensor control is to find the control command ,
?
s, which minimizes (or maxi-
mizes) the statistical expectation of the cost (or reward) function:
?
s = argmin
s∈S
/ argmax
s∈S
{
E
Z
[ϑ(s,Xk)]
}
. (2.1)
• Update
Collect the actual measurement sets for the chosen sensors and use the multi-
target filter update step equation to update pik to pik+1.
2.3 Assumptions In This Thesis
In this thesis, sensor management problem for multi target scenario has been studied
under various assumptions.
2.3.1 Single-Step Look-Ahead
In this thesis we consider single-step look-ahead (myopic) approach to determine the
optimal selection of sensors’ command. Myopic approach is in contrast to multi-
step look-ahead approach where in multi-step look ahead approach the aim is to
optimally select sensors’ command throughout a certain future time-step.
The multi-step look-ahead approach is possible with accurate target state esti-
mation in the entire future time-steps. However, in practical situation this is not the
case and due to complex nature of targets manoeuvring, the multi-target estimation
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is not accurate enough. In such cases, myopic approach is more desirable. Also,
multi-step approach is computationally expensive compared to myopic approach,
especially in multi-target contexts [Mahler 2014].
2.3.2 Pseudo-Measurement Approximation
As it was mentioned, the objective function is a function of future measurements.
The values of the future measurements are unknown thus, a set of pseudo-measurements
for each hypothesized sensor command is generated. In principle, the whole distri-
bution of all possible measurement sets is used to compute the objective function.
However, using the whole measurement distribution is computationally expensive.
In situations where the probability of detection is high and clutter rate is moderate,
the multi target posterior density can be approximated under the assumptions of the
PIMS (see [Mahler 2004]–section 4.1 and [Ristic 2013]). Thus, to reduce the compu-
tational complexity, for each sensor command, only the predicted ideal measurement
set (PIMS)is generated.
Given the selected sensor command, the PIMS is comprised of the clutter-free
and noise-free measurements that are most likely to be obtained from the selected
sensor. Algorithm 1 shows a pseudocode to generate the PIMS returned by a selected
sensor command.
2.4 Objective Function
To define the objective function, two common approaches have been introduced in
the sensor control literature:
• Task-driven approach and
• Information-driven approach.
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Algorithm 1 Generating Predicted Ideal Measurement Set [Mahler 2004].
Inputs: Estimates of the number of targets Mˆk+1|k and multi-target state
Xˆk+1|k = {x(`)k+1|k}
Mˆk+1|k
`=1 after a prediction step, a sensor node s ∈ S, and a
single-target measurement likelihood function g(z|x; s) which is dependent on
the location of the sensor node s.
Output: A clutter-free set of noise-free measurements, Z˚s.
1: function PIMS(Mˆk+1|k,Xˆk+1|k,s,g(z|x; s))
2: Z˚s ← ∅.
3: for ` = 1, . . . , Mˆk+1|k do
4: ξ ← arg max
z
g(z|x(`)k+1|k; s)
5: Z˚s ← Z˚s ∪ {ξ}
6: end for
7: return Z˚s
8: end function
Task-driven approach
In the task-driven approach, the objective function is formulated as a cost function
which normally depends on the performance metrics such as error variance, car-
dinality variance and other distribution-dependent measures (e.g. [Kreucher et al.
2005]).
Task-driven objective functions attempt to devise mathematical formulas that,
at least approximately, capture the intent underlying subjective tactical objectives.
These objective functions are usually modelled using dynamic programming meth-
ods [Pierre 1986, Hernndez-Lerma 1989]. Task-driven objective functions tend to
be heuristic and often do not end up adequately modelling actual mission objec-
tives [Mahler 2014].
Information-driven approach
In information-driven approach, the aim of sensor management is to improve the
information content of the multi-object distribution by optimizing some measure of
information gain (uncertainty) [Aoki et al. 2011b]. Recently, due to the performance
criteria independency of the information-driven methods [Kreucher et al. 2005], this
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approach has attracted substantial research interest [Hintz and McVey 1991, Hintz
1991, Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 1992, Kastella 1997, A. O. Hero and Blatt 2008,
Kreucher et al. 2003].
Objective of information-driven approach is to maximize the information gain
produced by posterior multi-object densities [Aoki et al. 2011b]. The idea of mea-
suring information gain as an objective function in sensor control related problem,
first appeared in [Hintz and McVey 1991] and [Hintz 1991]. Later in [Manyika and
Durrant-Whyte 1992] the expected value of information gain was utilized to tackle
sensor management problem. Some examples of information measures are:
• Re´nyi divergence [Kreucher et al. 2003; 2005, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al.
2011a],
• Kullback-Leibler divergence [Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 1995, Schmaedeke
and Kastella 1994, Kastella 1997, Doucet et al. 2002, Mahler 1996],
• Shannon entropy [Hintz and McVey 1991, Hintz 1991], and
• The Cauchy-Schwarz divergence [Mahler 2014, Hoang et al. 2013].
Information-driven objective functions are theoretically rigorous. However,
they have no obvious relationship with operational requirements and do not even
have a clear intuitive, physical interpretation. Another problem is the fact that
there is a large indefinite quantity of information-driven objective functions. For
example, each choice of α results in a different Re´nyi divergence objective func-
tion. Thus the question is which objective function should be choosed, when, and
why [Mahler 2014]?
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2.5 Objective Functions Studied In This Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to define an objective function in FISST framework in
which a common ground between information-driven approach and physical inter-
pretation of task-driven approach is established. The minimal objectives of any
sensor management tasks are:
- Maximize the number of observed targets, and
- Maximize the accuracy of the estimated states of the target.
The defined objective function should carry the fundamental notions of the
information theory as well as addressing the problem of physical interpretation. In
chapters 3,4,5,6 and 7, we defined objective functions using notion of information
theory while they have physical interpretation of task-driven approach.
We then compared our method with the following methods in sensor manage-
ment framework.
2.5.1 Re´nyi Divergence
The most common choice for an objective function in information-driven method is
Re´nyi divergence function. Ristic et al [Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a] used
Re´nyi divergence as the objective function in conjunction with random set filter and
CPHD filter for the scenarios where clutter rate and uncertainty in sensor Filed of
View (FoV) are known.
In [Kreucher et al. 2003] and [Ristic et al. 2011a] Re´nyi divergence was em-
ployed as the generalization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Re´nyi divergence
measures information gain between two densities:
Iα(f1, f2) =
1
α− 1 log
∫
[f1(X)]
α [f2(X)]
1−α δX. (2.2)
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In target tracking applications, the first distribution is the updated distribution,
pik+1(Xk+1|Z1:k, u0:k−1, Zk+1, sk), and the second distribution is the prediction dis-
tribution, pik+1|k(Xk+1|Z1:k, u0:k−1). Thus, Re´nyi divergence is given by:
Iα(Zk+1, sk) =
1
α− 1 log
∫
[pik+1(X|Z1:k, s0:k−1, Zk+1, sk)]α
.
[
pik+1|k(X|Z1:k, s0:k−1)
]1−α
δX. (2.3)
The α parameter emphasizes on different parts of distributions.
The objective is to maximize information gain by computing divergence between
the updated and predicted distributions via choosing the right sk while any choice
of sk can lead to different measurements Zk+1. A common approach is to define,
compute and maximize the reward function as the statistical mean of the Re´nyi
divergence function,
D(sk) = EZk+1 [Iα(Zk+1, sk)] . (2.4)
.
2.5.2 The Posterior Expected Number of Targets
In 2005, Mahler introduced a systematic and unified approach to sensor management
using PHD filter[Mahler 2004; 2005]. In this approach, he employed an objective
function called the posterior expected number of targets (PENT). In this approach,
the aim is to maximize the value of the PENT, to direct the sensor FoV to those
states where the sensors are most likely to collect the best PIMS. PENT can be
generalized to include notions of target priority, in which case it is known as the
predicted expected number of targets of interest (PENTI) [Mahler 2007c; 2005]. The
direct effect of maximizing PENT is maximizing the expected number of targets in
that region Nk|k. The following points indicate the characteristic of the PENT
objective function[Mahler 2007c; 2014].
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1. PENT can be defined in a mathematically rigorous manner from the multi-
target statistics of the multi-target system.
2. PENT is a computational approximation of abstract information-theoretic ob-
jective functions.
3. PENT is more computationally tractable than information-driven objective
functions.
4. PENT can be modified to include the notion of the target of interest.
5. PENT can address the following properties:
• Abstract information-theoretic.
• Physical interpretation.
2.5.3 The Cardinality-Variance Based Objective Function
In previous section, it was mentioned that the PHD filters are used to devise PENT
objective function. In other words, only the first-order information is used in
PENT objective function. Also, the primary goals of the PENT objective func-
tions are [Mahler 2014]:
• Computational tractability, and
• Physical intuitiveness.
Using the multi-Bernoulli filters, a cardinality distribution is also available, thus
a similar but potentially more effective approach can be devised. This approach
was proposed and applied in this thesis. Also, around the same time, Hoang et
al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] defined a variance-based cost function. The main
difference between our approach and Hoang et al is that in [Gostar et al. 2013a],
statistical variance of cardinality around its mean is chosen as the cost function,
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while Hoang et al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] used the variance of cardinality
around its MAP estimate as the cost function.
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CHAPTER 3
Multi-Bernoulli Sensor-Control
via Minimization of Expected
Estimation Errors
A. Gostar, R. Hoseinnezhad, and A. Bab-Hadiashar. Multi-bernoulli
sensor-control via minimization of expected estimation errors. IEEE
Transactions on Aerospace & Electronic Systems, In Press, 2015b
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EXPECTED ESTIMATION ERRORS
This paper presents a sensor-control method for choosing the best next state of
the sensor(s), that provide(s) accurate estimation results in a multi-target tracking
application. The proposed solution is formulated for a multi-Bernoulli filter and
works via minimization of a new estimation error-based cost function. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed method can outperform the state-of-the-art
methods in terms of computation time and robustness to clutter while delivering
similar accuracy.
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3.1 Introduction
Sensor-control techniques in multi-target tracking problems are designed to find the
optimal control command from a set of admissible commands that results in the
most rewarding observations. Sensor-control techniques usually involve addressing
two main components:
- multi-object filtering, and
- sequential decision making.
To solve the above problems, we formulate the sensor-control problem in the partially
observed Markov decision process (POMDP) framework by proposing to use a multi-
Bernoulli filter for the multi-object filtering task. This filter enables us to devise a
new cost function which has a more direct relation with the OSPA [Schuhmacher
et al. 2008] multi-target miss-distance compared to information-theoretic-based ob-
jective functions commonly used in sensor-control solutions. Consequently, it results
in better performance (in terms of the OSPA error).
The purpose of multi-object filtering is to jointly estimate the randomly varying
number and states of multiple objects. Several solutions for this problem have
recently been developed in the finite set statistics (FISST) framework, in which the
multi-object entity is treated as a random finite set (RFS) with its distribution
being predicted and updated in every time step [Mahler 2007b]. Examples of such
solutions include the PHD filter [Mahler 2003b; 2007b], CPHD filter [Vo et al. 2007,
Mahler 2007a], MeMBer filter [Mahler 2007b], cardinality balanced MeMBer (CB-
MeMBer) filter [Vo et al. 2009] and Generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli filter [Vo
and Vo 2013].
A number of sensor-control solutions have also been developed to work within
the FISST multi-target filtering schemes[Mahler 1998; 2003a, Mahler and Zajic 2004,
Zatezalo et al. 2008, Witkoskie et al. 2006, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a,
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Gostar et al. 2013a;c;b, Hoang 2012a]. In these solutions, a criterion is defined
to evaluate the expected quality of the updated multi-target density after an ad-
missible command is applied to the sensor. In this approach, the chosen control
command is the one that provides the best updated density in terms of the defined
criterion. Examples of this type of criteria include the Csisza´r information-theoretic
functional [Mahler 2004], posterior expected number of targets (PENT) [Mahler and
Zajic 2004, Zatezalo et al. 2008] and the Cauchy-Schwarz divergence between the
probability densities of two Poisson point processes [Hoang et al. 2013].
The most common criterion to evaluate the quality of the updated distribu-
tion is its divergence from the predicted distribution [Ristic and Vo 2010]. In two
consecutive papers, Ristic et al [Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a] used Re´nyi
divergence as a reward function to quantify the information gained via updating
the predicted density in a random set filtering framework. In [Ristic and Vo 2010],
the implementation of Re´nyi reward maximization was investigated for the “general
form” of multi-target filters. Since this approach is computationally intractable even
for a small number of targets, in the second paper [Ristic et al. 2011a], the Re´nyi
divergence function was approximated based on i.i.d. cluster assumption for the
multi-target distribution within a PHD filtering scheme. Later, in [Hoang 2012a]
and [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] the Re´nyi divergence objective function was
implemented via the multi-Bernoulli filter.
In our recent study [Gostar et al. 2013a], reported independently from [Hoang
2012a] and [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013], we introduced the use of multi-Bernoulli
filtering in a task-driven objective function. This criterion is introduced in the
form of a cost that would be minimized over all admissible control commands. It
is important to note that in multi-Bernoulli filter, estimation of the number and
states of targets from the updated multi-Bernoulli distribution is straightforward
and no clustering is needed. Furthermore, multi-Bernoulli filters have shown to
be more accurate and involve less computation than other existing multi-target
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tracking methods in various multi-target applications using radar, video and audio-
visual measurements [Hoseinnezhad et al. 2010; 2011; 2013; 2012, Vo et al. 2009;
2010]. We also note that both in our earlier sensor-control method, and in the
method introduced in this paper, the cardinality-balanced multi-Bernoulli filter (CB-
MeMBer) [Vo et al. 2009] is used as an appropriate multi-object filtering scheme for
the sensor-control method. CB-MeMBer is proven to result in unbiased cardinality
estimates under high SNR [Vo et al. 2009] .
In our previous work [Gostar et al. 2013a], the cost function was defined in
terms of the estimation error of only the cardinality of the multi-target state with
the assumption that in practice, an accurate estimate of the number of target would
be followed by accurate estimates of the actual target states. Around the same time,
a similar approach based on using a variance-based cost function was also pursued
by Hoang et al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. Unlike the cost function presented
in [Gostar et al. 2013a], in which the statistical variance of cardinality around its
mean is chosen as the cost function, Hoang et al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]
used the variance of cardinality around its MAP estimate as the cost function.
In this paper, we present a new cost function called Posterior Expected Error
of Cardinality and States (PEECS) that its minimization can lead to a high quality
updated density even with limited observability. The proposed cost function is
intended to account for both localization and cardinality errors. Inclusion of the
extra terms for localization errors in PEECS (compared to cardinality variance-only
costs used in [Gostar et al. 2013a, Hoang 2012a]) can enhance the performance of
sensor-control, especially in challenging cases with numerous targets and high rates
of clutter.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, a formal statement of
the sensor-control problem is presented. Since, our sensor-control solution is specif-
ically formulated to work within multi-Bernoulli filtering schemes, the cardinality-
balanced multi-Bernoulli filter is briefly reviewed in Sec. 3.3. Then, the details of
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sensor-control method are presented in Sec. 3.4 followed by comparative numerical
studies in Sec. 3.6. Sec. 3.7 concludes the paper.
3.2 Problem Statement: sensor-control
This paper focuses on developing an effective sensor-control solution for applica-
tions where mobile sensors are used for multi-object tracking while only instanta-
neous performance is considered (myopic approach).
The main aim of sensor-control is to choose the best control command(s) from a
number of admissible commands. The application of the chosen command changes
the sensor(s) state e.g. the location, heading or both to reach more accurate estima-
tion of the number and states of targets via a set of noisy measurements which may
include by clutter. The quality of a sensor-control command is usually evaluated in
terms of a reward function (to be maximized) or a cost function (to be minimized).
Following [Castan˜o´n and Carin 2008, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a], we
formulated the sensor-control problem in the Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP) framework. POMDP is a generalized form of Markov Decision
Process (MDP)[Kaelbling et al. 1998] in which there is no direct access to the states
and the states information are only realized by noisy observations. The POMDP
framework employed in this paper to formulate the sensor-control problem includes
the following elements at any time k:
- a finite set Xk comprising single-object states;
- a set of sensor-control commands (actions) U;
- a stochastic model for single-target state transition fk|k−1(xk|xk−1);
- a finite set of observations Z, generally made by N sensors1;
1Without loss of generality, in our formulations and simulation studies, we consider multiple
observations from one sensor and note that extension of the proposed solution to the general
multi-sensor case is straightforward.
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- a stochastic measurement model gk(z|x); and
- a function V(u;Xk) that returns a reward or cost associated with action com-
mand u ∈ U.
In principle in a POMDP framework, the action space is infinite and continuous. To
reduce computational complexity, we assume that the sensor(s) can choose from a
finite set of actions or commands, namely admissible control commands [Braziunas
2003].
The purpose of sensor-control is to find the control command
?
u which optimizes
the cost (or reward) function. In stochastic filtering, where the multi-target states
Xk−1 and Xk are characterized by their distributions, the control command
?
u is
commonly chosen to optimize the statistical mean of the objective function V(u;Xk)
over all observations. The function V(u;Xk) is a real-valued objective function of
the control command and estimated state of the targets. Depending on the nature
of this function (being either a ”cost” or a ”reward”), the sensor-control solution
would minimize or maximize it,
?
uk = argmin
u∈U
/ argmax
u∈U
{
EZk(u) [V(u;Xk)]
}
. (3.1)
The objective function usually depends on the statistical distribution of Xk−1
and Xk, which can be recursively computed in a Bayesian filtering scheme. The
latest development in multi-target filtering is Mahler’s finite set statistics (FISST)
framework which provides a set of mathematical tools that allows direct application
of Bayesian inferencing to multi-target problems. In a seminal paper [Vo et al. 2005],
Vo et al established the relationship between FISST and conventional probability.
The theory provides a rigorous paradigm for calculations involving RFSs based upon
the notion of integration and density in point process and stochastic geometry [Moller
and Waagepetersen 2003, Daley and Vere-Jones 2007, Stoyan and Kendall 2008].
This approach to multi-target filtering has influenced a variety of research areas
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such as autonomous vehicles and robotics [John Mullane 2011], radar tracking [Lee
et al. 2010] and image processing [Maggio et al. 2008].
Since the general form of the multi-target Bayes filter is intractable [Mahler
2007b], the FISST framework also includes a number of computationally feasible
approximations. Examples of such filters include the probability hypothesis density
(PHD) [Mahler 2003b], the cardinalized PHD (CPHD) [Mahler 2007a], the multi-
Bernoulli (MeMBer) [Mahler 2007b] and the cardinality balanced MeMBer (CB-
MeMBer) [Vo et al. 2009] filters. PHD and CPHD filters are implemented via Se-
quential Monte Carlo (SMC) method [Vo et al. 2005, Whiteley et al. 2007, Zajic and
Mahler 2003] or using Gaussian mixtures [Vo et al. 2007, Vo and Ma 2006]. The
convergence of PHD and CPHD filters has been studied in [Vo et al. 2005, Clark
and Bell 2006, Clark and Vo 2007, Caron et al. 2011]. SMC and Gaussian mixture
implementations of CB-MeMBer filter have also appeared in [Vo et al. 2009].
As mentioned earlier, due to the better accuracy and lower computational re-
quirements of multi-Bernoulli filtering schemes, in applications where SMC is neces-
sary, this paper focuses on an effective sensor-control solution for CB-MeMBer filter.
The common approach to sensor-control within multi-target filtering schemes is to
choose the reward/cost function in terms of the predicted multi-target state and
the expected update outcomes for every admissible control command. Before we
present our choice of cost function, the multi-Bernoulli filtering scheme is briefly
reviewed in the next section.
3.3 CB-MeMBer Filter
A multi-Bernoulli RFS is defined as the union of M independent Bernoulli RFSs
X(i), i = 1, . . . ,M . Each Bernoulli RFS is characterized by the parameter r(i) and
function p(i)(·), where r(i) is the probability of existence of an element in X(i) (being
a singleton) and p(i)(·) is the probability density function (pdf) of the state of the
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single element of the set if it exists. It has been shown that all statistical properties
of a multi-Bernoulli RFS can be completely characterized by the set of M parameter
pairs, existence probabilities r(i) and the distributions p(i)(·), and a general multi-
Bernoulli RFS is commonly denoted by X ∼ {(r(i), p(i))}Mi=1 [Mahler 2007b].
The multi-Bernoulli Bayesian filter was first derived by Mahler [Mahler 2007b].
He showed that if the prior distribution of the multi-target random set state is
multi-Bernoulli, the predicted and updated posteriors are also approximately multi-
Bernoulli. Later, the original filter was shown to produce biased cardinality esti-
mates [Vo et al. 2009] and a modified version, called Cardinality-Balanced MeMBer
(CB-MeMBer) filter, was formulated in a numerically tractable form and imple-
mented by the Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [Vo et al. 2009].
Suppose that at time k − 1, the posterior multi-Bernoulli density of the multi-
target state is given by {(r(i)k−1, p(i)k−1)}Mk−1i=1 and each p(i)k−1 is approximated by a set
of particles:
p
(i)
k−1(x) =
L
(i)
k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)
(k−1)δx(i,j)k−1
(x). (3.2)
For existing and new born targets, two proposal densities are given and denoted
by q
(i)
k (·|xk−1, Zk) and b(i)k (·|Zk). The predicted multi-target density (also a multi-
Bernoulli density) is represented by the union of the survived targets and the newly
born targets:
pik|k−1 =
{
(r
(i)
P,k|k−1, p
(i)
P,k|k−1)
}Mk−1
i=1
∪
{
(r
(i)
Γ,k, p
(i)
Γ,k)
}MΓ,k
i=1
(3.3)
where existence probabilities and distributions of the predicted Bernoulli compo-
nents are given by:
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r
(i)
P,k|k−1 = r
(i)
k−1
L
(i)
k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)
k−1 pS,k(x
(i,j)
k−1)
p
(i)
P,k|k−1(x) =
L
(i)
k−1∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)
P,k|k−1 δx(i,j)
P,k|k−1
(x)
r
(i)
Γ,k = birth model parameters
p
(i)
Γ,k(x) =
L
(i)
Γ,k∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)
Γ,k δx(i,j)Γ,k
(x)
(3.4)
where
x
(i,j)
P,k|k−1 ∼ q(i)k (·|x(i,j)k−1, Zk), j = 1, · · · , L(i)k−1
w
(i,j)
P,k|k−1 =
w
(i,j)
k−1 fk|k−1(x
(i,j)
P,k|k−1|x
(i,j)
k−1 ) pS,k(x
(i,j)
k−1 )
q
(i)
k (x
(i,j)
P,k|k−1|x
(i,j)
k−1 ,Zk)
w˜
(i,j)
P,k|k−1 = w
(i,j)
P,k|k−1/
L
(i)
k−1∑
`=1
w
(i,`)
P,k|k−1
x
(i,j)
Γ,k ∼ b(i)k (·|Zk), j = 1, · · · , L(i)Γ,k
w
(i,j)
Γ,k = pΓ,k(x
(i,j)
Γ,k )/b
(i)
k (x
(i,j)
Γ,k |Zk)
w˜
(i,j)
Γ,k = w
(i,j)
Γ,k /
L
(i)
Γ,k∑
`=1
w
(i,`)
Γ,k .
(3.5)
Let us denote the predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution by {(r(i)k|k−1, p(i)k|k−1)}
Mk|k−1
i=1 .
The updated multi-Bernoulli is represented by the union of legacy tracks and measurement-
corrected tracks [Mahler 2007b, Vo et al. 2009]:
pik =
{
(r
(i)
L,k, p
(i)
L,k)
}Mk|k−1
i=1
∪ {( ?rU,k(z), ?pU,k(·; z))}z∈Zk (3.6)
with the following existence probabilities and singleton densities:
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r
(i)
L,k = r
(i)
k|k−1
(1−%(i)L,k)
(1−r(i)
k|k−1%
(i)
L,k)
p
(i)
L,k(x) =
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)
L,k δx(i,j)
k|k−1
(x)
?
rU,k(z) =
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
r
(i)
k|k−1(1− r(i)k|k−1)%(i)U,k(z)
(1− r(i)k|k−1%(i)L,k)2
κk(z)+
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
r
(i)
k|k−1%
(i)
U,k(z)
1− r(i)k|k−1%(i)L,k
?
pU,k(x; z) =
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
?
w˜
(i,j)
U,k (z)δx(i,j)
k|k−1
(x)
(3.7)
where
%
(i)
L,k =
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)
k|k−1pD,k(x
(i,j)
k|k−1)
w˜
(i,j)
L,k = w
(i,j)
L,k /
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)
L,k
w
(i,j)
L,k = w
(i,j)
k|k−1(1− pD,k(x(i,j)k|k−1))
%
(i)
U,k(z) =
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)
k|k−1pD,k(x
(i,j)
k|k−1)gk(z|x(i,j)k|k−1)
?
w˜
(i,j)
U,k (z) =
?
w
(i,j)
U,k (z)/
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
L
(i)
k|k−1∑
j=1
?
w
(i,j)
U,k (z)
?
w
(i,j)
U,k (z) =
w
(i,j)
k|k−1r
(i)
k|k−1pD,k(x
(i,j)
k|k−1)gk(z|x
(i,j)
k|k−1)
1−r(i)
k|k−1
.
(3.8)
To avoid degeneracy, the CB-MeMBer filter also includes a resampling step for each
track. To prevent the numerical explosion of the generated particles, the existence
probabilities are thresholded and the low probability tracks are removed while sim-
ilar ones are merged – details of these steps are provided in [Vo et al. 2009].
3.4 Multi-Bernoulli Sensor-Control
In a multi-Bernoulli target tracking scheme, assume that at time k − 1, the multi-
target distribution parameters are {r(i)k−1, p(i)k−1}Mk−1i=1 where Mk−1 indicates maximum
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number of targets. This distribution is propagated through the multi-Bernoulli
prediction and update steps, and turns into an updated multi-Bernoulli distribution
with parameters {r(i)k , p(i)k }Mki=1. As part of the multi-target tracking solution, at each
time k, the number and states of targets are extracted from the updated multi-
Bernoulli parameters. We note that the sensor measurements are used within the
update step of the recursion, and affect the quality of the updated distribution.
In practice, the quality of sensor measurements usually depends on a sensor
state (e.g. the sensor location) which is assumed to be controllable, and the sensor-
control problem is focused on choosing the command that would lead to the best
sensor state. As it was mentioned earlier, most solutions are based on maximizing
an information theoretic reward function such as Re´nyi divergence [Kreucher et al.
2003, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a]. The main rationale behind choosing
such reward functions is that the information encapsulated by the estimated multi-
target distribution is expected to gradually increase as further measurements become
available in time.
In this paper, we take a different approach in which the updated multi-Bernoulli
distribution parameters are directly utilized to define a new cost function. Our ap-
proach is to define a cost function that quantifies the average uncertainty in all pos-
sible multi-target state estimates after each update step.2 The main difference here
is that our focus is on measuring the quality of the updated density in terms of level
of uncertainties, not the information gained from prediction to update (e.g. Re´nyi
divergence function).
The updated distribution depends on the measurement set which is a function
of the chosen sensor-control command. In principle, the whole distribution of all
possible measurement sets is used to compute the update distribution. However, us-
ing whole measurement distribution is computationally expensive if not intractable.
2It is important to note that this cost is not totally independent of the prediction outcomes,
since state estimates extracted from predicted multi-Bernoulli density are used to calculate the
proposed cost function.
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Thus, to reduce the computational complexity, for each sensor control command,
only the predicted ideal measurement set (PIMS) is used [Mahler 2004]. In PIMS
approach only one future measurement sample set is generated for each control
command under the ideal conditions of no measurement noise and no clutter where
probability of detection is equal to one.3 In order to define the new cost function, we
note that the PIMS depends on the chosen control command. For each command,
we first compute the PIMS, then calculate an updated multi-object distribution
{r(i)k , p(i)k }Mki=1 by considering the PIMS as the acquired measurement.
A linear combination of the normalized errors of the number of targets and
their estimated states are considered as a measure of uncertainty associated with
estimation of the multi-target state and as the cost function:
V(u;Xk) = η ε2|X|(u) + (1− η) ε2X(u), (3.9)
where ε2|X|(u) denotes the normalized error of estimated cardinality of the multi-
target state and ε2X(u) denotes the normalized error of the multi-target state esti-
mate. The details of defining and computing the normalized error terms, ε2|X|(u) and
ε2X(u) for SMC implementation are presented in Sec. V through equations (3.10)–
(3.16). Note that η ∈ [0, 1] is a user-defined constant parameter to tune the influence
of the error terms on the total sensor control cost. It is also important to note that
the expectation term in (3.1) does not appear as we use the PIMS approach [Mahler
2004] instead of sampling and averaging in measurement space.
3.5 Implementation
At time k−1, the multi-target distribution is modeled by a multi-Bernoulli RFS with
parameters {r(i)k−1, p(i)k−1}Mk−1i=1 , where Mk−1 indicates the maximum possible number
3In situations where the probability of detection is high and clutter rate is moderate, the multi
target posterior density can be approximated under the assumptions of the PIMS (see [Mahler
2004]–section 4.1 and [Ristic 2013]).
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of targets, and each p
(i)
k−1 for i = 1, . . . ,Mk−1 is approximated by L
(i)
k−1 particles
denoted by {w(i,j)k−1 , x(i,j)k−1}
L
(i)
k−1
j=1 . In the prediction step, the multi-Bernoulli filter prop-
agates the multi-Bernoulli components based on the temporal information from the
transition density (fk|k−1(·)), the probability of survival (Ps), and the predefined
multi-Bernoulli birth terms [Vo et al. 2009]. The predicted multi-Bernoulli density
is denoted by {r(i)k|k−1, p(i)k|k−1}
Mk|k−1
i=1 where p
(i)
k|k−1 is approximated by L
(i)
k|k−1 particles
and represented by {w(i,j)k|k−1, x(i,j)k|k−1}
L
(i)
k|k−1
j=1 for i = 1, . . . ,Mk|k−1.
As it was mentioned before, the updated distribution would depend on the
measurement set which in turn would be dependent on the chosen sensor control
command. Similar to Ristic et al [Ristic 2013], for each control command, a sin-
gle pseudo-measurement is generated for each single object under ideal conditions
(perfect detection, zero measurement noise and no clutter). The ensemble of such
pseudo-measurements forms the PIMS. To compute each of the ideal measurements,
we need to know the single-target states which can be estimated from the predicted
multi-target distribution via the following two steps.4 First, the estimated number
of targets, denoted by Mˆk|k−1 is obtained by counting the predicted existence proba-
bilities that exceed a given threshold (e.g. 0.5 as an unbiased value). Then, the EAP
estimate of the `-th target state is given by xˆ
(`)
k|k−1 =
∑Li`
k|k−1
j=1 w
(i`,j)
k|k−1x
(i`,j)
k|k−1 where the
indices i` refer to the Bernoulli components that were counted in step I.
Having the ideal measurement set for each admissible sensor command, uk ∈
Uk, and considering it as the actual measurement, we can then run the update step
and calculate the cost corresponding to that command. The cost defined in (3.9)
combines two normalized error terms, ε2|X|(u) for the cardinality estimate and ε
2
X(u)
for the multi-target state estimate. Both terms depend on the updated multi-object
posterior {r(i)k,uk , p
(i)
k,uk
(·)}Mk,uki=1 which in turn depends on the PIMS computed for the
4It is important to note that same procedure is used to finally extract the multi-target estimates
after the control command is chosen and applied, the measurements are acquired from sensors and
the multi-target state is updated. Furthermore, we note that alternative methods (such as the
method suggested in [Vo et al. 2009]) could be also used for this purpose.
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command uk.
In [Delande et al. 2014a] and [Delande et al. 2014b], Delande et al showed that
the regional variance of the number of targets quantifies the certainty of the filter
estimates of the number of the targets that evolve in surveillance region. Follow-
ing [Delande et al. 2014b], we chose the variance of the cardinality as a meaningful
measure for its uncertainty or estimation error. In terms of the updated probabilities
of existence this variance is given by:
σ2|X|(uk) =
∑Mk,uk
i=1
[
r
(i)
k,uk
(1− r(i)k,uk)
]
. (3.10)
It is important to note that in the linear combination presented in equa-
tion (3.9), in order for the weight η to be dimensionless and bounded within the [0, 1]
interval (so that both η and 1− η weights are positive), the two error terms have to
be dimensionless. We choose “normalized” error terms which are both dimension-
less and bounded within [0, 1] themselves. Thus, the linear combination forming
the cost in (3.9) will be guaranteed to be bounded within [0, 1]. The normalized
cardinality error term can be computed as follows:
ε2|X|(uk) =
σ2|X|(uk)
max{σ2|X|(uk)}
. (3.11)
The maximum variance occurs when ∀i, r(i)k,uk = 0.5.
max{σ2|X|(uk)} =
Mk,uk
4
.
To arrive at a meaningful measure for the normalized state estimation error
term ε2X(u) in the cost defined in (3.9), we first compute the following total state
estimation error:
ε2X(uk) =
∑Mk,uk
i=1
[
r
(i)
k,uk
ς2
x(i)
(uk)
]
/
∑Mk,uk
i=1 r
(i)
k,uk
(3.12)
which is the weighted average of estimation errors of the states of single targets
associated with each single Bernoulli component. The rationale behind this choice of
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weights is that Bernoulli components with larger probabilities of existence contribute
more strongly to the EAP estimate of the multi-object state –see section IV-A.4
in [Vo et al. 2009]. Although ε2X is not directly related to estimation error, we
named it as the “total state estimation error”. The philosophy behind this choice
lies in the fact that reduction of ς2
x(i)
increases the confidence of estimation which
implicitly increases the expected accuracy of estimation.
To compute the single Bernoulli component errors ς2
x(i)
(uk), we note that in
practice, minimizing the estimation error of only some selected elements of target
states maybe of the interest. For instance, in target tracking, usually the prime
interest is in location, and target speed is included in the single-target state vector
due to its appearance in motion and perhaps measurement models. In such target-
tracking applications, an intuitive scalar measure for the single Bernoulli component
error is given by the product of the variances of the target location coordinates. If
the stochastic variations of target location coordinates are independent, this measure
will translate into the absolute determinant of the covariance matrix of the target
location. In case of tracking multiple-targets in two–dimensional space, the single
Bernoulli component error term, ς2
x(i)
(uk), is given by:
ς2
x(i)
(uk) ∝ σ2x(i)(uk) σ2y(i)(uk) (3.13)
where x and y denote the x and y-coordinates of the single-target location (part of its
state vector x), and the proportionality (not equality) is chosen because the above
product does not lead to a normalized measure. Having the updated particles and
weights of each Bernoulli component, the single-coordinate errors can be calculated
as follows:
σ2
x(i)
(uk) =
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
x
(i,j)2
k,uk
−
(∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
x
(i,j)
k,uk
)2
σ2
y(i)
(uk) =
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
y
(i,j)2
k,uk
−
(∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
y
(i,j)
k,uk
)2 (3.14)
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where x
(i,j)
k,uk
and y
(i,j)
k,uk
denote the coordinates extracted from the particle x
(i,j)
k,uk
and
power operation is element-wise. To normalize the total state estimation error term
ς2
x(i)
(uk) in (3.13), we note that with equally weighted particles, i.e when ∀j, w(i,j)k,uk =
1/L
(i)
k,uk
, the particles representing the i-th single Bernoulli component do not convey
any information and the above estimation variances adopt their maximum values as
follows:
max{σ2
x(i)
(uk)} = 1
L
(i)
k,uk
(1− 1
L
(i)
k,uk
)
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 x
(i,j)2
k,uk
max{σ2
y(i)
(uk)} = 1
L
(i)
k,uk
(1− 1
L
(i)
k,uk
)
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 y
(i,j)2
k,uk
.
(3.15)
The single Bernoulli error terms ς2
x(i)
(uk) in (3.13) can be normalized as follows:
ς2x(i)(uk) =
σ2
x(i)
(uk) σ
2
y(i)
(uk)
max{σ2
x(i)
(uk)} max{σ2y(i)(uk)}
(3.16)
and the computed values are then used in (3.12) to calculate the normalized state
estimation error term in the cost. Extension of the terms derived in (3.13)–(3.16)
to the cases involving more than two dimensional location parameters is straight-
forward.
Having the cost values computed for all admissible sensor control commands,
the best command
?
uk is then chosen as the one incurring the smallest cost:
?
uk = argmin
uk∈Uk
V(uk;Xk−1). (3.17)
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the CB-MeMBer multi-target filtering
scheme with the proposed sensor-control.
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Algorithm 2 The CB-MeMBer multi-target filtering recursion with PEECS sensor-
control.
Inputs: time k, dynamic model fk|k−1(·|xk−1), multi-Bernoulli birth model pa-
rameters, prior multi-Bernoulli parameters from time k−1, detection probability
pD(·), measurement likelihood function gk(·|x), and clutter intensity ν(·) and its
integral λc, current sensor(s) location(s), finite set of admissible sensor-control
commands U.
Output: The best control command
?
u and updated multi-Bernoulli parameters.
Prediction:
1: Using equations (1)–(3), compute the predicted multi-Bernoulli component pa-
rameters and their particles {r(i)k|k−1, {w(i,j)k|k−1, x(i,j)k|k−1}
L
(i)
k|k−1
j=1 }
Mk|k−1
i=1 .
Pre-estimation:
2: `← 0,
3: for i = 0,Mk|k−1 do
4: if r
(i)
k|k−1 > 0.5 then
5: `← `+ 1
6: xˆ
(`)
k|k−1 =
∑L(i)
k|k−1
j=1 w
(i,j)
k|k−1x
(i,j)
k|k−1
7: end if
8: end for
9: Mˆk|k−1 ← `
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Sensor-control:
. Constructing the PIMS:
10: for all uk ∈ U do,
11: Z˚ ← ∅.
12: for ` = 1, Mˆk|k−1 do
13: ξ ← argmaxz g(z|xˆ(`)k|k−1)
14: Z˚ ← Z˚ ∪ {ξ}
15: end for
. Update for sensor control:
16: Use the PIMS Z˚ in (7)-(8) to update the multi-Bernoulli distribution pa-
rameters.
. Computing the cost:
17: ε2|X|(uk)←
[∑Mk,uk
i=1 r
(i)
k,uk
(1− r(i)k,uk)
]/
Mk,uk
4
.
18: σ2
x(i)
(uk)←
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
x
(i,j)2
k,uk
−
(∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
x
(i,j)
k,uk
)2
19: σ2
y(i)
(uk)←
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
y
(i,j)2
k,uk
−
(∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 w
(i,j)
k,uk
y
(i,j)
k,uk
)2
20: max{σ2
x(i)
(uk)} ← 1
L
(i)
k,uk
(1− 1
L
(i)
k,uk
)
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 x
(i,j)2
k,uk
21: max{σ2
y(i)
(uk)} ← 1
L
(i)
k,uk
(1− 1
L
(i)
k,uk
)
∑L(i)k,uk
j=1 y
(i,j)2
k,uk
22: ς2
x(i)
(uk)←
σ2
x(i)
(uk) σ
2
y(i)
(uk)
max{σ2
x(i)
(uk)} max{σ2
y(i)
(uk)}
23: ε2X(uk)←
[∑Mk,uk
i=1 r
(i)
k,uk
ς2
x(i)
(uk)
] / ∑Mk,uk
i=1 r
(i)
k,uk
24: V(u;Xk)← η ε2|X|(u) + (1− η) ε2X(u),
25: end for
26:
?
u← argminu V(u;Xk)
Measurement:
27: Apply the control command
?
u to change the sensor state.
28: Read the actual measurement set Zk.
Update:
29: Use the set Zk as measurement set in equations (7)-(8) and compute the updated
multi-Bernoulli parameters.
30: Prune and merge the updated Bernoulli components. . More details in [Vo
et al. 2009].
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3.6 Simulation Results
The performance of the proposed PEECS sensor-control method was evaluated in
two challenging case studies. Case study 1 is borrowed from [Ristic et al. 2011a] and
[Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] and used to compare the performance of PEECS
with the PHD-based sensor control method for different clutter rates. Case study 2
is a more challenging extension of case study 1 in which the targets are not pseudo
stationary (they move and turn through the scenario), the motion model is more
complex, and in addition to range, bearing measurements are also available.
3.6.1 Case study 1
A controllable range-only sensor is used to track multiple targets in a surveillance
application. Each single target state is comprised of location and velocity com-
ponents in x and y directions, denoted by [x y x˙ y˙]>. In the particular scenario
borrowed from [Ristic et al. 2011a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013], there are five
targets. The sensor location is denoted by s = [xs ys]
>. The sensor can detect an
object in location o = [xo yo]
> with the following location-dependent probability:
pD(s,o) =
 1, if ||o− s|| ≤ R0max {0, 1− h(||o− s|| −R0)} . otherwise (3.18)
To make the results comparable, we used the same parameters used in [Ristic et al.
2011a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. Those are as follows:
– surveillance area: 1000 m × 1000 m,
– R0 = 320 m,
– h = 0.00025 m−1,
– measurement model: z = ||o−s||+e where e ∼ N (0, σ2), σ = σ0 +β||o−s||2,
σ0 = 1 m and β = 5× 10−5 m−1.
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The Poisson RFS for clutter has the intensity ν(z) = λc c(z) where c(z) = U [0, 1000
√
2],
and λc = 0.5.
Overall, there are five objects in the surveillance area, positioned relatively close
to each other. Their initial state vectors are: [800 600 1 0]>, [650 500 0.3 0.6]>,
[620 700 0.25 0.45]>, [750 800 0 0.6]>, and [700 700 0.2 0.6]>, where the units of x
and y are meters and x˙ and y˙ are m/s. The objects move according to the constant
velocity model [Li and Jilkov 2003a, Ristic et al. 2011a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo
2013, Gostar et al. 2013a].
The controllable mobile sensor initially enters the surveillance area at position
s = [10 m 10 m]>. Other parameters such as the dynamic parameters of the
motion model, probability of survival, target birth model, finite set of admissible
control commands, and relative number of particles are also borrowed from [Ristic
et al. 2011a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. As it is also noted in [Ristic et al.
2011a], the range dependent sensor noise and relatively high rates of clutter and
miss-detections make this a very challenging case of sensor-control for multi-target
estimation in which many state-of-the-art techniques would fail.
Figure 3.1 shows the initial and final locations of the five targets in this sce-
nario, and demonstrates how the sensor location is controlled towards locations
with better accuracy and detection rate by PEECS method (Algorithm 2). We have
compared PEECS sensor-control with recent PHD-based sensor control methods in
terms of their OSPA errors. In addition, we compared our method with the multi-
Bernoulli-based sensor-control method of Hoang et al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo
2013] which is more similar. Figure 3.1 shows the controlled sensor locations of this
method compared to PEECS sensor-control method. We will further elaborate on
this comparison later.
We computed the localization, cardinality and OSPA errors [Schuhmacher et al.
2008] at time steps k = 1, . . . , 35. The estimation errors for three sensor-control
methods using different reward/cost functions (PENT [Mahler 1998], Re´nyi diver-
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Figure 3.1: Sensor locations for PEECS cost function and MAP cardinality variance
cost function [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] during k = 1, . . . , 20 for range-only
measurement.
gence [Ristic et al. 2011a] and PEECS) are shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 for the
case of clutter rate λc = 0.5. Note that OSPA errors for Re´nyi divergence are com-
puted and plotted for α = 0.5 and α = 1. We observe that during the initial time
steps, the OSPA error returned by the PEECS sensor-control is significantly smaller
than (about half of) the error of the two PHD-based sensor-control methods re-
ported in [Ristic et al. 2011a] which have been demonstrated to outperform PENT
and other existing methods. However, as it is reported in [Ristic et al. 2011a], the
reason of poor performance of PENT lies in the fact that its objective function is
designed for sensor-control problems in which the sensor has finite field of view,
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Figure 3.2: Estimation cardinality errors of the PEECS sensor-control method com-
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Figure 3.3: Estimation errors of the PEECS sensor-control method compared to the
PHD-based sensor-control.
which is not the case in this scenario.
Although PEECS and PHD-based methods converge to similar error values, the
initially smaller error of the PEECS sensor-control demonstrates that the sensor is
guided towards its optimum location faster and arrives there much earlier than the
PHD-based methods that work based on maximizing Re´nyi divergence. A video of
the live simulation run is attached as supplemental material. It is observed from
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Figure 3.4: Estimation errors with different clutter rate of our sensor-control method
compared to the PHD-based sensor-control .
the run that after the first 13 time steps, our sensor-control drives the sensor to
a close vicinity of the center point of the five targets, and during the rest of the
simulation, the sensor stays in that region with minor movements. This observation
is consistent with the OSPA errors of PEECS shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 converging
to its minimum at about time step 13.
To investigate the robustness of PEECS sensor-control to increased levels of
clutter, we compared its OSPA errors with the PHD-based sensor-control method
reported in [Ristic et al. 2011a] for different clutter rates of λc = 0.5, 3, 5. The errors
were averaged over 200 Monte Carlo runs of each method and are shown in Fig. 3.4.
It is observed that by increasing the clutter rate λc from 0.5 to 3 then to 5, our
proposed method returns OSPA errors that are generally smaller than the errors
returned by the PHD-based sensor-control. We also note that the presented OSPA
errors in the paper only provide a broad indication of sensor-control performance,
and such results are scenario dependent.
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The most significant advantage of PEECS sensor-control method is its low com-
putational cost. Table 3.1 shows the computation times of PEECS sensor-control
compared with the PHD-based sensor-control method of [Ristic et al. 2011a], av-
eraged over 200 Monte Carlo runs, for different clutter rates.5 We observe that in
average, PEECS sensor-control runs at least 4 times faster than competing methods.
Note that the result of the computation times should only be considered as a broad
indication of sensor-control performance, since these results are scenario and code
dependent. We also note that PEECS does not consider possible constraints on the
sensor field of view and needs to be revised in presence of such constraints. Com-
parison of the computational cost of the revised version of PEECS with methods like
PENT [Mahler 2004] (that take such limits into consideration) is beyond the scope
of this paper and left for future research.
The lower computational cost of PEECS sensor-control is mainly due to the fact
that it is designed to work with the multi-Bernoulli filter. Extraction of cardinality
and single-object state estimates in a multi-Bernoulli scheme is straightforward com-
pared to PHD and CPHD methods. In the latter, the particles approximating the
intensity function need to be grouped via a clustering algorithm. However, no such
clustering step is required by multi-Bernoulli methods, hence substantial savings in
computation is made particularly in applications that involve numerous objects. In
such applications, the total number of particles, representing Monte Carlo approxi-
mations of the intensity function, is required to be very large otherwise substantial
amount of information would be lost during the clustering step. The need for a
large number of particles would impose heavy computation burden in those filtering
schemes.
In Fig. 3.5, OSPA error of PEECS sensor-control method is compared with the
method reported in [Hoang 2012a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. Hoang et al [Gia
5Both methods were coded in MATLAB and run on the same machine. For the PHD-based
sensor-control, we used the code provided by the authors of [Ristic et al. 2011a].
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Table 3.1: Comparison of computation times (seconds)
Clutter rate (λc) 0.5 3.0 5.0
PEECS 0.310 0.333 0.373
PHD-based method [Ristic et al. 2011a] 1.336 1.631 1.973
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] used multi-Bernoulli filter in conjunction with Re´nyi
divergence as a reward function. We observe that PEECS sensor-control performs
better than the Re´nyi divergence-based sensor control method proposed in [Hoang
2012a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] in terms of OSPA error. This is mainly
because PEECS cost function is structurally related to the error terms computed
in OSPA. We note that the superior performance of PEECS in terms of OSPA error
may not be necessarily valid in terms of information gain which is the major focus
of Re´nyi divergence-based sensor control methods.
Hoang and Vo [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] also proposed a multi-Bernoulli
sensor-control method in which the variance of cardinality around its MAP estimate
(termed “MAP cardinality variance”) is used as the cost function. This cost func-
tion is similar to PEECS. However, in PEECS, the variance term is the statistical
variance (around the mean, not around the MAP estimate) of cardinality, and more
importantly, the cost is penalized due to errors not only in cardinality estimates
but also in state estimates. As it is shown in Fig. 3.5, our method outperforms the
method reported in [Hoang 2012a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] in terms of OSPA
errors..
The controlled sensor locations resulted by PEECS and the method reported
in [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] (with MAP cardinality variance as the cost
function) are shown in Fig. 3.1. We note that in the case studies discussed in
this paper, some measurement parameters depend on the sensor-target distance in
such a way that a shorter sensor-target distance generally leads to more accurate
measurements. To be more precise, based on the measurement models in case study
1, with a shorter sensor-target distance, higher probability of detection and smaller
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measurement noise are achieved. This seems to be a commonly accepted assumption
as it is reported in many similar works on sensor control such as [Ristic and Vo 2010,
Ristic et al. 2011a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. With such a distance-dependent
measurement model, an effective sensor control method is expected to guide the
sensor towards the center of the targets, and maintain it in the vicinity of the center
as the targets move. Figure 3.1 clearly shows that PEECS directly moves the sensor
towards the center of the targets and maintains it in the center as the targets move.
This is while the sensor trajectory created by the competing method of [Gia Hoang
and Tuong Vo 2013] seems to be deviated from the path to the center of the targets
and not to converge and remain in the center as the targets move. Hence, PEECS
leads to the significantly improved OSPA errors shown in Fig. 3.5.
As stated by Hoang and Vo [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013], “the lack of ob-
servability of the full states, as we now have range-only measurements,” causes the
poor performance of their proposed sensor control, especially when only the vari-
ance of cardinality around its MAP estimate is optimized. If the objective function
“accounts for both localization and cardinality criteria”, which is indirectly the case
when Re´nyi divergence is chosen as the objective function, sensor control is expected
to result in “lower error” [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. We note that both car-
dinality and state estimation errors are explicitly considered in PEECS objective
function.
3.6.2 Case study 2
To demonstrate the performance of our method with measurements that guarantee
full observability of the targets, and to investigate the particular effect of the lo-
calization error term in the proposed cost function, we also designed a simulation
involving a more complex scenario than case study 1. In this scenario, we chose the
non-linear nearly-constant turn model employed in [Vo et al. 2009]. In this model,
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Figure 3.5: The comparative results for PEECS method and the methods reported
in [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013].
each single target state x = [x¯> ω]> is comprised of location and velocity in Carte-
sian coordinates, denoted by x¯ = [x y x˙ y˙]> and turning rate, denoted by ω. The
state dynamics are given by:
x¯k = F (ωk−1)x¯k−1 +Gk−1,
ωk = ωk−1 + Tγk−1,
where
F (ω) =

1 0 sinωT
ω
−1−cosωT
ω
0 1 1−cosωT
ω
sinωT
ω
0 0 cosωT − sinωT
0 0 sinωT cosωT

, G =

T 2
2
0
0 T
2
2
T 0
0 T

,
T = 1 s, k−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2 I), σ = 15 m/s2, and γk−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2γI), σγ = (pi/180) rad/s.
The birth RFS is a multi-Bernoulli with density piΓ = {(r(i)Γ , p(i)Γ )}4i=1 where r(1)Γ =
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r
(2)
Γ = 0.02, r
(3)
Γ = r
(4)
Γ = 0.03 and p
(i)
Γ (x) = N (x;m(i)γ , Pγ) where
m
(1)
γ = [−1500 0 250 0 0]>,
m
(2)
γ = [−250 0 1000 0 0]>,
m
(3)
γ = [250 0 750 0 0]>,
m
(4)
γ = [1000 0 1500 0 0]>,
Pγ = diag(50
2, 502, 502, 502, (6× pi
180
)2).
Probability of survival, detection probability, initial sensor location and clutter rate
are similar to the previous case study. In this case study, in addition to range,
bearing information is also available and the observation model consists of noisy
bearing and range measurements:
zk =
[
arctan(xk
yk
)
√
x2k + y
2
k
]>
+ ζk,
where ζk ∼ N (·; 0, Rk) is the measurement noise with covariance Rk = diag(σ2θ , σ2r)
in which the scales of range and bearing noise are σθ = (pi/180) rad and σr = 5 m.
The clutter RFS followed the uniform Poisson model over the surveillance region
[-pi/2 , pi/2] rad × [0, 2000] m, with λc = 1.6× 10−3 (rad m)−1.
As it is shown in Fig. 3.6, the sensor starts moving toward the objects and
remains between those. We ran PEECS sensor-control algorithm for both η = 1
and η = 0.5. When the parameter η equals 1, the cost function includes only
the cardinality error term. With η = 0.5, both cardinality error and object state
estimation error are equally weighted within the cost. We recorded the OSPA errors
in both cases at time steps k = 1, . . . , 50. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.7. this
figure shows that although the targets maneuver in long paths (compared to the
case study 1 borrowed from [Ristic et al. 2011a]), they are tracked with reasonably
low error, indicating the reliability of PEECS. Comparison of OSPA errors in cases
where η = 1 or η = 0.5 also demonstrates the benefit gained in terms of total error
when both cardinality and state estimation errors were considered within the cost
function, as it happened in PEECS with η = 0.5.
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Figure 3.6: Sensor and target locations in case study 2, during k = 1, . . . , 50.
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Figure 3.7: OSPA errors returned by PEECS in case study 2.
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3.7 Conclusion
A sensor-control solution was proposed to be employed within a multi-Bernoulli
multi-target filter. In this method, at each step, the next sensor control command
is chosen by minimizing a new task-driven cost function called “Posterior Expected
Error of Cardinality and States” (PEECS). The PEECS cost associated with each
control command is defined as a linear combination of the normalized errors in
cardinality estimate of the multi-target random finite set and the normalized error
of localization of the elements in the multi-target RFS. Simulation results involving
two challenging multi-target estimation and sensor-control scenarios, demonstrated
that PEECS sensor-control can return multi-object state estimation accuracy and
clutter tolerance that are similar to or better than competing methods, and generally
performs faster than the state-of-the-art.
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This paper addresses the sensor selection problem for tracking of multiple ma-
neuvering targets within a sensor network. It is assumed that due to the bandwidth
and energy constraints of the sensor network, it is not feasible to directly use the
entire information provided by the large number of sensor nodes for detection and
tracking of the targets, hence the need for sensor selection. We present a decision
making solution for sensor selection in the multi-Bernoulli random finite set frame-
work. The proposed method selects a minimum subset of sensors which are most
likely to provide reliable measurements. Our method is a robust method that works
in the challenging uncertain scenarios where no prior information are available on
clutter intensity or sensor detection profile. Simulation results demonstrate success-
ful sensor selection in a challenging case where five targets move in a close vicinity to
each other. Comparative results evidence the superior performance of our method
in terms of accuracy of estimating the number of targets and their states.
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4.1 Introduction
Estimation and tracking of multi-target states, using a network of sensors with
communication constraints is a challenging problem. The main challenge stems
from the fact that while highly reliable measurements are required by multi-target
tracking solutions, due to bandwidth and energy constraints of the sensor network,
the system may need to select an optimal subset of sensors to communicate with,
from which it is most likely to receive high quality target-related observations. This
problem is termed sensor selection in the literature [Zemek et al. 2007].
Most sensor selection solutions predict the quality of measurements provided
by sensor nodes before initiating the communication with those sensors. The results
of those prediction are then used to compute an objective function for selecting the
desirable sensor(s) that is expected to provide the most informative measurements.
A common approach is to quantify the existing information embedded in the ob-
servations and use it as a reward [Mahler and Zajic 2004, Ristic et al. 2011a]. One
possible choice for this reward function is the statistical mean of Re´nyi divergence
between predicted and updated distributions [Ristic et al. 2011a, Hoang 2012b].
Information theoretic methods are mostly formulated in partially observed Markov
decision process (POMDP) framework using a myopic approach. A set of candidate
sensors generate synthetic measurements that are used to update the multi-target
state distribution and compute the reward associated with each candidate. The
most informative candidate is then selected based on its reward [Ristic et al. 2011a,
Hoang 2012b].
In this paper, we propose a new sensor selection solution for multi-target track-
ing, which similar to [Ristic et al. 2011a, Gostar et al. 2013a] is formulated using the
Finite Set Statistics (FISST) framework. Our contributions are two-fold. Firstly,
our method does not need any prior information about the distribution of clut-
ter measurements or the uncertainty in the sensor field of view. Secondly, with
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multi-Bernoulli assumptions for the random set state distribution, and within the
adaptive multi-Bernoulli filtering scheme of [Vo et al. 2013], we have been able to
define a novel cost function that is directly relevant both to error of state estima-
tion and to error of estimation of the number of existing targets (cardinality of the
multi-target set state). Simulation results for a challenging multi-target tracking
scenario demonstrate that our sensor selection method successfully selects the sen-
sors proving most informative measurements and the estimation errors are less than
competitive methods.
4.2 Sensor selection problem
Consider a POMDP defined as the tuple
Ψ =
{
Xk,S, pik|k−1(Xk|Xk−1), gk(z|x), ϑ(Xk−1, s,Xk)
}
,
where k denotes the time step, Xk is a finite set of target states, S denotes a finite set
of sensor nodes for selection, pik|k−1(Xk|Xk−1) represents the multi-target dynamics
modeled as multi-target state transition density, gk(z|x) is a stochastic measurement
model, and ϑ(Xk−1, s,Xk) is an objective function that returns a reward or cost for
transition from the multi-object state Xk−1 to the state Xk, given that the sensor
located at s ∈ S.
The aim of sensor selection is to find the candidate sensor node
?
s that optimizes
the objective function (cost or reward). In stochastic filtering, the multi-target states
are characterized by their statistical distributions, and for each given node s, the
objective function ϑ(Xk−1, s,Xk) would not be entirely deterministic, instead vary-
ing according to a statistical distribution. Thus,
?
s is commonly chosen to optimize
the statistical mean of the objective function ϑ(Xk−1, s,Xk),
?
sk = arg min
s∈S
/ arg max
s∈S
{
EXk−1,Xk [ϑ(Xk−1, s,Xk)]
}
. (4.1)
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In section 4.2.1 we describe an adaptive filtering method reported in [Vo et al. 2013],
for formulating the multi-target state. Our novel objective function is also defined
in this framework.
4.2.1 Adaptive multi-Bernoulli filtering
Unlike the PHD-based filters which are moment approximations [Vo and Ma 2006],
the multi-Bernoulli filters are density approximations and are characterized by the
probability of existence of a possible element and the probability density function
of the state of that element
{(
r(i), p(·)(i))}M
i=1
[Mahler 2007b, Vo et al. 2009].
Vo et al [Vo et al. 2013] have recently tackled the problem of multi-Bernoulli
filtering in cases where clutter intensity and probability of detection profile are
unknown and generally non-homogeneous. In their solution, the probability of de-
tection is augmented to the multi-target state, and propagated as the time evolves.
In addition, the adaptive multi-Bernoulli filter incorporates a set of clutter gener-
ators working based on Poisson assumptions with their transition and observation
models formulated similar to actual objects in a hybrid space X˘ = X (0) ∪ X (1) (0
for clutter generators state space and 1 for target space).
The Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation of the proposed solution is
summarized in the following (see [Vo et al. 2013] for more details). The augmented
multi-target state now includes a state a (denoting the probability of detection)
and the multi-Bernoulli set state X. At any time, the multi-Bernoulli state is the
union of an ensemble of M Bernoulli sets, each having a probability of existence,
r(i), and two single-object densities denoted by p(i)(u)(a,x) where u = 1 corresponds
to objects that are actual targets, and u = 0 corresponds to clutters.
At any time k, the prior multi-target distribution at time k − 1 is input to a
prediction step that incorporates utilization of dynamic and birth models for target
states (with probability of detection now augmented) and clutters. The distribution
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is then updated using current measurements received from sensors.
4.3 Adaptive Multi-Bernoulli Sensor Selection
Our proposed sensor selection solution is based on minimizing a novel cost function
that can be defined and computed for every sensor node. Our cost directly quantifies
the statistical mean of an error term over all possible updated multi-object states.
The error term is a linear combination of average uncertainties in cardinality esti-
mates, target state estimates, and estimated clutter intensity. Let us denote the pos-
terior (updated) multi-object distribution at time k by {(r(i)k , p(i)(u)k )}Mki=1 and assume
that each density p
(i)(u)
k is approximated by a set of particles {(a(i,j)(u)k ,x(i,j)(u)k )}L
(i)(u)
k
j=1
with weights {w(i,j)(u)k }L
(i)(u)
k
j=1 . The expected a posteriori (EAP) estimate of the num-
ber of targets is given by E(|X|; s) =
Mk∑
i=1
r
(i)(1)
k and its uncertainty, quantified by its
variance, is
σ2|X|(s) =
Mk∑
i=1
[
r
(i)(1)
k
(
1− r(i)(1)k
)]
. (4.2)
The second term is indicative of average error in estimating the targets states.
We note that we may be only interested in minimizing the average error of some
state components. For instance, in the case study presented in the next section,
only the variance of location of targets is considered as important. To quantify
the uncertainty in single object state estimates, we first compute the average error
of state estimates for each Bernoulli component, from the updated multi-Bernoulli
distribution:
σˆ2x,i =
L
(i)(1)
k∑
j=1
w
(i,j)(1)
k (x
(i,j)(1)
k )
2 − (L(i)(1)k∑
j=1
w
(i,j)(1)
k x
(i,j)(1)
k
)2
(4.3)
where (·)2 is performed component-wise over the components of interest. The total
error can be normalized by dividing with the weighted average of the errors of single
Bernoulli components, where the weights are the updated probabilities of existence:
σˆ2x(s) =
∑L(i)(1)k
i=1
[
r
(i)(1)
k σˆ
2
x,i
] / ∑L(i)(1)k
i=1 r
(i)(1)
k . (4.4)
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The variance associated with the EAP on the number of expected clutter sam-
ples can be approximated by updated particles for generated clutter samples:
σˆ2
λ
(s) =
Mk∑
i=1
[
r
(i)(0)
k
L
(i)(0)
k∑
j=1
{
r
(i,j)
λ,k
(
1− r(i,j)λ,k
)} ]
(4.5)
where r
(i,j)
λ,k = w
(i,j)(0)
k a
(i,j)(0)
k . The proposed objective function is defined as the
following cost comprising a weighted sum of the three error terms:
ϑ(s) = η|X| σ
2
|X|(s) + ηx σ
2
x(s) + ηλ σ
2
λ
(s) (4.6)
where η|X| , ηx and ηλ are the user-defined importance weights for minimization of
each of the variances and are positive values. To have a normalized weighted sum of
the error terms in the cost, the weights are chosen to satisfy η|X|+ηx +ηλ = 1. Since
precision of the estimated number of objects and their locations have the highest
priority, it is reasonable to put more emphasis on the weight of the variance of the
number of targets and their state (η|X| and ηx). The sensor node is then chosen by
minimizing the above cost function:
?
s = arg min
s
ϑ(s). (4.7)
4.4 Simulation results
A challenging non-linear multi-target tracking scenario, similar to the one reported
in [Ristic et al. 2011a], is employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed
adaptive multi-Bernoulli sensor selection method. In this scenario, the sensor net-
work includes sensor nodes laid out uniformly over a square of size 1000m × 1000m
divided into 50m × 50m blocks. Each sensor regularly scans the surveillance area
and returns a set of bearing and range measurements corresponding to detected
targets, each in the form of zk = [θk,<k]>. A total of five targets appear in the
scene and maneuver in the surveillance area. One of the challenging aspects of this
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problem, similar to the case presented in [Ristic et al. 2011a], is the fact that (due to
energy and bandwidth constraints) at each time k, only one sensor measurement set
is communicated with the central processor for multi-target detection and tracking
purposes.1
At each time step, k, the set of sensor nodes, S, that are examined for sensor
selection, is comprised of the previously chosen node
?
sk−1 = [xsk−1 ysk−1 ]
>, and its
horizontal and vertical neighbouring nodes up to two blocks. The initially selected
sensor node is assumed to start from the origin, i.e
?
s0 = [0 0]
>.
4.4.1 Measurement model
The measurement data is synthetically generated according to the following distance-
dependent detection probability:
pD(s, x) =
 1, if ||x− s|| ≤ R0max{0, h(||x− s|| −R0)} otherwise (4.8)
where s = [xs ys]
> and x = [x y]> denote the locations of the sensor node and target,
respectively, || · || denotes Euclidean distance in 2D space, and the range parameter
R0 and detection gain h are selected as R0 = 320 m and h = 25× 10−5 m−1.
Note that the pD(s, x) is only needed for generating the synthetic measurements.
The range and bearing measurements, included in each synthetic point measurement
z = [θ R]> in a scan (in case of detection) where θ = (r− s) + eθ and R =
||r− s||+ eR in which eθ and eR denote i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise samples
with zero mean, and the angle measurement follows the four-quadrant definition.
The angle measurement noise power is assumed to be constant at eθ = pi/180, but
the noise power for range measurements linearly increases with range according to:
eR = σ0 + η||r− s||2 where σ0=1m, η=5×10−5 m−1 (4.9)
1Extension of the algorithm for cases where more than one sensor nodes can be communicated
and used in the update step of multi-target filtering is straightforward.
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4.4.2 Target states and their dynamic model
At any time k, each single target state is comprised of the unknown detection
probability, location and velocity components in x and y directions, and detection
type label uk ∈ {0, 1}, together denoted by [ak xk x˙k yk y˙k uk]>. The targets are
positioned relatively close to each other in the surveillance area and their initial
locations and velocities are at [800, 600, 1, 0]>, [650, 500, 0.3, 0.6]>, [620, 700, 0.25,
-0.45]>, [750, 800, 0, 0.6]>, and [700, 700, 0.2, 0.6]>, where the units of x and y are
meters and x˙ and y˙ are m/s.
Actual targets move according to the constant velocity model [Li and Jilkov
2003b], in which the transition density of target location and speed is given by a
Gaussian density with the same parameters as used in [Ristic et al. 2011a]. The
transition density of the augmented state, ak, is assumed to be a beta distribu-
tion [Vo et al. 2013]. The Beta density is used to model the unknown detection
probability, since the density covers the range [0, 1], and has sufficient flexibility to
capture various detection probability profiles [Vo et al. 2013].
The survival probability for actual objects is fixed thorough the scenario Ps =
0.99 [Vo et al. 2013]. The birth process for the actual targets is a multi-Bernoulli
process with five components pi
(1)
Γ,k =
{
(r
(1)(i)
Γ,k , p
(1)(i)
Γ,k (·, ·)
}5
i=1
where all probabilities
of existence are equally chosen at 0.05, and the states of each of the five newly born
targets are distributed uniformly in [0.8, 1] × X . The parameters chosen for beta
distributions were same as reported in [Vo et al. 2013]. In our simulation, clutter
generators model and filter parameters are burrowed from [Vo et al. 2013].
4.4.3 Results
We ran the proposed adaptive multi-Bernoulli sensor selection method and com-
puted the resulting estimates for number and locations of the targets for a sequence
of 35 steps. In each step, one node of the sensor network was selected to communi-
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Figure 4.1: Sensor selection during 35 scans.
cate with a central station where the scan provided by that node was used to update
the multi-target state and to extract estimates for the number of targets and their
states. As it was mentioned earlier, the initially selected node was at the origin.
The sensor selection method is expected to select the sensor nodes that are closer
to existing targets, ending up with selecting the nodes located in the vicinity of the
targets. The rationale behind this expectation is that the noise power for range
measurements increases with the distance between the sensor node and the actual
target– see equation (4.9).
Figure 4.1 shows how our method selects sensor nodes that become closer to
the five targets in the scene as the time evolves. It is important to note that sensor
selection converges early at k = 18 and during the rest of the time, the selected
node does not change within more than one block.
Fig. 4.2 shows average estimates of cardinality and clutter intensity calculated
by 200 MC runs of the proposed adaptive sensor selection method. We observe that
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the clutter intensity estimates shown in Fig. 4.2a gradually approach the ground-
truth value of 10 and fluctuate around it with a relatively small standard deviation.
For the averaged cardinality estimates shown in Fig. 4.2b, we have also in-
cluded the results returned by sensor selection using multi-Bernoulli filtering with
known clutter intensity and probability of detection as reported in our previous
work [Gostar et al. 2013a]. In that method, we used an overestimated value of 15
for the clutter intensity (compared to the ground-truth of 10) and a fixed value of
0.98 for probability of detection, which contrasts to the ground-truth probability of
detection that decreases with sensor-target distance– see equation (4.8).
From Fig. 4.2b, we observe that in terms of estimating the cardinality, the pro-
posed sensor selection method leads to better accuracy, as the averaged cardinality
estimates over 200 MC runs of the scenario are closer to the ground-truth number
of 5 targets. The superior performance of our method mainly lays in its adaptive
nature. Indeed, in the absence of accurate knowledge of the measurement process,
inaccurate assumptions for measurement process parameters would lead to inaccu-
rate results and frequently missed targets. This is while without the need for such
prior information, our method intrinsically adapts the multi-target filtering process
to work best with the measurements received from the selected sensor node.
To evaluate the estimation accuracy, we computed the OSPA miss-distances [Schuh-
macher et al. 2008] with parameters p = 2 and c = 100. Fig 4.3 includes a com-
parative analysis for the performance of our method against the state-of-the-art
methods. The compared methods are the multi-Bernoulli [Gostar et al. 2013a] and
CPHD-based [Ristic et al. 2011a] sensor selection methods both with known clutter
intensity and detection probability profile.
For the CPHD filtering-based sensor selection method, the correct detection
profile is given to the filter and clutter intensity is assumed to be equal to 2 (higher
clutter intensities failed to converge). These results confirm that the proposed
method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques in terms of esti-
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Figure 4.2: Averages of clutter intensity and cardinality estimates over 200 MC
runs.
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Figure 4.3: OSPA miss-distance results.
mation accuracy.
Another significant advantage of the proposed method is its computational
cost which is substantially lower than the competing methods. The reason is that
in contrast to sensor selection methods that are based on information theoretic ob-
jective functions, our method does not need to sample the space of measurement
sets and to repeat the update computations for each sample [Gostar et al. 2013a].
This means significant savings in computation, as the creation and processing of
numerous MC samples of measurement sets is no longer needed in our method.
Furthermore, extracting cardinality and single-target state estimates from distribu-
tions is straightforward in a multi-Bernoulli scheme, compared to PHD and CPHD
filtering-based methods where clustering is needed.
4.5 Conclusion
The problem of multi-target tracking in a large sensor network with bandwidth and
energy constraints was studied. A novel solution was presented in which a new cri-
terion (in the form of a cost function) was introduced to select a minimum subset
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of sensors which are most likely to provide the best informative measurements. The
proposed cost function is defined and formulated within the robust multi-Bernoulli
filter. The function is comprised of three terms, each quantifying uncertainties of an
important estimate given by the mutli-Bernoulli filter. Those terms are estimates
of cardinality, object states and clutter intensity. The proposed sensor selection
method is shown to work in challenging multi-target applications in which for the
sensor nodes of the network, no prior information is available on their clutter in-
tensity or their field-of-view parameters. Simulation results show that the proposed
technique is able to select the sensors in locations where most accurate measure-
ments can be acquired, leading to accurate estimates of the number of targets and
their states and better detection of clutters compare to state-of-the-art techniques.
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A new sensor-selection solution within a Multi-Bernoulli-based multi-target
tracking framework is presented. The proposed method is especially designed for
the general multi-target tracking case with no prior knowledge of the clutter distri-
bution or the probability of detection, and uses a new task-driven objective func-
tion for this purpose. Step-by-step sequential Monte Carlo implementation of the
method is presented along with a similar sensor-selection solution formulated us-
ing an information-driven objective function (Re´nyi divergence). The two solutions
are compared in a challenging scenario and the results show that while both meth-
ods perform similarly in terms of accuracy of cardinality and state estimates, the
task-driven sensor-selection method is substantially faster.
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5.1 Introduction
Sensor network systems have been an appealing research topic in recent years due to
their successful applications in a broad range of areas such as mobile sensor networks,
vehicular networking, communication networks, and internet-based control [Yang
et al. 2011; 2014, Mittal et al. 2015, Liu 2010, Ogren et al. 2004]. Multi-target
tracking is one of the common applications of sensor networks including battlefield
surveillance and enemy tracking in military applications, and habitat monitoring,
environment observation, and traffic surveillance in civilian applications. In many
practical situations, due to communication and computational constraints, it is re-
quired that at each time-step of the target tracking procedure, only a subset of
sensors is selected to communicate with the central processor. In such cases, the
problem of sensor-selection is to select the right sensor nodes that maximize the
tracking observability with limited computing and communication resources.
In general, sensor-selection comprises two underlying components, a multi-
object filtering process in conjunction with an optimal decision-making method.
This is a sequential decision making process under stochastic uncertainties. These
uncertainties stem either from the multi-target tracking process or from the effects
of selecting different sensor nodes. An example of the sensor-selection problem is
demonstrated in Fig. 5.1 in which a sensor network is used for traffic monitoring.
The sensor-selection problem is fundamentally similar to the sensor-control
problem. Sensor-selection solutions are highly desirable to regulate and decide
actions on real phenomena in many applications such as surveillance, factory in-
strumentation, defense and so on [Biagetti et al. 2009, Gastpar et al. 2006]. In
sensor-control, a set of sensor commands is used to change mobile sensors’ states.
The sensor-control problem is to find a member of the command set that can result
in most accurate estimates of the number and states of targets, and best observabil-
ity (if the sensors’ field-of-view is limited).
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Figure 5.1: Sensor-selection in a distributed sensor network for traffic monitoring:
Due to energy and communication constraints, only the data provided by a limited
number of nodes (one node in this example) can be processed to estimate the number
and states of vehicles on the roads. At any time, one out of a number of candidate
nodes needs to be selected.
In sensor-selection problem, one or more selected sensors are the direct outputs
of the decision-making component of the solution. As such, the focus has tradi-
tionally been placed on improving the decision-making component with underlying
assumption that the multi-object filtering framework would return accurate esti-
mates of the number and states of all targets. However, the multi-target tracking
component also plays a significant role in the overall performance of the scheme in
terms of accuracy and robustness.
A number of sensor-selection and sensor-control solutions have been recently de-
veloped for multi-target tracking scenarios within Finite Set Statistics (FISST) [Mahler
2007b, ?] framework [Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a, Gostar et al. 2013a;c;b,
Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013, Gostar et al. 2014]. Ristic et al [Ristic and Vo
2010] introduced a sensor-control solution to work with an FISST-based multi-object
Bayesian filter. This solution is only computationally tractable in presence of few
targets. Later, same authors presented a computationally tractable solution that
would optimally select control commands within a PHD-based filter [Mahler 2003b;
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2007a, Vo and Ma 2006, Vo et al. 2007; 2005] with Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)
implementation [Ristic et al. 2011a]. Alternatively, in [Gostar et al. 2013b] and [Gia
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] the Cardinality Balanced multitarget Multi-Bernoulli
(CB-MeMBer) filter [Mahler 2007b, ?, Vo et al. 2009] was employed to tackle the
sensor-selection problem. Multi-Bernoulli filters can be more accurate and involve
less computation than other existing multi-target tracking methods in various multi-
target applications using radar, video and audio-visual measurements [Hoseinnezhad
et al. 2010; 2011; 2013; 2012, Vo et al. 2009; 2010, Liang et al. 2015, long Yang and
wei Ge 2013].
As it was mentioned before, an important component of common sensor-selection
solutions is a decision-making process, and most solutions decide on selecting a sen-
sor node via optimization of an objective function. To define an appropriate ob-
jective function, two common approaches have been introduced: task-driven and
information-driven approaches. In the former approach, the objective function is
formulated as a cost function which usually depends on performance metrics such as
variance of state and cardinality estimates and other distribution-dependent mea-
sures. In the latter, the objective function is a reward function that is directly
related to the information content of the multi-object distribution. The most com-
mon choices of information-driven reward functions are based on some measure of
information gain [Aoki et al. 2011a]. Examples of such measures are Kullback-
Leibler divergence [Manyika and Durrant-Whyte 1995, Schmaedeke and Kastella
1994, Kastella 1997], Re´nyi divergence [Kreucher et al. 2005, Ristic and Vo 2010,
Ristic et al. 2011a] and the Cauchy-Schwarz divergence between the probability
densities of two Poisson point processes [Hoang et al. 2013]. It is important to note
that in these solutions, clutter rate and uncertainty in sensor Field of View (FoV)
are assumed to be known. However, accurate measures of these parameters are
commonly unavailable in practical situations.
In our previous work [Gostar et al. 2013a], a sensor-selection solution was pro-
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posed that is based on minimizing a cost function defined in terms of estimation
uncertainty of cardinality of multi-target state (with estimation uncertainty quanti-
fied by statistical variance). Around the same time, a similar approach was proposed
by Hoang et al [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013], based on using a variance-based cost
function. The main difference is that in [Gostar et al. 2013a], statistical variance of
cardinality around its mean is chosen as the cost function, while Hoang et al [Gia
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] used the variance of cardinality around its MAP esti-
mate as the cost function. Later, we revised and extended our previous work [Gostar
et al. 2013a], defining a novel cost function for sensor control, called Posterior Ex-
pected Error of Cardinality and States (PEECS). As outlined by its name, the cost
function is comprised of separate normalized error terms for cardinality and state
estimates [Gostar et al. Accepted, to appear in 2015].
This paper presents a new sensor-selection solution to work within a robust
multi-Bernoulli-based multi-target tracking framework where no prior knowledge of
the clutter distribution or the probability of detection profile is available. The ob-
jective function of the presented method is a new task-driven cost function, called
robust PEECS (or R-PEECS for short), which is reformulated from PEECS cost
function to specifically suit the robust multi-Bernoulli object filtering framework
(with extended states and clutter generators). Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) im-
plementation of the complete robust sensor selection is also presented. As another
contribution, this paper introduces the SMC implementation of a different sensor-
selection solution within the robust multi-Bernoulli filtering framework, that uses
Re´nyi divergence as the objective function. These solutions are implemented and
compared in challenging scenarios. The comparative simulation results show that
while the solution using the task-driven R-PEECS cost function produces similar
accuracies to the information-driven method, its computational cost is substantially
lower.
The paper is written to be self-sufficient as much as possible. Therefore, since
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the proposed sensor-selection method is formulated in the robust multi-Bernoulli
framework, this framework is briefly reviewed in section 5.2. The PEECS cost and
its robust extension, R-PEECS, as well as the overall sensor-selection framework
are then presented in section 5.3. This section also includes SMC implementation
of R-PEECS sensor selection and the information-driven method in detail. Simula-
tion results are presented and discussed in section 5.5, followed by the conclusion
presented in Section 5.6.
5.2 Robust Multi-Bernoulli Filtering
A Bernoulli random finite set (RFS) is a set that can be either empty or a sin-
gleton. Such an RFS is completely characterized by its probability of existence,
r, and probability density function of its possible element, p(·). A multi-Bernoulli
RFS is the union of M independent Bernoulli RFSs, each with given parameters
r(i) and p(i)(·) (i = 1, . . . ,M). Mahler showed that all statistical properties of a
multi-Bernoulli RFS can be completely characterized by the set of M parameter
pairs [Mahler 2007b; 2014]. He also introduced the idea of approximating the pos-
terior density as a multi-Bernoulli distribution.
Vo et al [Vo et al. 2009] presented Cardinality-Balanced MeMBer (CB-MeMBer)
filter to tackle the problem of bias in cardinality estimates produced by the original
MeMBer filter [Mahler 2007b; 2014]. Other examples of filters approximated by
multi-Bernoulli distribution are labeled multi-Bernoulli filter and its variations [Vo
and Vo 2013, Vo et al. 2014, Reuter et al. 2014]. In these filters, as implemented
in the above mentioned works, clutter intensity and probability of detection profile
are assumed to be known a priori. Vo et al [Vo et al. 2013] have recently proposed a
new implementation of the multi-Bernoulli filter that does not need any knowledge
of clutter intensity and detection profile. The underlying idea is as follows.
The unknown probability of detection is separately estimated and propagated
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by modifying the original filter via augmenting each state x with a new element
a that represents the probability of detection in [0, 1]. The CB-MeMBer filter is
also extended to incorporate a set of clutter generators which are implemented by
multi-Bernoulli assumption for clutter generator random sets and modeling their
behavior similar to actual objects in a hybrid space denoted by X˘ = X (0) ∪ X (1)
(0 for clutter generators state space and 1 for actual objects state space). In this
setup, the clutter generator has its own transition and observation model [Vo et al.
2013].
The sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation of the proposed solution
has been also presented in [Vo et al. 2013]. For the sake of completion, the SMC
formulation of the robust multi-Bernoulli filter is presented as follows – see [Vo et al.
2013] for more details.
Assume that at time k − 1, the posterior multi-Bernoulli density of the multi-
object state is given by (r
(i)
k−1, p
(i)(0)
k−1 , p
(i)(1)
k−1 )
Mk−1
i=1
in which p
(i)(u)
k−1 is the density of the
actual object state for u = 1, or the density of the clutter generator state for u = 0.
These densities are approximated by sets of particles:
p
(i)(u)
k−1 (a, x) =
L
(i)(u)
k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)(u)
(k−1) δa(i,j)(u)k−1 ,x
(i,j)(u)
k−1
(a, x). (5.1)
For existing and new born objects, two proposal densities are given and denoted
by q
(i)(u)
k (·|a(u)k−1, x(u)k−1, Zk) and b(i)(u)k (·|Zk). The predicted multi-object density is also
multi-Bernoulli and represented by the union of the survived objects and the newly
born objects:
pik|k−1 =
∐
u=0,1
{
(r
(i)
Γ,k, p
(i)(u)
Γ,k )
}M(u)Γ,k
i=1
∪
{
(r
(i)
P,k|k−1, p
(i)(u)
P,k|k−1)
}Mk−1
i=1
(5.2)
where existence probabilities and distributions of the predicted Bernoulli com-
ponents are given by:
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r
(i)
P,k|k−1 = r
(i)
k−1
∑
u=0,1
L
(i)(u)
k−1∑
j=1
w
(i,j)(u)
k−1 p
(u)
S,k
(
x
(i,j)(u)
k−1
)
p
(i)(u)
P,k|k−1(a, x) =
L
(i)(u)
k−1∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1 δa(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1,x
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1
(a, x)
r
(i)(u)
Γ,k = birth model parameters
p
(i)(u)
Γ,k (a, x) =
L
(i)(u)
Γ,k∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k δa(i,j)(u)Γ,k ,x
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k
(a, x)
(5.3)
where for u = 0, 1
a
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1
x
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1
 ∼ q(i)(u)k
(
·|a(i,j)(u)P,k−1 , x(i,j)(u)k−1 , Zk
)
, j = 1, · · · , L(i)(u)k−1
w
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1 = w
(i,j)(u)
k−1 f
(u)(∆)
k|k−1
(
a
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1|a(i,j)(u)k−1
)
.f
(u)(X )
k|k−1
(
x
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1|x(i,j)(u)k−1
)
p
(u)
S,k
(
x
(i,j)(u)
k−1
)
/q
(i)(u)
k
(
a
(i,j),(u)
P,k|k−1, x
(i,j),(u)
P,k|k−1|a(i,j)P,k−1, x(i,j)k−1, Zk
)
w˜
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1 = w
(i,j)(u)
P,k|k−1/
∑
u′=0,1
L
(i)(u′)
k−1∑
j′=1
w
(i,j′)(u′)
P,k|k−1

x
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k ∼ b(i)(u)k (·|Zk), j = 1, · · · , L(i)(u)Γ,k
w
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k =
p
(i)(u)
Γ,k
(
a
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k ,x
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k
)
b
(i)(u)
k
(
a
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k ,x
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k |Zk
)
w˜
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k = w
(i,j)(u)
Γ,k /
∑
u′=0,1
L
(i)(u′)
k−1∑
j′=1
w
(i,j′)(u′)
Γ,k
 .
(5.4)
If at time k, the predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution is given by (r
(i)
k|k−1, p
(i)(u)
k|k−1)
Mk|k−1
i=1
and p
(i)(u)
k|k−1(a, x) =
∑L(i)(u)k−1
j=1 w
(i,j)(u)
k|k−1 δa(i,j)(u)
k|k−1 ,x
(i,j)(u)
k|k−1
(x), then updated multi-Bernoulli is
represented by the union of legacy tracks and measurement-corrected tracks as fol-
lows [Vo et al. 2013]:
pik =
{
(r
(i)
L,k, p
(i)
L,k)
}Mk|k−1
i=1
∪ {(rU,k(z), pU,k(·; z))}z∈Zk (5.5)
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with the following existence probabilities and singleton densities:
r
(i)
L,k =
∑
u=0,1
r
(i)(u)
L,k
r
(i)(u)
L,k = r
(i)
k|k−1
(%¯
(i)(u)
L,k −%
(i)(u)
L,k )
1−r(i)
k|k−1
∑
`=0,1
%
(i)(`)
L,k
p
(i)(u)
L,k (a, x) =
L
(i)(u)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)(u)
L,k δa(i,j)(u)
k|k−1 ,x
(i,j)(u)
k|k−1
(a, x)
rU,k(z) =
∑
u=0,1
r
(u)
U,k(z)
r
(u)
U,k(z) =
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
r
(i)
k|k−1
(
1− r(i)k|k−1
)
%
(i)(u)
U,k (z)(
1− r(i)k|k−1
∑
`=0,1
%
(i)(`)
L,k
)2
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
r
(i)
k|k−1
∑
`=0,1
%
(i)(`)
U,k (z)
1− r(i)k|k−1
∑
`=0,1
%
(i)(`)
L,k
puU,k(a, x; z) =
Mk|k−1∑
i=1
L
(i)(u)
k|k−1∑
j=1
w˜
(i,j)(u)
U,k (z)δa(i,j)(u)
k|k−1 ,x
(i,j)(u)
k|k−1
(a, x)
(5.6)
where for u = 0, 1
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L
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w
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(
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a
(i,j)(u)
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.
(5.7)
Having the updated multi-Bernoulli parameters, EAP estimates of the cardi-
nality and state of the multi-Bernoulli set can be calculated in a similar fashion
to CB-MeMBer but using the parameters with u = 1. EAP estimate of the clutter
intensity can also be calculated by [Vo et al. 2013]
λˆk =
Mk∑
i=1
r
(i)(0)
k
L
(i)(0)
k∑
j=1
w
(i,j)(0)
k a
(i,j)(0)
k . (5.8)
5.3 Sensor-Selection Framework
In this paper, we formulate the sensor-selection problem in the Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) framework in conjunction with a robust
multi-Bernoulli filter [Vo et al. 2013] to concurrently solve the sensor-selection and
multi-target tracking problems with unknown clutter intensity and sensor FoV.
POMDP is a generalized form of Markov Decision Process (MDP) [Kaelbling
et al. 1998] which is a suitable framework for selecting an ideal sensor node by
applying a series of decision criteria for a set of candidate nodes. Generally, this
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is a problem with infinite horizon and its implementation for the large state space
problems is prohibitively expensive. Thus, in this paper POMDP framework is
implemented following a myopic policy–with one step-ahead planning. For the sake
of simplicity, we also assume that only one sensor node is chosen at each time
instance.1
In POMDP framework, there is no direct access to states, and decisions are only
made using uncertain observations. At any time step k, a POMDP can be defined
as a tuple
Ψ = {Xk,S, fk|k−1(xk|xk−1), Z, gk(z|x; s), ϑ(s,Xk)},
where Xk is a finite set of single-object states, S defines an action space which here is
a finite set of candidate nodes, fk|k−1(xk|xk−1) is a transition model for single-object
state, Z comprises a finite set of observations, gk(z|x; s) is a stochastic measurement
model which is now explicitly dependent on the state of the sensor candidate s ∈ S
(note the difference from the simple notation gk(z|x) used so far), and ϑ(s,Xk) is
an objective function which returns either a reward or a cost for the multi-object
state transition from Xk−1 to Xk by selecting a sensor node s ∈ S. In principle, in
POMDP framework, the action space is infinite and continuous. However, to reduce
computational complexity, we assume that the sensor node(s) can be chosen from a
finite set of admissible sensor nodes [Braziunas 2003].
The purpose of sensor-selection is to find the ideal node
?
s that optimizes the
objective function. In stochastic filtering where the multi-object states Xk−1 and
Xk are characterized by their distributions, the ideal node
?
s is commonly chosen to
optimize the statistical expectation of the cost or reward function ϑ(s,Xk) over all
measurements,
?
s = argmin
s∈S
/ argmax
s∈S
{
E
Z
[ϑ(s,Xk)]
}
. (5.9)
1Generalization of this method for optimal selection of more than one sensor node is straight-
forward.
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5.3.1 Robust multi-Bernoulli sensor-selection
Assume that the predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution, denoted by:
pik|k−1 = (r
(i)
k|k−1, p
(i)(u)
k|k−1)
Mk|k−1
i=1
, u ∈ {0, 1},
is approximated by L
(u)
k|k−1 particles as described in (5.2) and (5.3). The aim is to
find the most desirable (as defined by an objective function) sensor node from which
measurements would be acquired and used to update the multi-object state, by
optimizing the objective function. We will present our proposed objective function in
Section 5.4.1 and the implementation of Re´nyi divergence function in Section 5.4.3.
The objective function is a function of future measurements (via the updated
distribution), which has stochastic variations. Since, the values of the future mea-
surements are unknown, a set of pseudo-measurements for each hypothesized sensor
node is generated. In principle, the whole distribution of all possible measurement
sets is used to compute the objective function. However, using the whole measure-
ment distribution is computationally expensive. To reduce the computational cost,
for each sensor node, only the predicted ideal measurement set (PIMS)2 is gener-
ated. Given the selected sensor node, the PIMS is comprised of the clutter-free and
noise-free measurements that are most likely to be obtained from the selected sen-
sor. Algorithm 3 shows a pseudocode to generate the PIMS returned by a selected
sensor node. In section 5.5, we will present a measurement model and explain how
the PIMS can be computed for a sensor at a given location.
Having a PIMS for each candidate node s, the multi-Bernoulli multi-object
density is updated using the PIMS corresponding to that sensor node. From each
updated multi-object density, the objective function described in Section 5.4 is cal-
culated and the most rewarding sensor node is then selected. A block diagram rep-
resenting the steps involved in the proposed POMDP approach to sensor-selection
2In situations where the probability of detection is high and clutter rate is moderate, the multi
target posterior density can be approximated under the assumptions of the PIMS (see [Mahler
2004]–section 4.1 and [Ristic 2013]).
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Algorithm 3 Generating Predicted Ideal Measurement Set. More details in [Mahler
2004].
Inputs: Estimates of the number of targets Mˆk|k−1 and multi-target state
Xˆk|k−1 = {x(`)k|k−1}
Mˆk|k−1
`=1 after a prediction step, a sensor node s ∈ S, and a
single-target measurement likelihood function g(z|x; s) which is dependent on
the location of the sensor node s.
Output: A clutter-free set of noise-free measurements, Z˚s.
1: function PIMS(Mˆk|k−1,Xˆk|k−1,s,g(z|x; s))
2: Z˚s ← ∅.
3: for ` = 1, . . . , Mˆk|k−1 do
4: ξ ← arg max
z
g(z|x(`)k|k−1; s)
5: Z˚s ← Z˚s ∪ {ξ}
6: end for
7: return Z˚s
8: end function
using PIMS method is shown in Fig. 5.2. Note that in order to discriminate the
two update blocks in each iteration, when the multi-object distribution is updated
using the PIMS, we use the term “pseudo-update”, and when the measurement set
acquired from the selected sensor node is used to update the multi-object distribu-
tion, we use the term “update”.
5.4 Objective Function
In order to select the best sensor node, an objective function is defined and computed
in each iteration, as depicted in Fig. 5.2. As it was mentioned earlier, there are two
approaches to define an objective function, namely the task-driven and information-
driven approaches. In the task-driven approach, the objective function is usually a
cost function that is directly related to the performance of the multi-object filter. A
common performance measure is the accuracy of estimation. However, since the cost
function for estimation is generally intractable, we introduce a simpler cost function
named Robust-Posterior Expected Error of Cardinality and States (R-PEECS), which
is the statistical expectation of an error calculated over all possible updated multi-
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Figure 5.2: The Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) frame-
work for sensor-selection and multi-object estimation problems.
object states. The definition of this cost function is described in Section 5.4.1, and
its intuition and formulation are presented in Section 5.4.2.
A common choice for the information-driven approach is Re´nyi divergence,
which has been employed as a reward function in [Kreucher et al. 2005, Ristic
and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a]. To compare the performance of Re´nyi divergence
objective function with R-PEECS, we have re-formulated Re´nyi divergence in con-
junction with the robust multi-Bernoulli filter within an SMC implementation to
form an alternative sensor-selection solution. The details of the SMC formulation
and implementation of the Re´nyi divergence are presented in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4,
respectively.
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5.4.1 R-PEECS Cost function
Let us assume that PIMS for each candidate sensor node s ∈ S is generated, and us-
ing each PIMS as the actual measurement, the multi-object distribution is updated
(pseudo-update). The proposed cost function, called R-PEECS is then directly com-
puted from the updated distribution parameters. The cost is defined as a linear
combination of the statistical mean of three normalized errors, in terms of statisti-
cal variances: number of targets, their states, and clutter intensity. Denoting the
normalized error terms by ε2|X|(s), ε
2
X(s), ε
2
λ
(s), the R-PEECS cost function is defined
as:
ϑV (s,Xk) = η|X| ε
2
|X|(s) + ηX ε
2
X(s) + ηλ ε
2
λ
(s), (5.10)
where the positive coefficients η|X| , ηx and ηλ are user-defined importance weights
for minimization of each error terms. In order to have a normalized weighted sum
of the error terms, the weights are chosen to satisfy η|X| + ηx + ηλ = 1. The most
rewarding sensor node is then selected by minimizing the above cost function over
all s ∈ S:
?
s = argmin
s∈S
ϑ(s,Xk). (5.11)
5.4.2 Implementation of the error terms
The proposed cost function defined in (5.10) is a sum of three normalized error
measures that intuitively capture the overall accuracy of the multi-object estimation.
The precise definition of each term and its normalization procedure are as follows.
Normalized error of cardinality estimate (ε2|X|): In [Delande et al. 2014a] and [De-
lande et al. 2014b], Delande et al showed that the regional variance of the number of
targets quantifies the certainty of the filter estimation of the number of targets that
evolve in surveillance region. Following [Delande et al. 2014a;b], we quantify the
error associated with the cardinality estimation by the statistical expectation of the
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cardinality variance. Having an updated multi-Bernoulli distribution parameters at
each step, this variance can be computed as:
σ2|X|(s) =
∑Mk,s
i=1
[
r
(i)(1)
k,s (1− r(i)(1)k,s )
]
. (5.12)
We note that only the updated existence probabilities of actual targets (i.e the
set {r(i)(u)k,s }Mk,si=1 with u = 1) are used to compute the variance. This is to ensure that
only the estimation accuracy of the number of actual targets (and not clutter gen-
erator objects) is captured by this measure. The above error variance is maximum
when ∀i, r(i)(1)k,s = 0.5, which leads to max{σ2|X|(s)} = Mk,s4 . Thus, a normalized form
of the cardinality error term can be computed as follows:
ε2|X|(s) = 4×
σ2|X|(s)
Mk,s
. (5.13)
Normalized error of state estimates: The normalized multi-target state error term
ε2X(s) of the cost function (5.10) is defined as a weighted average of estimation errors
of the states of all targets:
ε2X(s) =
∑Mk,s
i=1
[
r
(i)(1)
k,s ς
2
x(i)
(s)
]
/
∑Mk,s
i=1 r
(i)(1)
k,s . (5.14)
Since Bernoulli components with larger probabilities of existence have larger
contributions to the EAP estimate of the multi-object state, weights in (5.14) are
chosen to be the (pseudo) updated probabilities of existence for the actual targets
(u = 1).
One way to compute the single Bernoulli component errors ς2
x(i)
(s) is to minimize
the estimation error of the main states of interest for the given application. In target
tracking applications, the main state of interest is usually the location, and target
speed is included in the single-target state vector because it appears in the motion
and measurement models. In those applications, an intuitive scalar measure for
the single Bernoulli component error would be the product of the variances of the
target location coordinates. Our intuition stems from the fact that if the stochastic
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variations of target location coordinates were independent, this measure would have
been translated into the absolute determinant of the covariance matrix of the target
location.
Using the above intuition, for tracking multiple-targets in two–dimensional
space, the single Bernoulli component error term, ς2
x(i)
(s), would be given by:
ς2
x(i)
(s) ∝ σ2
x(i)
(s) σ2
y(i)
(s) (5.15)
where x and y denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the single-target
location (part of its state vector x), and the proportionality (instead of equality) is
chosen because the above product does not lead to a normalized measure. Having the
updated particles and weights of each Bernoulli component, the single-coordinate
errors can be calculated as follows:
σ2
x(i)
(s) =
∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1 w
(i,j)(1)
k,s x
(i,j)(1)2
k,s −
(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1 w
(i,j)(1)
k,s x
(i,j)(1)
k,s
)2
σ2
y(i)
(s) =
∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1 w
(i,j)(1)
k,s y
(i,j)(1)2
k,s −
(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1 w
(i,j)(1)
k,s y
(i,j)(1)
k,s
)2 (5.16)
where x
(i,j)(1)
k,s and y
(i,j)(1)
k,s denote the coordinates extracted from the particle
x
(i,j)(1)
k,s . To normalize the total state estimation error term ς
2
x(i)
(s) in (5.15), we note
that with equally weighted particles, i.e when ∀j, w(i,j)k,s = 1/L(i)(1)k,s , the particles
representing the i-th single Bernoulli component do not convey any information
and the above estimation variances adopt their maximum values, given by:
max{σ2
x(i)
(s)} = 1
L
(i)(1)
k,s
(1− 1
L
(i)(1)
k,s
)
∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
x
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2
max{σ2
y(i)
(s)} = 1
L
(i)(1)
k,s
(1− 1
L
(i)(1)
k,s
)
∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
y
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2
.
(5.17)
Thus, the single Bernoulli error terms ς2
x(i)
(s) in (5.15) can be normalized as
follows:
ς2x(i)(s) =
(
L
(i)(1)
k,s
)4
σ2
x(i)
(s) σ2
y(i)
(s)(
1− L(i)(1)k,s
)2(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
x
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2)(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
y
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2) (5.18)
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Using the above values, the normalized state estimation error ε2X can be cal-
culated by (5.14). Extension of the terms derived in (5.15)–(5.18) to the cases in-
volving more than two dimensional locations or non-location states (such as speed,
acceleration, turn rate, etc.) is straightforward.
Normalized error of the estimated clutter: Using the updated particles for clutter
generator objects (u = 0), the variance of clutter intensity estimate is approximated
by [Vo et al. 2013]:
σ2
λ
(s) =
Mk,s∑
i=1
(
r
(i)(0)
k
L
(i)(0)
k∑
j=1
(r
(i,j)
λ,k (1− r(i,j)λ,k ))
)
(5.19)
where r
(i,j)
λ,k = w
(i,j)(0)
k a
(i,j)(0)
k . Similar to the case of cardinality variance, here,
the term r
(i,j)
λ,k (1− r(i,j)λ,k ) adopts its maximum value when ∀i, j, r(i,j)λ,k = 0.5, and all
the clutter generators are existent, i.e ∀i, r(i)(0)k = 1. In such an extreme scenario,
the above variance would be at its maximum given by 1
4
∑Mk,s
i=1 L
(i)(0)
k . Thus, the
normalized clutter error term can be computed as follows:
ε2λ(s) =
4
Mk,s∑
i=1
(
r
(i)(0)
k
∑L(i)(0)k
j=1 (r
(i,j)
λ,k (1− r(i,j)λ,k ))
)
Mk,s∑
i=1
L
(i)(0)
k
. (5.20)
Having all the three error terms computed for every candidate sensor node, the
best node can then be chosen as the one returning the lowest cost. Actual measure-
ments can then be acquired from the selected sensor node, and used to update the
multi-object distribution. This process of filtering and sensor-selection can be iter-
atively repeated for every sampling time. We call the sensor-selection method that
uses the R-PEECS cost function within a robust multi-Bernoulli filtering scheme, as
R-PEECS sensor-selection. Algorithm 4 shows the step-by-step pseudocode for the
robust multi-Bernoulli filter combined with R-PEECS sensor-selection solution.
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Algorithm 4 The robust multi-Bernoulli multi-target filtering recursion with
sensor-selection via R-PEECS
Inputs: time k, dynamic model fk|k−1(·|xk−1), multi-Bernoulli birth model pa-
rameters, prior multi-Bernoulli parameters from time k−1, measurement likeli-
hood function gk(·|x; s), currently selected sensor node ?sk−1, finite set of sensor
candidates S, number of Monte Carlo samples of measurements Lz.
Output: The best sensor node(s)
?
sk and updated multi-Bernoulli parameters.
Prediction:
1: Compute the predicted multi-Bernoulli component parameters and their parti-
cles {r(i)k|k−1, {w(i,j)(u)k|k−1 , x(i,j)(u)k|k−1 }
L
(i)(u)
k|k−1
j=1 }
Mk|k−1
i=1 for u = 0, 1 (eqs. (5.2),(5.3)).
Pre-estimation:
2: `← 0
3: ˆXk|k−1 ← ∅
4: for i = 0, . . . ,Mk|k−1 do
5: if r
(i)
k|k−1 > 0.5 then
6: x←∑L(i)(1)k|k−1j=1 w(i,j)(1)k|k−1 x(i,j)(1)k|k−1
7: Xˆk|k−1 ← Xˆk|k−1 ∪ {x}
8: `← `+ 1
9: end if
10: end for
11: Mˆk|k−1 ← `
Sensor-selection:
12: for all s ∈ S do,
13: Z˚ ← PIMS(Mˆk|k−1,Xˆk|k−1,s,g(z|x; s))
14: Run the update step —eqs. (5.5)-(5.6)— with Z˚ as measurement set.
. Updated distribution parameters are dependent on s,
. Existence probabilities: {r(i)(u)k,s }Mk,si=1 , Particles:{{
w
(i,j)(u)
k,s , x
(i,j)(u)
k,s
}L(i)(u)k,s
j=1
}Mk,s
i=1
.
15: ε2|X|(s)← 4
∑Mk,s
i=1 r
(i)(1)
k,s (1− r(i)(1)k,s )
/
Mk,s
16: for i = 1, . . . ,Mk,s do
17: σ2
x(i)
(s)←∑L(i)(1)k,sj=1 w(i,j)(1)k,s x(i,j)(1)2k,s − (∑L(i)(1)k,sj=1 w(i,j)(1)k,s x(i,j)(1)k,s )2
18: σ2
y(i)
(s)←∑L(i)(1)k,sj=1 w(i,j)(1)k,s y(i,j)(1)2k,s − (∑L(i)(1)k,sj=1 w(i,j)(1)k,s y(i,j)(1)k,s )2
19: ς2
x(i)
(s)←
(
L
(i)(1)
k,s
)4
σ2
x(i)
(s) σ2
y(i)
(s)(
1−L(i)(1)k,s
)2(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
x
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2)(∑L(i)(1)k,s
j=1
[
y
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]2)
20: end for
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21: ε2X(s)←
∑Mk,s
i=1
[
r
(i)(1)
k,s ς
2
x(i)
(s)
]
/
∑Mk,s
i=1 r
(i)(1)
k,s
22: σλ
2(s)←∑Mki=1[r(i)(0)k ∑L(i)(0)kj=1 w(i,j)(0)k a(i,j)(0)k (1− w(i,j)(0)k a(i,j)(0)k )]
23: ε2λ(s)← 4 σ2λ(s)
/∑Mk,s
i=1 L
(i)(0)
k
24: V(s,Xk)← η|X| ε2|X|(s) + ηX ε2X(s) + ηλ ε2λ(s),
25: end for
26:
?
sk ← argmin
s
ϑ(s,X)
27: Select the sensor node according to the
?
sk.
28: Read the actual measurement set Zk.
Update:
29: Use the set Zk as measurement set in eqs. (5.5)-(5.6) and compute the updated
multi-Bernoulli parameters.
30: Prune and merge the updated Bernoulli components. . More details in [Vo
et al. 2013].
5.4.3 Reward function
The information-driven approach to sensor-selection problem is based on choosing
the sensor node that likely to result in a posterior multi-object density that has
maximum information encapsulated in it [Aoki et al. 2011b]. Re´nyi divergence has
recently appeared as the measure of choice since it effectively quantifies the reduction
in entropy of the posterior distribution induced by measurements [Kreucher et al.
2005]. The Re´nyi divergence function directly measures the information difference
between two density functions f1(·) and f2(·):
Iα(f1, f2) ,
1
α− 1 log
∫
f1(X)
1−αf2(X)αδX. (5.21)
In target tracking applications, the first distribution is the predicted multi-
target distribution, pik|k−1(X|Z1:k−1) and the second is the updated distribution,
pik(X|Zk,s). Thus, at any time k, the Re´nyi divergence from prediction to update is
given by:
V(s,X) = Iα(f1, f2)
= 1
α−1 log
∫ [
pi
k|k−1(X|Zk,s)
]1−α
[pi
k
(X|Zk,s)]
α
δX
(5.22)
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in which α is a parameter to control the emphasis on tails of two distributions
in the metric.
The objective is to maximize information gain between prediction and update
by choosing the right future sensor node s. It is noted that any choice of s can lead
to a different measurement set Zk. A common approach is to define, compute and
maximize the reward function as the statistical mean of the Re´nyi divergence func-
tion [Ristic and Vo 2010]. Branko et al [Ristic and Vo 2010] used Re´nyi divergence
as a reward in conjunction with the general form of the FISST-based multi-target
filter. This reward function was then approximated by:
V(s,Xk) ≈ 1
α− 1 log
∑n
i=1w
i
k[gk(Zk|Xik|k−1, s)]α[∑n
i=1 w
i
kgk(Zk|Xik|k−1, s)
]α . (5.23)
We note that in order to compute the likelihood function gk(Zk|Xik|k−1, s), one
requires the knowledge of clutter intensity and probability of detection profiles, and
the derived formula is not directly applicable in our intended applications where the
detection profile and clutter rate are not known. To compute Re´nyi divergence as
part of a sensor-selection solution for the applications intended in this paper, we
propose to use Monte Carlo sampling of both predicted and updated multi-object
multi-Bernoulli densities as explained in Section 5.4.4.
5.4.4 Implementation of the reward function
Consider a given multi-Bernoulli distribution with its parameters denoted by {r(i), p(i)(·)}Mi=1
where the distribution of each Bernoulli component, p(i)(·) is approximated by L(i)
particles, i.e p(i)(x) ≈ ∑L(i)j=1w(i,j) δ(x − x(i,j)). After resampling each Bernoulli
component distribution, Lmax particles are created with all their weights equal to
w(i,j) = 1
Lmax
, and with some repeated particles depending on their original weights.3
3For simplicity of notation, we assume that the number of resampled particles is constant and
independent of i. The proposed MC sampling method can be extended to the general case where
the number of resampled particles varies from one Bernoulli component to another.
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We need to generate L Monte Carlo samples of the above multi-Bernoulli distribu-
tion. Algorithm 5 shows our proposed approach to generate such a set samples.
Monte Carlo sampling of the updated multi-Bernoulli distribution results in L
sets, each in the form of X` = {x`,1, . . . , x`,n`}, with the following update density:
pik(X|Z˚s) ≈
L∑
`=1
1
L
δ(X −X`), (5.24)
where n` ≤ M is the cardinality of the `-th set. Assuming that the error term
in the particle approximation given by (5.24) has a linear order of O(L−1), we have:
∀h(·),
∫
h(X)pik(X|Z˚s) δX =
L∑
`=1
1
L
h(X`) +O(L
−1). (5.25)
Substituting h(X) with
[
pik|k−1(X)
pik(X|Z˚s)
]1−α
leads to:
V(s,X) = 1
α− 1 log
∫ [
pik(X|Z˚s)
]α [
pik|k−1(X)
]1−α
δX
=
1
α− 1 log
[
1
L
L∑
`=1
[
pik|k−1(X`)
/
pik(X`|Z˚s)
]1−α]
+O(L−1). (5.26)
In Eq. (5.26), the multi-Bernoulli distribution terms can be directly calculated,
and the reward function is then computed by discarding the O(L−1) terms. For
general multi-Bernoulli parameters {r(i), p(i)(·)}Mi=1, the density at X = X` is given
by [Mahler 2007b] p. 369:
piτ (∅) =
∏Mτ
i=1(1− r(i)τ )
piτ (X`) = piτ (∅)
∑
16i1 6=... 6=i|X`|6Mτ
|X`|∏
j=1
r
(ij)
τ p
(ij)
τ (x`,j)
1− r(ij)τ
.
(5.27)
It is important to note that in the above calculations for computing the Re`nyi
divergence, we only consider the target-generated Bernoulli components, i.e the
components with u = 1. For the sake of simplicity, the u indices are omitted from
formulations given in this section. In the following, we describe how the density
terms p
(ij)
τ (·), are calculated for the cases: (1) τ = k and (2) τ = k|k − 1.
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Algorithm 5 Monte Carlo sampling of a multi-Bernoulli distribution with given
parameters and particles.
Inputs: probabilities of existence r = [r1 · · · rM ]>, particles matrix P =
[xij]M×Lmax , and number of output samples (sets) denoted by L.
Outputs: A set X comprised of L sets, each being a Monte Carlo sample of the
multi-Bernoulli distribution, in the form of X` = {x`,1, . . . , x`,n`}, where n` ≤M
is the cardinality of the `-th set.
1: function MB-SMC(r,P ,L)
2: X← ∅
3: From the size of the particles matrix P , find M and Lmax.
4: for ` = 1, . . . , L do
5: X` ← ∅
6: for i = 1, . . . ,M do
7: Generate u ∼ U(0, 1).
. U(0, 1) denotes uniform random distribution between 0 and 1.
8: if u < ri then
9: Generate v ∼ U(0, 1).
10: j ← dLmaxve.
. Index j randomly generated in [1, Lmax].
11: X` ← X` ∪ {xij}.
12: end if
13: end for
14: X← X ∪ {X`} . The set of MC sets is gradually completed.
15: end for
16: return X
17: end function
Case 1: τ = k
In order to calculate the p
(ij)
k (x`,j) terms, we note that each X` is a Monte Carlo
sample of the updated distribution, and from Algorithm 5, we note that the elements
x`,j of the sample set X` each must coincide with one of the particles approximating
one of the Bernoulli components of the updated multi-Bernoulli multi-object dis-
tribution. That particle can be found and its weight would quantify the p
(ij)
k (x`,j)
density term. In other words, if
{
w
(ij ,j´)
k , x
(ij ,j´)
k
}L(ij)k
j´=1
represents a particle approxima-
tion of the ij-th Bernoulli component of the updated multi-Bernoulli distribution
(before resampling), we have:
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p
(ij)
k (x`,j) =
 0 if x`,j /∈
{
x
(ij ,j´)
k
}L(ij)k
j´=1
w
(ij ,j´)
k else x`,j = x
(ij ,j´)
k
(5.28)
where j′ in the second line on the right hand side denotes the index of the
element in the set that matches x`,k.
Case 2: τ = k|k − 1
In order to calculate the p
(ij)
τ (x`,j) terms for τ = k|k − 1, we note that there is
no guarantee that the x`,j component of the `-th Monte Carlo sample set coincides
with any of the particles that approximate the ij-th Bernoulli component in the
predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution. Thus, we suggest that among all the particles
representing the ij-th Bernoulli component of the predicted distribution, the nearest
to x`,j is found and its weight is used to quantify the density term p
(ij)
k|k−1(x`,j).
Indeed, if
{
w
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1, x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1
}L(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
represents a particle approximation of the ij-th
Bernoulli component of the predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution, we have:
p
(ij)
k|k−1(x`,j) =
 0 if DM
(
x`,j ,
{
x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1
}L(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
)
> Dmax
w
(ij ,
?
j)
k|k−1 otherwise
(5.29)
where DM(x`,j, {x(ij ,j´)k|k−1}
L
(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
) represents the Mahalanobis distance between the
point x`,j and the set of particles
{
x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1
}L(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
, and
?
j = argmin
j´=1:L
(ij)
k|k−1
dM(x`,j, x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1) (5.30)
where d(x`,j, x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1) represents the normalized distance between the two points
x`,j and x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1 in which the normalization is based on the statistics (mean and
covariance) of the set of particles
{
x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1
}L(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
as follows:
d(x`,j, x
(ij ,j´)
k|k−1) =
[
(x`,j − µ(ij)k|k−1)>
(
S
(ij)
k|k−1
)−1
(x`,j − µ(ij)k|k−1)
] 1
2
(5.31)
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in which µ
(ij)
k|k−1 and S
(ij)
k|k−1 denote the statistical mean and covariance matrix of
the particles approximating the density of the ij-th predicted Bernoulli component
of the filter, respectively.
The constant parameter Dmax in equation (5.29) is the thresholding maximum
distance used to rule out any particles within X` that are far from the ensemble
of particles {x(ij ,j´)k|k−1}
L
(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
. Similar to Mahalanobis distance, the threshold Dmax
is normalized. With Gaussian distribution assumption for the cloud of points
{x(ij ,j´)k|k−1}
L
(ij)
k|k−1
j´=1
in the single-target state space, 98% of the points will be in Ma-
halanobis distances of 2.5 or less, i.e Dmax = 2.5 will include at least 98% of the
particles. In practice, the Gaussian assumption may not hold and the actual dis-
tribution of the particles may have longer tails. Thus, in our simulations, we chose
Dmax = 5.
Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode to implement our suggested sensor-selection
solution via maximizing Re´nyi divergence reward function. In the algorithm, after
the prediction step, a pre-estimate for the number of targets and their estimates is
obtained from the particles of the actual targets (with u = 1). This pre-estimated
multi-object state Xˆk|k−1 is then applied to generate an ideal measurement set Z˚
corresponding to each sensor node s ∈ S, by calling the PIMS function implemented
in Algorithm 3. For each of such measurement sets, the update step is performed
and the updated multi-Bernoulli particles are resampled then used for Monte Carlo
sampling of the updated multi-object distribution via calling the MB-SMC function
implemented in Algorithm 5. The Monte Carlo sample sets are then used to ap-
proximate the Re´nyi divergence as the reward value for choosing the sensor node.
The most rewarding sensor node is chosen, from which actual measurements are
acquired and utilized for actual update step followed by the final step of pruning
and merging of the updated Bernoulli components.
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Algorithm 6 The robust multi-Bernoulli multi-target filtering recursion with
sensor-selection via Re´nyi divergence.
Inputs: time k, dynamic model fk|k−1(·|xk−1), multi-Bernoulli birth model pa-
rameters, prior multi-Bernoulli parameters from time k−1, measurement likeli-
hood function gk(·|x; s), currently selected sensor node ?sk−1, finite set of sensor
candidates S, number of Monte Carlo samples of multi-object finite sets L, num-
ber of resampled particles for each updated Bernoulli component Lmax.
∗
Output: The best sensor node(s)
?
sk and updated multi-Bernoulli parameters.
Prediction:
1: Compute the predicted multi-Bernoulli component parameters and their parti-
cles {r(i)k|k−1, {w(i,j)(u)k|k−1 , x(i,j)(u)k|k−1 }
L
(i)(u)
k|k−1
j=1 }
Mk|k−1
i=1 for u = 0, 1 (eqs. (5.2),(5.3)).
Pre-estimation:
2: `← 0
3: Xˆk|k−1 ← ∅
4: for i = 0, . . . ,Mk|k−1 do
5: if r
(i)
k|k−1 > 0.5 then
6: x←∑L(i)(1)k|k−1j=1 w(i,j)(1)k|k−1 x(i,j)(1)k|k−1
7: Xˆk|k−1 ← Xˆk|k−1 ∪ {x}
8: `← `+ 1
9: end if
10: end for
11: Mˆk|k−1 ← `
Sensor-selection:
12: for all s ∈ S do,
13: Z˚ ← PIMS(Mˆk|k−1,Xˆk|k−1,s,g(z|x; s))
14: Run the update step – eqs. (5)-(6) – with Z˚ as measurement set.
15: Resample the particles of each updated Bernoulli component.
. Updated multi-Bernoulli parameters are dependent on s,
Existence probabilities: {r(i)(u)k,s }Mk,si=1 ,
Resampled Particles:
{{
x
(i,j)(u)
k,s
}Lmax
j=1
}Mk,s
i=1
.
16: rk,s ←
[
r
(1)(1)
k,s · · · r(Mk,s)(1)k,s
]>
17: Pk,s ←
[
x
(i,j)(1)
k,s
]
Mk,s×Lmax
18: X← MB-SMC(rk,s,Pk,s,L)
19: V(s,X)← 0
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20: for all X` ∈ X do
21: Compute pik(X`|Z˚s) . Using eqs. (5.27) & (5.28).
22: Compute pik|k−1(X`) . Using eqs. (5.27) & (5.29).
23: V(s,X)← V(s,X) + 1
L
[
pik|k−1(X`)
/
pik(X`|Z˚s)
]1−α
24: end for
25: V(s,X)← 1
α−1 logV(s,X)
26: end for
27:
?
sk ← argmax
s
V(s)
28: Select the sensor node according to the
?
sk.
29: Read the actual measurement set Zk.
Update:
30: Use the set Zk as measurement set in equations (5)-(6) and compute the updated
multi-Bernoulli parameters.
31: Prune and merge the updated Bernoulli components. . More details in [Vo
et al. 2013].
∗Note that before Monte Carlo sampling of the updated multi-Bernoulli distribution,
the particles approximating each of its Bernoulli components need to be resampled.
5.5 Numerical Studies
In this section, two different scenarios are employed to evaluate the performance
of the proposed R-PEECS and Re´nyi divergence approaches for sensor-selection.
The first scenario involves pseudo-stationary targets, and serves to visualize the
performance of sensor-selection in terms of gradual transition of the selected sensor
towards the center of the targets. The second scenario involves targets moving
according to a more complex motion model in which the effects of each individual
term in the R-PEECS method are investigated.
Both cases involve five targets maneuvering in a surveillance area within a
network of sensors. At each step, a single sensor node denoted by s = [xs ys]
> is
selected to communicate with a central processor.
The sensor regularly scans the surveillance area and returns a set of bearing
and range measurements in the form of z = [θ <]> where:
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θ = (x− s) + eθ
R = ||x− s||+ eR,
(5.32)
in which x = [x y]> denotes the location of a target, || · || denotes Euclidean
distance, eθ and eR are samples of i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise with zero mean.
The angle measurement noise power is assumed to be constant at eθ = pi/180, but
the noise power for range measurements is distance-dependent according to:
eR = σ0 + η||x− s||2 (5.33)
where σ0 = 1 m and η = 5× 10−5 m−1. In the sensor-selection step, measure-
ments are synthetically generated as sets, each containing target-generated point
measurements and possibly clutter and misses. In each set, every target can be
detected with the distance-dependent detection probability 4
pD(s, x) =
 1, if ||x− s|| ≤ R0max{0, 1− h(||x− s|| −R0)} otherwise (5.34)
where R0 = 320 m and h = 25× 10−5 m−1.
5.5.1 R-PEECS and Re´nyi divergence performance
comparison
A challenging non-linear multi-target tracking scenario, similar to the one reported
in [Ristic et al. 2011a] and [Gostar et al. 2013b], is used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed robust multi-Bernoulli sensor-selection method. The initial sensor
node in the surveillance area is at position (10 m, 10 m). The locations of the sensor
node and targets are shown in Fig. 5.3 for iterations k = 1, . . . , 35.
Target states and their dynamic model: At any time k, each single target
state is comprised of the unknown detection probability, location and velocity com-
ponents in x and y directions denoted by x = [ak xk x˙k yk y˙k]
>. Actual targets
4Note that the pD(s, x) is not assumed to be available in practice and in our simulations, it is
only used to generate the synthetic measurements.
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Figure 5.3: Sensor-selection during 35 scans.
move according to the constant velocity model [Li and Jilkov 2003b], in which the
transition density of target location and speed is given by a Gaussian density with
the same parameters as used in [Ristic et al. 2011a] and [Gostar et al. 2013b].
The transition density of the augmented state, ak, is assumed to be a beta distri-
bution [Vo et al. 2013]. The survival probability for actual objects is fixed thorough
the scenario Ps = 0.99 [Vo et al. 2013]. The birth process for the actual targets is
a multi-Bernoulli process with five components pi
(1)
Γ,k = {(r(1)(i)Γ,k , p(1)(i)Γ,k (·, ·)}5i=1 where
all probabilities of existence are equally chosen at 0.05, and the states of each of the
five newly born targets are distributed uniformly in [0.8, 1] × X . The parameters
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Figure 5.4: True tracks and multi-Bernoulli filter estimates for task-driven method,
R-PEECS.
chosen for filter, beta distributions and clutter generators model are same as ones
used in [Vo et al. 2013].
Results: We implemented the proposed robust multi-Bernoulli sensor-selection
methods (R-PEECS and Re´nyi) to estimate the number and states of the targets
for a sequence of 35 steps. The x and y components of the actual tracks and
the estimated position of those for both methods (R-PEECS and Re´nyi) are shown
in figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. As the plots demonstrate, both methods are
able to identify and track the objects with similar errors.
Intuitively, the sensor-selection method is expected to select those sensor nodes
that are closer to existing targets, and to end up in the vicinity of the targets. The
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Figure 5.5: True tracks and multi-Bernoulli filter estimates for information-driven
method based on Re´nyi divergence reward maximization.
rationale behind this expectation is that more accurate measurements are expected
from sensor nodes that are closer to the targets, as the noise power for range mea-
surements increases with the distance and the detection probability decreases for
large distances.
Figure 5.6 shows cardinality and clutter intensity estimates averaged over 200
Monte Carlo runs of the proposed sensor-selection methods (R-PEECS and Re´nyi).
It is observed that the clutter intensity estimates shown in Fig. 5.6a gradually ap-
proach the ground-truth value of 10 and fluctuate around the true value with a
relatively small standard deviation for both methods.
In order to show the advantage gained from robustness of our sensor-selection
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solution to unknown clutter intensity and probability of detection, we also tried
multi-Bernoulli sensor-selection with given clutter intensity and probability of de-
tection as reported in [Gostar et al. 2013b]. We used an overestimated value of 15 for
the clutter intensity (compared to the ground-truth of 10) and a fixed value of 0.98
for probability of detection, which contrasts to the ground-truth probability of detec-
tion that decreases with sensor-target distance—see (5.34). The average cardinality
estimates returned by the method is also included in the plots shown in Fig. 5.6b.
We observe that in terms of cardinality estimation, the robust sensor-selection meth-
ods presented in this paper had better accuracy, as the average cardinality estimates
over 200 MC runs were closer to the ground-truth number of 5 targets.
The superior performance of the robust methods (both Re´nyi and R-PEECS)
mainly lays in their adaptive nature. Indeed, in the absence of accurate knowledge of
the measurement process, inaccurate assumptions for measurement process param-
eters would lead to inaccurate results and frequently missed targets. This is while
without the need for such prior information, the proposed robust methods intrinsi-
cally adapt the multi-target filtering process to work best with the measurements
received from the selected sensor node.
In order to evaluate the estimation accuracy, we computed the OSPA miss-
distances [Schuhmacher et al. 2008] with parameters p = 2 and c = 100. Fig-
ure 5.7 presents comparative results for the performance of the R-PEECS and Re´nyi
methods. The plot shows how the error metric decreases as the sensor moves toward
the targets. It also demonstrates similar performance achieved from both methods.
Although the R-PEECS and Re´nyi divergence-based approaches in robust multi-
Bernoulli sensor-selection perform similarly in terms of accuracy of estimation, the
R-PEECS method substantially outperforms the other in terms of computational
cost. We recorded the runtime at the end of each iteration. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.8 (note the logarithmic scale of the vertical axis), which shows
that on average, the R-PEECS method is about 500 times faster than the Re´nyi
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Figure 5.6: Clutter intensity and cardinality estimates averaged over 200 MC runs.
divergence-based method. Indeed, while the 35 iterations of the simulation com-
plete after 5 hours with Re´nyi divergence-based method, it only takes 35 seconds
with the R-PEECS method.
5.5.2 Effect of error terms in R-PEECS
In order to investigate the particular effect of the localization clutter estimation
error terms in the proposed cost function, a more complex scenario was designed.
In this scenario, we chose a non-linear nearly-constant turn model [Li and Jilkov
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Figure 5.7: OSPA errors results for the R-PEECS and Re´nyi divergence-based meth-
ods.
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2003b] same as the one reported in [Vo et al. 2009]. In this model, each single target
state x = [x¯> ω]> is comprised of location and velocity in Cartesian coordinates,
denoted by x¯ = [x y x˙ y˙]> and turning rate, denoted by ω. The state dynamics were
chosen to be:
x¯k = F (ωk−1)x¯k−1 +Gk−1,
ωk = ωk−1 + Tγk−1,
where
F (ω) =

1 0 sinωT
ω
−1−cosωT
ω
0 1 1−cosωT
ω
sinωT
ω
0 0 cosωT − sinωT
0 0 sinωT cosωT

, G =

T 2
2
0
0 T
2
2
T 0
0 T

,
T = 1 s, k−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2 I), σ = 15 m/s2, and γk−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2γI), σγ = (pi/180) rad/s.
The birth RFS is a multi-Bernoulli with density piΓ = {(r(i)Γ , p(i)Γ )}4i=1 where r(1)Γ =
r
(2)
Γ = 0.02, r
(3)
Γ = r
(4)
Γ = 0.03 and p
(i)
Γ (x) = N (x;m(i)γ , Pγ) where
m
(1)
γ = [−500 0 250 0 0]>,
m
(2)
γ = [−250 0 1000 0 0]>,
m
(3)
γ = [ 250 0 750 0 0]>,
m
(4)
γ = [1000 0 1500 0 0]>,
Pγ = diag(50
2, 502, 502, 502, (6× pi
180
)2).
The probability of survival, detection probability, initial sensor location, clutter
rate and measurement model are similar to the previous scenario. As it is shown
in Fig. 5.9, the initial sensor node in the surveillance area is at the position (0m,
1500m). Those sensor nodes which are closer to the targets are gradually selected
as time evolves. We ran the R-PEECS sensor-selection algorithm with three sets of
values for the cost function parameters η|X| , ηX , ηλ as listed in Table 5.1.
We recorded the OSPA errors for these cases at time steps k = 1, . . . , 50. The
results are plotted in Fig. 5.10. Comparison of OSPA errors in the three cases
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Figure 5.9: Target movements and sensor-selection outcomes using R-PEECS with
Case I parameters.
demonstrates that in Case I, where all error terms in the R-PEECS cost function
have positive weights, the multi-target estimation error is generally better than
Case II (where the clutter error term is omitted from the cost) and significantly
improved with respect to Case III where only the cardinality estimation error term
is considered as the cost.
Table 5.1: List of cost function parameters in scenario 2.
η|X| ηX ηλ Short Description
Case I 0.4 0.4 0.2 Recommended case: all terms included.
Case II 0.5 0.5 0 Clutter rate error term disabled.
Case III 1 0 0 Only cardinality estimation error included.
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Figure 5.10: OSPA errors returned by R-PEECS in scenario 2.
5.6 Conclusion
This paper introduced a sensor-selection solution especially designed to work with
a robust multi-Bernoulli multi-object filter that needs no prior knowledge of clutter
distribution or detection profile. The proposed sensor-selection technique employs a
novel cost function that takes the accuracy of cardinality, state and clutter estima-
tion into account. SMC implementation of this sensor-selection routine, along with
SMC implementation of an information-theoretic sensor-selection solution (based
on Re´nyi divergence) were both presented in detail. The two solutions were ex-
amined in simulation studies which revealed that they produce similar estimation
accuracies, but the task-driven sensor-selection method is substantially faster.
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The recently developed labeled multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter uses better ap-
proximations in its update step, compared to the unlabeled multi-Bernoulli filters,
and more importantly, it provides us with not only the estimates for the number
of targets and their states, but also with labels for existing tracks. This paper
presents a novel sensor-control method to be used for optimal multi-target tracking
within the LMB filter. The proposed method uses a task-driven cost function in
which both the state estimation errors and cardinality estimation errors are taken
into consideration. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method can
successfully guide a mobile sensor in a challenging multi-target tracking scenario.
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6.1 Introduction
In the context of multi-target tracking, the aim of sensor-control is to direct sensor(s)
(by applying a set of admissible control commands) toward an unknown number
of targets to maximize observability. In general, each control command positions
sensor(s) to a new state(s) which results in generating different sets of measurements.
Each set of the generated measurements contains information which differ from other
sets. The generated information can be analyzed via a decision making process
(e.g. optimizing an objective function) and as a result, the right control command
could be determined in order to maximize the utility of the measurements.
The complexity of this procedure is caused by uncertainty embedded in both
state and measurement spaces. In control theory, such problems are addressed by
the stochastic control theory in which the number of targets may vary randomly
when the time evolves. Also the observation is affected by noise, false alarm or
miss detection. A natural choice to model sensor control problem is the Partially
Observed Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) framework in which an observer
(e.g.. mobile sensor) cannot reliably identify the underlying actual state (e.g. target
states).
Recently, the finite set statistics (FISST )[Mahler 2007b] has received substan-
tial attention to address the underlying state estimation process in POMDP frame-
work [Mahler 1998; 2003a, Mahler and Zajic 2004, Zatezalo et al. 2008, Witkoskie
et al. 2006, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a, Gostar et al. 2013a;c;b, Gia
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. FISST is based on considering the multi-target en-
tity in both state and measurement spaces as a random finite set (RFS). Several
solutions for multi-target tracking problems have been proposed and implemented
in FISST framework, such as the PHD [Mahler 2007b], CPHD [Vo et al. 2007],
MeMBer [Mahler 2007b], CB-MeMBer [Vo et al. 2009], Labeled Multi-Bernoulli
(LMB) [Reuter et al. 2014] and its general version δ-Generalized Labeled Multi-
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Bernoulli (δ-GLMB) [Vo and Vo 2013] filters.
In FISST-based sensor control framework, a criterion is defined to evaluate the
quality of the updated multi-target density after a control command is applied to the
sensor. In this approach, the control command is chosen to provide the best updated
density based on the defined criterion. Example of this approach is employing the
Csisza´r in Mahler’s solution for sensor-control problem [Mahler 2004]. He utilized
the Csisza´r as the reward function within a FISST filtering scheme. However, he
later introduced a new reward function and forged it as the “Posterior Expected
Number of Targets” (PENT) [Mahler and Zajic 2004, Zatezalo et al. 2008].
The commonly used criterion to evaluate the quality of the updated distri-
bution is its divergence from the predicted distribution [Ristic and Vo 2010]. In
two consecutive papers, Ristic et al [Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a] used
Re´nyi divergence as a reward function to quantify the information gained via updat-
ing the predicted density using sensor-control technique. In those works, Mahler’s
FISST [Mahler 2007b] was used as the framework for multi-target Bayesian filter-
ing. In [Ristic and Vo 2010], the implementation of Re´nyi reward maximization
was investigated for the general form of multi-target filters with random finite set
(RFS) assumptions for the multi-target state. Since this approach is computation-
ally intractable even for a small number of targets [Ristic et al. 2011a], in the second
paper [Ristic et al. 2011a] the PHD-based filter was used to propagate the multi-
object posterior, which facilitates approximation of the Re´nyi divergence function
via i.i.d. assumption.
Recently, a number of solutions have been developed for sensor control within
a multi-Bernoulli filter [Gostar et al. 2013a;c;b, Hoang 2012a]. In these works, new
task-driven objective functions are defined and optimized, as a result of which, sen-
sor control is aimed to directly minimize cardinality and state estimate errors. This
approach is in stark contrast to sensor control with information driven objective
functions (such as Re´nyi divergence) where the enhancement in quality of measure-
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ments is expected to be resulted from gaining the most informative posterior density.
Gostar et al [Gostar et al. 2013b] defined a new objective function for the sensor-
control problem in the multi-Bernoulli filter framework. This objective function is
based on the statistical mean of cardinality variance in conjunction with state esti-
mate errors. In a similar work, Hoang [Hoang 2012a] used the “MAP” cardinality
variance of the multi-Bernoulli filter.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach for the solution of multi-target
sensor control problem by exploiting a new family of the RFS and its related filter.
The Labeled Multi-Bernoulli RFS (which is the special case of δ-GLMB RFS) is a
new family of RFS which conjugate with respect to the multi-object observation
likelihood and is closed under Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [Vo and Vo 2013,
Reuter et al. 2014]. In [Reuter et al. 2014], the Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) RFS
is employed to construct a multi-object filter which is able to produce track-valued
estimates. We use LMB filter to estimate the states of the unknown number of
targets. Also, we employed the parameters of LMB filter as the variables in the cost
function introduced in [Gostar et al. 2013b] for the purpose of sensor resource allo-
cation in sensor-control problem. Our simulation results confirm that our proposed
method is more accurate than the state-of-art RFS-based sensor-control methods
even for scenarios with high clutter rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 6.2 an overview of the
sensor-control framework is given. Then in Sec. 6.3 we briefly review the Labeled
Multi-Bernoulli filter which is used to address the underlying multi-target state
estimation problem. Section 6.4 is dedicated to describe the defined cost function
and implementation of Labeled Multi-Bernoulli sensor-control. Numerical results
are presented in section 6.5. Section 6.6 conclude the paper.
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6.2 Problem Statement: Sensor-Control
Following [Gostar et al. 2013a], we formulate the sensor-control problem in the
POMDP framework. The POMDP is a generalized form of Markov decision process
(MDP)[Kaelbling et al. 1998] in which there is no direct access to the states and
the states information are only realized by noisy observations. The elements of the
POMDP formulation in this paper are: a finite set of single-object state denoted
by Xk, a set of sensor-control commands denoted by S, a stochastic model for
single-target state transition, a finite set of observations denoted by Z, a stochastic
measurement model, and a cost function V(s;X) that returns a reward or cost for
transition of the multi-object state to X via applying an action command s ∈ S.
The purpose of sensor-control is to find the control command
?
s ∈ S which
minimizes the defined cost function. In stochastic filtering, where the multi-target
states Xk−1 and Xk are characterized by their distributions, the control command
?
s is commonly chosen to minimize the statistical mean of the cost function V(s;X)
over all observations,
?
s = argmin
s∈S
{
EZ(s) [V(s;X)]
}
. (6.1)
In POMDP, a Bayesian filtering scheme is commonly utilized as the framework to
formulate target evolution. The latest development in multi-target Bayesian filtering
is the Generalized Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) filter[Vo and Vo 2013] and its
special case the Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter [Reuter et al. 2014]. The LMB
filter is a solution to the multi-object Bayes filter [Vo 2012] and it produces track-
valued estimates in a mathematically principled manner[Reuter et al. 2014]. In terms
of accuracy of estimation, the LMB filter outperforms the multi-Bernoulli filter. The
main reason is that the LMB filter uses less approximations than the multi-Bernoulli
filter [Reuter et al. 2014]. Indeed, the LMB only involves one approximation of the
posterior density, while the multi-Bernoulli filter requires two approximations on the
multi-target posterior probability generating functional [Reuter et al. 2014]. Also,
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the performance of LMB filter in terms of OSPA error values is similar to the δ-
GLMB filter [Reuter et al. 2014] which has already proved to outperform the PHD
and CPHD filters [Vo and Vo 2013, Vo et al. 2014, Reuter et al. 2014]. The reason
lies in the fact that the δ-GLMB filter propagates a parameter approximation of
the multi-object posterior, whereas the PHD and CPHD filters are the first moment
approximation to the multi-target Bayes filter.
Due to the above mentioned advantages of LMB filter, this paper focuses on
an effective sensor-control solution for LMB filter using measurements of controlled
sensors. The task-driven approach to sensor-control within multi-target filtering
schemes is to choose the cost function in terms of the predicted multi-target state
and the expected update outcomes for every admissible control command. Before
we present our choice of cost function, the LMB filter is briefly reviewed in the next
section – see [Vo and Vo 2013] for details.
6.3 Labeled Multi-Bernoulli Filter
In this section the summary of the notion and formulation of the Labeled Multi-
Bernoulli filter, which was introduced in [Reuter et al. 2014], is presented. The
notion of Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB) RFS was introduced for the first time
in [Vo and Vo 2013]. LMB is a special case of generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli
RFS. It is shown that LMB RFS is a conjugate prior with respect to the multi-object
observation likelihood, and it is closed under the multi-target Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation [Vo and Vo 2013, Reuter et al. 2014].
In the following, we adopt the same notation used in [Reuter et al. 2014] where
the single-object states are denoted by lower-case letters, e.g. x, x and multi-object
states by upper-case letters, e.g. X, X. In order to distinguish between labeled and
unlabeled states and their distributions, the labeled one is shown by bolded letters
e.g. x, X, etc, spaces by blackboard bold e.g. X, L, C, etc, and the class of finite
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subsets of a space X by F(X). Following [Reuter et al. 2014], throughout the paper,
the standard inner product notation is used and denoted by
〈f, g〉 ,
∫
f(x)g(x)dx,
the generalized Kronecker delta is denoted by
δY (X) ,
 1, if X = Y0, otherwise ,
and the inclusion function, a generalization of the indicator function, by
1Y (X) ,
 1, if X ⊆ Y0, otherwise .
The multi-object distribution of a GLMB RFS with state X and discrete label
space L is given by
pi(X) = ∆(X)
∑
c∈C
w(c)(L(X)) [p(c)]X , (6.2)
where
∆(X) = δ|X|(|L(X)|)
and C is a discrete index set and w(c)(L) is the non-negative weights that only
depends on the labels of multi-object state and satisfies
∑
L⊆L
∑
c∈Cw
c(L) = 1.
Each p(c)(x, `) is a probability density and satisfies
∫
p(c)(x, `)dx = 1. In (6.2),
hX ,
∏
x∈X h(x), denotes the multi-object exponential, where h is a real-valued
function, with h∅ = 1 by convention. Thus, the multi-object distribution of a GLMB
RFS presented in (6.2), can be interpreted as a mixture of multi-object exponentials.
Each term in this mixture consists of a weight w(c) that only depends on the labels
of the multi-object state, and a multi-object exponential [p(c)]X that depends on the
entire multi-object state. The projection L : X×L→ L is given by L(x, `) = ` and
L(X) = {L(x) : x∈X} is the set of object labels of X. A labeled RFS with state
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space X and discrete label space L is an RFS on X×L such that each realization has
distinct labels [Vo and Vo 2013, Vo et al. 2014].
The LMB RFS is a special case of GLMB RFS and similar to the multi-Bernoulli
RFS it is completely described by its components pi = {(r(ζ), p(ζ)) : ζ ∈ Ψ}. The
LMB RFS density is given by
pi(X) = ∆(X)w(L(X)) [p]X , (6.3)
where
p(x, `) = p(`)(x) (6.4)
w(L) =
∏
i∈L
(
1− r(i))∏
`∈L
1L(`)r
(`)
(1− r(`)) (6.5)
comprising a single component [Reuter et al. 2014].
Similar to the general multi-target Bayes filter, the LMB multi-target Bayes
recursion propagates multi-target posterior density at each time according to the
Chapman-Kolmogorov (prediction step) and the Bayes rule (update step).
6.3.1 Prediction
Reuter et al [Reuter et al. 2014] proved that a LMB RFS is closed under the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation which means if the current multi-object posterior
is of the form of LMB, then the predicted multi-object distribution is still LMB. As-
sume that the prior and birth labeled multi-Bernoulli sets are modelled as follows:
pi(X) = ∆(X)w(L(X)) [p]X (6.6)
pi
B
(X) = ∆(X)w
B
(L(X)) [p
B
]X (6.7)
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where
w(L) =
∏
i∈L
(
1− r(i))∏
`∈L
1L(`)r
(`)
1− r(`) , (6.8)
w
B
(L) =
∏
i∈B
(
1− r(i)
B
)∏
`∈L
1B(`)r
(`)
B
1− r(`)B
, (6.9)
p(x, `) = p(`)(x) (6.10)
p
B
(x, `) = p(`)
B
(x). (6.11)
with state space X and label space L+ = B ∪ L and with the condition B ∩ L = ∅.
The predicted multi-object distribution is then a LMB RFS and given by
pi+(X) = ∆(X)w+(L(X)) [p+]X (6.12)
where
w+(I+) = wS(I+ ∩ L)wB(I+ ∩ B) (6.13)
w
S
(L) =
(
1− r(·)η
S
(·))L( r(·)ηS(·)
1− r(·)η
S
(·)
)L
, (6.14)
η
S
(`) = 〈p
S
(·, `), p(·, `)〉 (6.15)
p+(x, `) = 1L(`)p+,S(x, `) + 1B(`)pB(x, `) (6.16)
p+,S(x, `) =
〈p
S
(·, `)f(x|·, `), p(·, `)〉
η
S
(`)
(6.17)
where pS(·|`) is the survival probability of an object and f(x|·, `) is the single-object
transition model. Thus, if the multi-target posterior density is an LMB RFS with
parameter set pi = {(r(`), p(`)) : ` ∈ L} with state space X and label space L and the
birth model is also an LMB RFS with parameter set piB = {(r(`)B , p(`)B ) : ` ∈ B} with
state space X and label space B then the predicted multi-target density is also an
LMB RFS with state space X and label space L+ = B∪L(B∩L = ∅) and it is given
by
pi+ = {(r(`)+,S, p(`)+,S) : ` ∈ L} ∪ {(r(`)B , p(`)B ) : ` ∈ B} (6.18)
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where
r
(`)
+,S = ηS(`)r
(`), (6.19)
p
(`)
+,S =
〈p
S
(·, `)f(x|·, `), p(·, `)〉
η
S
(`)
, (6.20)
for more details see – [Reuter et al. 2014] – proposition 2.
6.3.2 Update
In update step, if the multi-object density is an LMB RFS, then the multi-object
posterior is not necessarily still an LMB RFS. Similar to multi-Bernoulli RFS [Vo
et al. 2009], Reuter et al [Reuter et al. 2014] approximate the updated LMB RFS by
its first moment. Thus, if the predicted multi-target density is an LMB RFS with
parameter set pi+ = {(r(`)+ , p(`)+ ) : ` ∈ L+}, the multi-target posterior is then given
by
pi(·|Z) = {(r(`), p(`)(·) : ` ∈ L+} (6.21)
where
r(`) =
∑
(I+,θ)∈F(L+)×ΘI+
w(I+,θ)(Z)1I+(`), (6.22)
p(`)(x) =
1
r(`)
∑
(I+,θ)∈F(L+)×ΘI+
w(I+,θ)(Z)1I+(`)p
(θ)(x, `), (6.23)
where ΘI+ denotes the space of mapping θ : I+ → {0, 1, . . . , |Z|} and,
w(I+,θ)(Z) ∝ w+(I+)
[
η
(θ)
Z
]I+
(6.24)
p(θ)(x, `|Z) = p+(x, `)ψZ(x, `; θ)
η
(θ)
Z (`)
, (6.25)
η
(θ)
Z (`) = 〈p+(·, `), ψZ(·, `; θ)〉, (6.26)
ψZ(x, `; θ) = δ0(θ(`))qD(x, `)
+ (1− δ0(θ(`)))pD(x, `)g(zθ(`)|x, `)
κ(zθ(`))
(6.27)
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where, g(z|x) is the single-sensor measurement likelihood, p
D
(·, `) denotes probabil-
ity of detection, q
D
(·, `) = 1 − p
D
(·, `) is the probability of a missed detection, and
κ(·) intensity function of the Poisson distributed clutter process.
6.3.3 Implementation
Details of sequential Monte Carlo implementation of the LMB filter are presented
in [Reuter et al. 2014]. In the implementation, the number of hypotheses grows ex-
ponentially. For computational reduction, targets and measurements are subjected
to spatial grouping and gating and the update step is run in parallel for those groups.
In order to keep only the most significant hypotheses, several methods of truncation
are proposed in the literature [Vo and Vo 2013, Reuter et al. 2014, Vo et al. 2014].
In the prediction step, the K-shortest path algorithm is used to truncate the
predicted LMB without computing all the prediction hypotheses and their weights [Epp-
stein 1994]. To avoid computing all the hypotheses and their weights in the update
step, the updated LMB multi-target posterior is truncated, via the ranked assign-
ment algorithm. Murty’s method is employed for the ranked assignment process
in which only the M most significant association hypotheses are evaluated [Murty
1968]. For more details see [Reuter et al. 2014].
6.4 Labeled Multi-Bernoulli Sensor-Control
As it was mentioned earlier, the POMDP approach to the sensor-control problem
comprises of a multi-target tracking framework and a stochastic decision making
solution to choose the optimal command via an objective function. Due to esti-
mation accuracy of the LMB filter, in this study we choose LMB filter to carry out
the multi-target tracking problem. The only drawback of this filter compare to the
other RFS-based filters is the computational complexity of its update step.
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To reduce the complexity of our proposed method, in the sensor-control step,
instead of using the update formulation of the LMB filter, the multi-Bernoulli up-
date [Vo et al. 2009] is employed. In order to use the update step of the multi-
Bernoulli filter, first the predicted parameters of the LMB are computed and the
augmented label state is discarded. Note that the unlabeled version of the LMB
parameters is equal to the multi-Bernoulli parameters. Having the predicted pa-
rameters of the multi-Bernoulli distribution, the number and states of the targets
are pre-estimated. For each sensor-control command, a set of pseudo-measurements
are generated (according to the pre-estimated targets) using the Predicted Ideal
Measurement Set (PIMS) approach [Mahler 2004], then the multi-Bernoulli update
is performed. By acquiring posterior multi-Bernoulli densities for each admissible
command, the command that maximizes the utility of the measurement is chosen
and applied. After changing the state of the sensor(s) and receiving the actual set of
measurements, the LMB update is performed. The main steps of the sensor-control
with LMB filter are given in Algorithm 7.
6.4.1 Cost function
The most common approach to choose the optimal control command in the sensor-
control solutions are based on maximizing an information theoretic reward function
such as Re´nyi divergence [Kreucher et al. 2003, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al.
2011a]. The main rationale behind choosing such reward functions is that the in-
formation encapsulated by the estimated multi-target distribution is expected to
gradually increase as further measurements become available by time.
Following our preliminary study [Gostar et al. 2013a], we take a different ap-
proach in which the updated parameters of the multi-Bernoulli filter are used to
define a new cost function. Note that the multi-Bernoulli parameters are updated
by extracting the unlabeled version of the predicted LMB parameters. In the sensor-
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Algorithm 7 The LMB multi-target filtering recursion with sensor-control.
Inputs: dynamic model f(x|·, `), LMB birth model parameters, prior LMB
parameters from time k−1, detection probability p
D
(·), measurement likelihood
function gk(·|x), and clutter intensity ν(·) and its integral λc, current sensor(s)
location(s), finite set of admissible sensor-control commands S.
Output: The best control command
?
s and updated LMB parameters.
Prediction:
1: Compute the predicted LMB component parameters.
2: Extract unlabeled version of LMB parameters.
Pre-estimation:
3: Compute the prediction estimates of the number and states of objects.
Sensor-control:
4: for s ∈ S do
5: Construct the PIMS, Z˚(s).
6: Update the multi-Bernoulli distribution parameters.
7: Compute the cost V(s;X)
8: end for
9:
?
s← argmins V(s;X)
Measurement:
10: Apply the control command
?
s to change the sensor state
11: Collect the actual measurements from controlled sensor(s).
Update:
12: Use the measurement set to update the LMB parameters.
control step, these parameters are then updated by using the update formulation of
the multi-Bernoulli filter. Our approach is to consider a cost function that quantifies
the average uncertainty in all possible multi-target state estimates after each update
step. This cost is not totally independent of the prediction outcomes, and state es-
timates extracted from predicted multi-Bernoulli density are used to calculate the
proposed cost function. The main difference here is that our focus is on the quality
of the updated density in terms of level of uncertainties, not the information gained
from prediction to update (e.g. Re´nyi divergence function).
The updated distribution depends on the receiving measurement. The gener-
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ated measurements set is also a function of the chosen sensor control command. In
principle the whole distribution of all possible measurement sets is used to com-
pute the update distribution. However, to reduce the computational complexity, we
adopt the predicted ideal measurement set (PIMS) [Mahler 2004] for the purpose of
updating the multi-target distribution and computing the cost from it. To define
the new cost function, we note that the predicted ideal measurement set depends
on the chosen control command. For each command, we first compute the PIMS,
then calculate an updated multi-object distribution by considering the PIMS as the
acquired measurement. A linear combination of the normalized errors of the num-
ber of targets and their estimated states is considered as a measure of uncertainty
associated with estimation of the multi-target state and as the cost function:
V(s;X) = η ε2|X|(s) + (1− η) ε2X(s), (6.28)
where ε2|X|(s) denotes the normalized error of estimated cardinality of the multi-
target state, ε2X(s) denotes the normalized error of the multi-target state estimate,
and η ∈ [0, 1] is a user-defined constant parameter to tune the influence of the error
terms on the total sensor control cost. Appearance of the Xk−1 as an argument
of the cost function is to emphasize that the cost not only depends on the selected
control command, but also on the prior distribution. It is important to note that the
expectation term in (6.1) does not appear as we use the predicted ideal measurement
set (PIMS) approach [Mahler 2004] instead of sampling and averaging in measure-
ment space. The details of computing the PIMS, and defining and computing the
normalized error terms, ε2|X|(s) and ε
2
X(s) for SMC implementation are presented in
Sec. 6.4.2.
The quality of sensor measurements usually depends on a sensor state (e.g. the
sensor location) which is assumed to be controllable, and the sensor-control problem
is focused on choosing the command that would lead to the best sensor state.
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6.4.2 Implementation
Suppose that at the time k− 1, the multi-target distribution is modelled by a LMB
RFS with parameters pi = {(r(`), p(`)) : ` ∈ L} and piB = {(r(`)B , p(`)B ) : ` ∈ B}, in
which each single target density p(`)(·) is represented by a set of weighted samples
{(ω(`)i , x(`)i )}J(`)i=1 and the birth density p(`)B (·) is represented by {(ω
(`)
B,i, x
(`)
B,i)}B
(`)
i=1 . In
the prediction step, the LMB filter propagates the LMB components based on the
temporal information from the transition density, the probability of survival, and
the predefined LMB birth terms. The predicted LMB density is denoted by pi+ =
{(r(`)+ , p(`)+ ) : ` ∈ L+} where each single target density p(`)+ (·) is represented by a set
of weighted samples {(ω(`)+,i, x(`)+,i)}
J
(`)
+
i=1 .
For each label ` ∈ L+, if the probability of existence r(`)+ is greater than a user-
defined threshold (chosen at 0.5 in our simulation studies), the EAP estimate of a
single-object state is computed as follows:
xˆ(`) =
J
(`)
+∑
i=1
ω
(`)
+,i x
(`)
+,i. (6.29)
Each of the above estimates represent a predicted target. Following the PIMS
approach [Mahler 2004], an ideal set of measurements are then generated from
the predicted target state estimates. This hypothetical set of measurement would
depend on not only the predicted number and states of targets, but also the new state
of the sensor(s) after a sensor command is applied. Indeed, for each possible sensor
control command s ∈ S, a different set of ideal measurements, Z˚(s), is computed.
Considering this set as the actual measurement set, we can now run the update step
and calculate the cost corresponding to that command.
We note that the LMB prediction step “actually coincides with performing the
prediction on the unlabeled process and interpreting the component indices as track
labels.”–Remark 3 from [Reuter et al. 2014]. Therefore, we can simply remove the
labels from the predicted LMB multi-object state, and update the existence proba-
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bilities and density particles and weights through the CB-MeMBer update step [Vo
et al. 2009] in which Z˚(s) is taken as the actual measurement set. It is important to
note that this update step needs to be repeated for each hypothetical measurement
set Z˚(s). By using the CB-MeMBer update on the unlabeled components we avoid
to repeatedly run the computationally expensive update of LMB filter. Hence, sub-
stantial savings are achieved in terms of computational cost of our sensor-control
method.
Computing the cost: The cost defined in (6.28) comprises two normalized
error terms, ε2|X|(s) as the error for the cardinality estimate, and ε
2
X(s) as the error
for the multi-target state estimate. Both terms depend on the updated multi-
object posterior which in turn depends on the PIMS computed for the command s.
Assume that for each control-command s ∈ S, the CB-MeMBer updated unlabeled
multi-Bernoulli is given by {r(i)(s), p(i)(s, ·)}M(s)i=1 where each single Bernoulli density
p(i)(s, ·) is approximated by particles {ω(i)j (s), x(i)j (s)}J
(i)(s)
j=1 .
We choose and calculate the statistical expectation of the cardinality variance as
a meaningful measure for its estimation error. In terms of the updated probabilities
of existence, it is given by:
σ2|X|(s) =
∑M(s)
i=1
[
r(i)(s)(1− r(i)(s))] . (6.30)
The above given value is maximum when ∀i, r(i)(s) = 0.5 which leads to max{σ2|X|(s)} =
M(s)
4
. Thus, the normalized cardinality error term can be computed as follows:
ε2|X|(s) =
4σ2|X|(s)
M(s)
. (6.31)
To arrive at a meaningful measure for the normalized state estimation error
term ε2X(s) in the cost defined in (6.28), we consider the following total state esti-
mation error:
ε2X(s) =
∑M(s)
i=1
[
r(i)(s)2
x(i)
(s)
]
/
∑M(s)
i=1 r
(i)(s) (6.32)
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which is the weighted average of normalized estimation errors of the states of single
targets associated with each single Bernoulli component. Before we present how the
normalized error terms 2
x(i)
(s) are computed, we note that the averaging weights are
the updated probabilities of existence. The rationale behind this choice of weights
is that Bernoulli components with larger probabilities of existence contribute more
strongly to the EAP estimate of the multi-object state –see section IV-A.4 in [Vo
et al. 2009].
To compute the normalized single Bernoulli component errors 2
x(i)
(s), we first
formulate the actual error denoted by ς2
x(i)
(s), then its maximum, upon which a nor-
malized measure will be given by ς2
x(i)
(s)/max ς2
x(i)
(s). In practice, we are commonly
interested in minimizing the estimation error of selected elements of target states.
For instance, in some applications, the prime interest is in location, and target speed
is included in the single-target state vector due to its appearance in motion and per-
haps measurement models. In such target-tracking applications, an intuitive scalar
measure for the single Bernoulli component error is given by the product of the
variances of the target location coordinates. If the stochastic variations of target
location coordinates are independent, this measure will translate into the absolute
determinant of the covariance matrix of the target location.
In case of tracking multiple-targets in 2D space, the single Bernoulli component
error term, ς2
x(i)
(s), is given by:
ς2
x(i)
(s) = σ2
x(i)
(s) σ2
y(i)
(s) (6.33)
where x and y denote the x and y-coordinates of the single-target location (part
of its state vector x). Having the updated particles and weights of each Bernoulli
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component, the single-coordinate errors can be calculated as follows:
σ2
x(i)
(s) =
∑J(i)(s)
j=1 ω
(i)
j (s)
(
x
(i)
j (s)
)2
−(∑J(i)(s)
j=1 ω
(i)
j (s)x
(i)
j (s)
)2
σ2
y(i)
(s) =
∑J(i)(s)
j=1 ω
(i)
j (s)
(
y
(i)
j (s)
)2
−(∑J(i)(s)
j=1 ω
(i)
j (s)y
(i)
j (s)
)2
(6.34)
where x
(i)
j (s) and y
(i)
j (s) denote the coordinates extracted from the particle x
(i)
j (s)
and power operation is element-wise operation. To normalize the total state esti-
mation error term ς2
x(i)
(s) in (6.33), we note that with equally weighted particles,
i.e when ∀j, ω(i)j (s) = 1/J (i)(s), the particles representing the i-th single Bernoulli
component do not convey any information and the above estimation variances adopt
their maximum values as follows:
max{σ2
x(i)
(s)} = 1
J(i)(s)
(1− 1
J(i)(s)
)
∑J(i)(s)
j=1
(
x
(i)
j (s)
)2
max{σ2
y(i)
(s)} = 1
J(i)(s)
(1− 1
J(i)(s)
)
∑J(i)(s)
j=1
(
y
(i)
j (s)
)2
.
(6.35)
Thus, the single Bernoulli error terms ς2
x(i)
(s) in (6.33) can be normalized as follows:
2x(i)(s) =
σ2
x(i)
(s) σ2
y(i)
(s)
max{σ2
x(i)
(s)} max{σ2
y(i)
(s)} (6.36)
and the computed values can be used in (6.32) to calculate the normalized state
estimation error term in the cost.
Having the cost values computed for all admissible sensor control commands,
the best command
?
s is then chosen as the one incurring the smallest cost:
?
s = argmin
s∈S
V(s;X). (6.37)
As the cost function of the proposed method is a combination of posterior
expected errors of cardinality and states, henceforward, we call it the Posterior
Expected Error of Cardinality and States (PEECS).
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6.5 Numerical Studies
To demonstrate the performance of our method with measurements that guarantee
full observability of the targets, we have run a case study involving a complex sce-
nario. In this scenario, we choose a non-linear nearly-constant turn model reported
in [Vo et al. 2009]. In this case, each single target state x = [x¯> ω]> is comprised
of location and velocity in Cartesian coordinates, denoted by x¯ = [x y x˙ y˙]> and
turning rate, denoted by ω. The state dynamics are given by:
x¯k = F (ωk−1)x¯k−1 +Gk−1,
ωk = ωk−1 + Tγk−1,
where
F (ω) =

1 0 sinωT
ω
−1−cosωT
ω
0 1 1−cosωT
ω
sinωT
ω
0 0 cosωT − sinωT
0 0 sinωT cosωT

, G =

T 2
2
0
0 T
2
2
T 0
0 T

,
T = 1 s, k−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2 I), σ = 15 m/s2, and γk−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2γI), σγ = (pi/180) rad/s.
The birth RFS is a multi-Bernoulli with density piΓ = {(r(i)Γ , p(i)Γ )}4i=1 where r(1)Γ =
r
(2)
Γ = 0.02, r
(3)
Γ = r
(4)
Γ = 0.03 and p
(i)
Γ (x) = N (x;m(i)γ , Pγ) where
m
(1)
γ = [−1500 0 250 0 0]>,
m
(2)
γ = [−250 0 1000 0 0]>,
m
(3)
γ = [ 250 0 750 0 0]>,
m
(4)
γ = [ 1000 0 1500 0 0]>,
Pγ = diag(50
2, 502, 502, 502, (6× pi
180
)2).
The sensor can detect an object in location o = [xo yo]
> with the following
probability that depends on the location of both the sensor and object locations:
pD(s,o) =
 1, if ||o− s|| ≤ R0max {0, 1− h(||o− s|| −R0)} . otherwise (6.38)
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Overall, there are five objects in the surveillance area, positioned relatively close
to each other. Their initial state vectors are: [800 600 1 0]>, [650 500 0.3 0.6]>,
[620 700 0.25 0.45]>, [750 800 0 0.6]>, and [700 700 0.2 0.6]>, where the units of x
and y are meters and x˙ and y˙ are m/s. The objects move according to the constant
velocity model.
Each measurement includes a set of ranges and bearings, and the observation
model is given by:
zk =
[
arctan(xk
yk
)
√
x2k + y
2
k
]>
+ ζk,
where ζk ∼ N (·; 0, Rk) is the measurement noise with covariance Rk = diag(σ2θ , σ2r)
in which the scales of range and bearing noise are σθ = (pi/180) rad and σr = 5 m.
The clutter RFS follows the uniform Poisson model over the surveillance region [-pi/2
, pi/2] rad × [0, 2000] m, with λc = 1.6× 10−3 (rad m)−1.
The sensor initial position is at x = 0 and y = 1500. Targets enter the scene
with the following position, velocity, turning velocity, birth and death time:
xT1=[1000
−20 1500 −20 pi180 ]
>, kbT1= 1 , k
d
T1
= 35,
xT2=[
−250 20 1000 3 pi270 ]
>, kbT2= 5 , k
d
T2
= 50,
xT3=[
−500 11 250 10 pi180 ]
>, kbT3= 20 , k
d
T3
= 50,
xT4=[
−500 14 250 0 0 ]>, kbT4= 15 , k
d
T4
= 50,
xT5=[ 250 11 750 5 pi360 ]
> , kbT5= 10 , k
d
T5
= 50.
Intuitively, we expect the sensor start moving toward the targets and for each time
step remains in vicinity of them. As it is shown in Fig. 6.1, sensor start moving
from the initial position and as it was expected, after a few steps it remains among
the manoeuvring targets.
The estimation error are computed based on the Optimal SubPattern Assign-
ment (OSPA) metrics introduced in [Schuhmacher et al. 2008] (cutoff parameter
c = 100 and order parameter p = 2) . The comparative averaged error performance
of LMB PEECS sensor control and CB-MeMBer PEECS sensor control are shown
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Figure 6.1: Sensor and target locations during k = 1, . . . , 50.
in Fig. 6.4 over 200 Monte Carlo runs. Figure 6.2 and 6.3 show the cardinality
and localization errors for both methods respectively. At first the cardinality and
localization errors are high due to uncertainty in the number and states of targets.
After the time step k = 20 both the cardinality and localization errors are fixed
through the rest of the simulation. The LMB PEECS errors are comparatively lower
than the CB-MeMBer PEECS error. The total OSPA error are shown in Fig. 6.4.
The superiority of the LMB PEECS method is due to accuracy of the LMB filter
which is the result of proper approximation in update step of the LMB filter. As it
was mentioned in Sec. 6.2, unlike multi-Bernoulli filter the LMB filter uses a more
accurate update approximation. More precisely, the LMB filter uses a more acurate
update approximation than the CB-MeMBer filter by exploiting the conjugate prior
labeled RFSs [Reuter et al. 2014].
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6.6 Conclusions and future studies
A novel sensor-control method was proposed in this paper, for controlling mobile
sensor(s) in such a way that minimum expected errors are achieved in a multi-
target tracking application. The proposed method works based on choosing the
sensor-control command that is expected to lead to the lowest cost, and the cost is
defined and formulated in terms of cardinality and single-target state estimation er-
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Figure 6.4: Estimation errors of the PEECS sensor control method.
rors. Implementation of the cost computation and its minimization within a labeled
multi-Bernoulli filter was elaborated and a step-by-step algorithm was presented.
In a challenging simulation scenario, our proposed method demonstrated success in
optimal guidance of a mobile sensor in tracking of up to 5 targets which can appear
and disappear in/from the scene. Compared to the scenario where a similar cost
function was used within a CB-MeMBer filter, we showed that our new method de-
veloped for the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter performs better in terms of OSPA errors
in the same challenging scenario. This can also be due to the advantageous nature
of the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter in terms of its better accuracy in approximating
the update step.
This work can be extended to applications where detection and tracking of
targets of interest are required. In this case, a new task-driven cost function would
be needed in which not only the estimation errors are considered but also the track
labels produced by the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter are utilized. Such a sensor-
control routine would guide the sensor(s) towards sensor states which are likely to
lead to better estimates of the states of the targets of interest (with particular labels)
only.
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This paper presents a new sensor management method for multi-object filter-
ing via maximizing the state estimation confidence. Confidence of an estimation is
quantified by measuring the dispersion of the multi-object posterior about its statis-
tical mean using Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA). The proposed method
is generic and the presented algorithm can be used with any statistical filter. Im-
plementation of the algorithm in conjunction with a labeled multi-Bernoulli filter is
presented. Simulation studies demonstrate that the OSPA -based sensor control can
successfully guide a sensor to achieve excellent results in tracking up to 16 targets,
and outperforms the recent PEECS -based sensor control.
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7.1 Introduction
Sensor management in multi-object filters, is usually employed to control or select
one or more sensors with the aim of acquiring the best measurements for filtering
purposes [Mallick et al. 2012, Krishnamurthy 2002, Krishnamurthy and Evans 2001,
Berenguer et al. 2005, Koch 1999]. There are two approaches in defining what the
best measurement is[Koch 2007, White et al. 2008, Boers et al. 2008, Kreucher et al.
2005, Aughenbaugh and LaCour 2011, Bar-Shalom and Li 1995]. One approach,
called information-driven, uses the information content to build the criterion for
goodness, which is usually quantified via a divergence function such as Re´nyi diver-
gence [Kreucher et al. 2003, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a, Ristic 2013, Gia
Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013]. In information-driven methods, statistical expectation
of the chosen divergence function (over the measurement space) is selected as a
reward function, which is maximized to solve the sensor management problem.1
The second approach, called task-driven, is to consider the expected perfor-
mance of the multi-object filter as the measure of goodness. A good measurement
is assumed to be the one that reduces the dispersion of the multi-object filter poste-
rior. The smaller dispersion (around the statistical mean) is taken to convey more
confidence in the estimation process. In task-driven methods, a cost function to
measure the multi-object posterior dispersion, is formulated and minimized to solve
the sensor management problem. Examples of such cost functions include estimated
target cardinality variance [Gostar et al. 2013a, Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013] and
posterior expected error of cardinality and states (PEECS) [Gostar et al. 2013b;
2015b].
Divergence-based solutions are reported to produce good results [Kreucher et al.
2003; 2005, Ristic and Vo 2010, Ristic et al. 2011a]. In situations where improve-
1We note that in PENT [Mahler 2004], instead of a divergence-based reward function, the
expected cardinality of the multi-object estimate is chosen as the reward function. In multi-object
applications involving sensors with limited field of view, extra detected targets indicate extra
information content in the measurements [Mahler 2014].
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ment in confidence of estimation is the main focus, task-driven methods seem to
be the preferred option, as the divergence-based sensor management solutions do
not necessarily increase the confidence of estimation. As an example, consider a
visual target tracking scenario, involving a single target with one-dimensional state
space. The state, denoted by x, is the horizontal location of the detected cen-
ter of the target in a global coordinate system.2 Let us assume that at time k,
the prior is given by pi(x|y1:k−1) = N (x; 5.0 m, 0.5 m) where y1:k−1 denotes all the
recorded images acquired before time k, and N (·;µ, σ2) is the Gaussian distribution
with mean µ and variance σ2. There are a number of camera control (panning)
commands. The no panning command u1 put uses a measurement with likelihood
function g(yk|x;u1) = N (x; 5.0 m, 0.3 m) which means the target is detected around
x = 5.0 m with variance of 0.3 m. Another panning commands (panning to the left)
put uses g(yk|x;u2) = N (x; 7.0 m, 0.8 m) which demonstrates an unrealistic shift in
the detected location of the target from x = 5.0 m to x = 7.0 m in a single frame,
possibly due to the object being partially occluded after the move. Figure 7.1a shows
the prior and the two possible likelihood functions. The posteriors associated with
each of the two control commands (after applying Bayes’ rule using the likelihood
functions) are presented in Fig. 7.1b. This figure shows that control command u1
leads to a narrower posterior (i.e a more confident single object estimate3). Despite
the fact that the Re´nyi divergence from prior to posterior is larger for the command
u2 (0.38072) than u1 (0.20626).
In our previous work reviews we had received significant interest to investigate
the relation of the PEECS objective function and OSPA metric. In other words how
variance reduction in PEECS will result in better estimation and consequently error
reduction in OSPA metric. This concern impelled us to rethink ways of creating
2We assume that pixel coordinates are transformed to global coordinates via camera calibra-
tion.
3We note that in a single-object filtering application, posterior variance is the obvious choice
for quantifying the confidence in estimation.
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Figure 7.1: (a) The prior distribution and likelihood functions of the measurements
associated with two sensor control commands, u1 and u2. (b) The posteriors result-
ing via Bayesian update using the two likelihood functions shown in (a).
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pure multi-target-tracking-performance measure-based objective function for sensor
management system. in other words, how should we (and, indeed, should we) design
a new class of objective function oriented to the OSPA metric?
In [Aoki et al. 2011], Aoki et al showed that performance measurement, estima-
tion and task-driven sensor management are intrinsically related problems, i.e. that
the choice of a performance metric leads to some corresponding optimal estimate,
and those lead to some corresponding optimal (task-driven) sensor management
criterion.
In this paper, we introduce a task-driven sensor management method that
minimizes the dispersion of the multi-object posterior, quantified based on the well-
known OSPA distance [Schuhmacher et al. 2008]. This approach can be applied in
conjunction with various multi-object filters such as Probability Hypothesis Density
(PHD)[Mahler 2007b], Cardinalized PHD (CPHD)[Vo et al. 2007], MeMBer[Mahler
2007b], CB-MeMBer[Vo et al. 2009], Labeled Multi-Bernoulli (LMB)[Reuter et al.
2014], GLMB [Vo and Vo 2013] and Marginalized δ-GLMB [Fantacci et al. 2015] fil-
ters. The Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation of the devised cost function
in conjunction with the LMB filter is also presented. The utility and advantages of
the proposed approach are demonstrated through simulation studies. The approach
can also be extended to sensor management problems involving non-standard non-
separable measurement models by using the GLMB -based recursion [Papi et al.
2014].
7.2 Problem Statement
In multi-object tracking applications, the aim of sensor management is to direct
the right sensors toward the right targets at the right times [Mahler 2004]. The
multi-object filtering problem generally involves stochastic variations in the number
of targets, measurement/process noise and detections, and can be formulated in the
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pik
Figure 7.2: Schematics of the POMDP framework used to devise recent task-driven
sensor management solutions.
form of an optimal stochastic control problem [Mahler 2014]. In this context, the
sensor management problem is usually tackled via formulating the stochastic process
as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). Recent task-driven
solutions are designed based on the POMDP framework depicted in Fig. 7.2. In each
iteration of the multi-object Bayesian filter, the predicted prior, denoted by pik|k−1
is used to (pseudo-)estimate the multi-object state Xk|k−1.
Given the multi-object estimate, for each sensor action command candidate
(control command or selection command), u ∈ U = {u1, . . . , un}, the predicted ideal
measurement set (PIMS) [Mahler 2004] is calculated which comprises the clutter-
and noise-free measurements for the given multi-object state. For each PIMS, de-
noted by Z˚u, the multi-object posterior is (pseudo-)updated, then a cost function
V(u;Xk|k−1) is computed. The best action command is selected as the one return-
ing the minimum cost. Once the action command is chosen, the action takes place
and actual measurements are acquired. Hence, the posterior is updated and the
algorithm moves to the next iteration.
Devising a proper cost function is at the core of formulating task-driven sensor
management techniques, and as it was mentioned earlier, recent solutions include
cost functions that return a quantity that somehow indicates a measure of dispersion
in the pseudo-updated posterior. For instance, in [Gostar et al. 2013a;c] the variance
of cardinality, and in [Gia Hoang and Tuong Vo 2013], the Maximum A Posteriori
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(MAP )-variance of cardinality are proposed as cost functions. In [Gostar et al.
2013b; 2014; 2015b] a normalized linear combination of cardinality variance and
state estimation confidence (quantified as the product of single state variances) is
proposed as the cost function. The next section presents a novel cost function that
is directly related to the widely adopted multi-object estimation error, OSPA metric.
7.3 OSPA-Based Cost Function
Consider a single-object filtering scenario in which the aim of sensor management
is to acquire measurements that maximizes the confidence of the object state esti-
mation. The confidence of estimation can be quantified by measuring the dispersion
of the updated posterior around its statistical mean. In a single-object filtering
scenario, a straightforward measure of dispersion is the statistical expectation of
Euclidean distance of the state from its mean. In case of multi-object filtering,
where both the object states and their number need to be estimated, a set distance
is need for the quantification.
In multi-target tracking literature, OSPA [Schuhmacher et al. 2008] has been
promoted as a suitable metric for set distance measurement [Schuhmacher et al.
2008, Ristic et al. 2011b, Beard and Arulampalam 2012, Reuter et al. 2013, Crouse
et al. 2011]. The calculation of OSPA requires ground truth and as such it is only
used to quantify the multi-object estimation error. In this paper, we however use
OSPA metric to quantify the dispersion of a multi-object distribution.
Let us denote the OSPA distance between two sets, X and Y by d¯
(c)
p (X, Y )
where p and c are the user-defined parameters of the metric [Schuhmacher et al.
2008]. We also denote the pseudo-updated distribution (using the PIMS computed
from the action command u) by pik,u(·) and its corresponding multi-object random
set by Xk,u. Our proposed cost function, the OSPA-based dispersion of pik,u(·) around
its mean, is defined as:
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V(u;Xk|k−1) = E
[
d¯(c)p (Xk,u,E [Xk,u])
]
(7.1)
where the expectations are over the posterior pik,u, i.e
V(u;Xk|k−1) = E
[
d¯(c)p (Xk,u, X¯k,u)
]
=
∫
d¯(c)p (X, X¯k,u) pik,u(X) δX (7.2)
in which X¯k,u = E [Xk,u] =
∫
X pik,u(X) δX.
To calculate the above cost function, the posterior distribution is constructed
using L Monte Carlo samples, pik,u(X) ≈ 1L
∑L
i=1 δX(i)k,u
(X), and we have:
V(u;Xk|k−1) = 1
L
L∑
i=1
d¯(c)p (X
(i)
k,u, X¯k,u). (7.3)
The pseudocode of our OSPA-based sensor management method is presented in
Algorithm 8. The derivation of functions EAP (pik,u) and MC (pik,u, L), which return
the EAP estimate and L samples for a multi-Bernoulli distribution is outlined in the
following section.
7.4 LMB Implementation
The proposed sensor management solution presented in Algorithm 8 can be used
with any Bayesian multi-object filter. To demonstrate its performance, the algo-
rithm is implemented with an LMB filter [Reuter et al. 2014] (a special case of the
GLMB filter[Vo and Vo 2013, Vo et al. 2014]) which produces track-valued esti-
mates. An LMB Random Finite Set (RFS ) is completely described by its compo-
nents pi = {(r(`), p(`)) : ` ∈ Ψ} where each Bernoulli component with label ` has a
probability of existence r(`) and a density p(`)(·).
Similar to the general multi-target Bayes filter, the LMB multi-target Bayes
recursion propagates the multi-target posterior density at each time according to
the Chapman-Kolmogorov and the Bayes rule. Interested readers are referred to
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Algorithm 8 The OSPA-based sensor management with SMC implementation.
Inputs: predicted multi-object distribution pik|k−1(·), measurement likelihood
function gk(·|x, u), current sensor(s) location(s), finite set of admissible com-
mands U, OSPA parameters p and c.
Output: The best action command
?
u.
Pre-estimation:
Estimate the number and state of targets based on predicted distribution
1: Xˆk|k−1 ← EAP(pik|k−1) . Compute the EAP estimate from pik|k−1.
2: Mˆk|k−1 ← |Xˆk|k−1| . Record estimated number of targets.
Cost Calculation:
3: for all u ∈ U do,
4: Z˚ ← ∅. . Constructing the PIMS
5: for ` = 1, Mˆk|k−1 do
6: ξ ← argmax
z
g(z|xˆ(`)k|k−1, u) . Note: xˆ(`)k|k−1 ∈ Xˆk|k−1.
7: Z˚ ← Z˚ ∪ {ξ}
8: end for
9: pik,u ← Updated posterior with Z˚ as measurement set.
10: X¯k,u ← EAP(pik,u) . Compute the EAP estimate from pik,u.
11: {Xk,l}Ll=1 ← MC(pik,u, L) . Generating L samples from pik,u.
12: V(u;Xk|k−1)← 0
13: for all l ∈ {1, . . . , L} do
14: V(u;Xk|k−1)← V(u;Xk|k−1) + 1L d¯(c)p (Xk,l, X¯k,u)
15: end for
16: end for
Decision Making on Sensor Action:
17:
?
u← argmin
u
V(u;Xk|k−1)
the original paper by Reuter et al [Reuter et al. 2014] for the formulation of the
propagation of LMB parameters. The prediction in LMB filter is identical to the
prediction in the multi-Bernoulli filter [Reuter et al. 2014], and after discarding
the label information, the predicted LMB density can be translated to the original
predicted multi-Bernoulli density [Vo et al. 2009]. To save computation, for the
purpose of sensor management, Algorithm 8 was implemented with the unlabeled
version of the predicted LMB distribution as the input distribution pik|k−1(·).
Let us denote the predicted (unlabeled) multi-Bernoulli density by {r(i)k|k−1, p(i)k|k−1}
Mk|k−1
i=1
which each density is approximated by weighted particles. The EAP estimate of the
multi-object state (see line 1 in Algorithm 8) can be computed as follows. The
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EAP estimate of cardinality is given by Mˆk|k−1 =
∑Mk|k−1
i=1 r
(i). The probabilities
of existence can be sorted in a descending order, and EAP estimate of the state
of the `-th object (corresponding to the Bernoulli component with the `-th largest
probability of existence) can be calculated by the weighted sum of the particles
associated with the Bernoulli component’s density. The same approach is used to
calculate the EAP estimate of the multi-Bernoulli posterior (pseudo-updated using
the PIMS measurement set – see line 10 in Algorithm 8).
When the unlabeled predicted multi-Bernoulli distribution is pseudo-updated
(using the PIMS ), the resulting posterior is still an unlabeled multi-Bernoulli. we
denoted the pseudo-updated distribution parameters by {r(i)k , p(i)k (·)}Mki=1 where the
distribution of each Bernoulli component p(i)(·) is approximated by L(i) particles,
i.e p(i)(x) ≈∑L(i)j=1w(i,j) δx(i,j)(x). After resampling each Bernoulli component distri-
bution, Lmax particles are created with identical weights w
(i,j) = 1
Lmax
. Since, the
pseudo-updated multi-Bernoulli distribution is fully parametrized by its probabili-
ties of existence r = [r1 · · · rM ]> and its particle matrix P = [xij]M×Lmax we can
devise the function MC(pik|k−1) that returns L Monte Carlo samples of the above
multi-Bernoulli distribution (see line 11 of Algorithm 8). The detail implementation
of the function MB-MC (r,P ,L) is presented in Algorithm 9.
Unlabeled multi-Bernoulli distributions are only calculated within the sensor
management routine (the steps of Algorithm 8). In each iteration of multi-object
filtering, once the best sensor action command
?
u is found and sensors are managed
accordingly, an actual measurement set from sensors is acquired and used to update
the predicted LMB distribution, resulting in an updated LMB posterior. In our sim-
ulations, for the pseudo-update operations needed by Algorithm 8, we have used the
update formula of cardinality-balanced multi-Bernoulli filter [Vo et al. 2009], as well
as the update formula of LMB filter [Reuter et al. 2014] for the final LMB posterior.
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Algorithm 9 Monte Carlo sampling of a multi-Bernoulli distribution with given
parameters and particles.
Inputs: probabilities of existence r = [r1 · · · rM ]>, particles matrix P =
[xij]M×Lmax , and number of output samples (sets) denoted by L.
Outputs: A set X comprised of L sets, each being a Monte Carlo sample of the
multi-Bernoulli distribution, in the form of X` = {x`,1, . . . , x`,n`}, where n` ≤M
is the cardinality of the `-th set.
1: function MB-MC(r,P ,L)
2: X ← ∅
3: From the size of the particles matrix P , find M and Lmax.
4: for ` = 1, . . . , L do
5: X` ← ∅
6: for i = 1, . . . ,M do
7: Generate u ∼ U(0, 1).
. U(0, 1) denotes uniform random distribution between 0 and 1.
8: if u > ri then
9: Generate v ∼ U(0, 1).
10: j ← dLmaxve.
. Index j randomly generated in [1, Lmax].
11: X` ← X` ∪ {xij}.
12: end if
13: end for
14: X ← X ∪ {X`} . The set of MC sets is gradually completed.
15: end for
16: return X
17: end function
7.5 Simulation Results
To demonstrate the performance of our method we devised and run a case study,
where we chose a pseudo stationary model for the targets. In this case, each single
target state x = [x¯> ω]> was comprised of location and velocity in Cartesian coor-
dinates, denoted by x¯ = [x y x˙ y˙]> and turning rate, denoted by ω. Values of the
velocities were assumed to be very small. The state dynamics were given by:
x¯k = F (ωk−1)x¯k−1 +Gk−1,
ωk = ωk−1 + Tγk−1,
where
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F (ω) =

1 0 sinωT
ω
−1−cosωT
ω
0 1 1−cosωT
ω
sinωT
ω
0 0 cosωT − sinωT
0 0 sinωT cosωT

, G =

T 2
2
0
0 T
2
2
T 0
0 T

,
and T = 1 s, k−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2 I), σ = 15 m/s2, and γk−1 ∼ N (·; 0, σ2γI), σγ =
(pi/180) rad/s. The birth RFS is a multi-Bernoulli with density piΓ = {(r(i)Γ , p(i)Γ )}16i=1
where r
(i)
Γ = 0.03 and p
(i)
Γ (x) = N (x;m(i)γ , Pγ) where m(i)γ are given in Table 7.1.
Probability of survival, detection probability, initial sensor location and clutter
rate were chosen to be similar to [Gostar et al. 2014]. The observation model con-
sisted of noisy bearing and range measurements, zk =
[
arctan(xk
yk
)
√
x2k + y
2
k
]>
+ζk,
where ζk ∼ N (·; 0, Rk) was the measurement noise with covariance Rk = diag(σ2θ , σ2r)
in which the scales of range and bearing noise were σr = σ0 + ηr||X−u||2 and σθ =
θ0+ηθ||X−u|| where σ0 = 1 m, ηr = 5×10−5 m−1, θ0 = pi/180 rad, ηθ = 1×10−5 m−1.
Measurements were synthetically generated as sets, each containing target-generated
point measurements and possibly clutter and misses. In each set, every target could
be detected with the distance-dependent detection probability,
pD(u,X) =
 0.99, if ||X − u|| ≤ R0max{0, 0.99− h(||X − u|| −R0)} otherwise
where R0 = 400 m and h = 25 × 10−5 m−1. The clutter followed the uniform
Poisson model in the surveillance area [-pi/2,pi/2] rad × [0,2000] m, with λc = 1.6×
10−3 (rad m)−1. The sensor initial position was at [0, 0]. Targets entered the scene
with different initial positions, velocities and turning rates.
Intuitively, we expected the sensor to started moving toward the targets and
remained in vicinity of those. As it is shown in Fig. 7.3, the sensor moved from the
initial position and as expected, after a few steps, it remained among the targets.
Figure 7.4 shows the OSPA errors for the proposed OSPA -based sensor control.
We use the Euclidean metric with parameters c = 100 and p = 2. In general,
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Figure 7.3: Sensor locations for OSPA-based (red) and PEECS-based (blue) sensor
control, for k = 1, . . . , 40.
Table 7.1: Birth parameters and labels
(
m
(`)
B , `
)
at time k.(
[1500 0 1900 0 0]>, (k, 1)
) (
[1500 0 1100 0 0]>, (k, 2)
)(
[1217 0 1782 0 0]>, (k, 3)
) (
[1782 0 1782 0 0]>, (k, 4)
)(
[1400 0 1800 0 0]>, (k, 5)
) (
[1400 0 1000 0 0]>, (k, 6)
)(
[1117 0 1682 0 0]>, (k, 7)
) (
[1682 0 1682 0 0]>, (k, 8)
)(
[1100 0 1500 0 0]>, (k, 9)
) (
[1900 0 1500 0 0]>, (k, 10)
)(
[1782 0 1217 0 0]>, (k, 11)
) (
[1217 0 1217 0 0]>, (k, 12)
)(
[1000 0 1400 0 0]>, (k, 13)
) (
[1800 0 1400 0 0]>, (k, 14)
)(
[1682 0 1117 0 0]>, (k, 15)
) (
[1117 0 1117 0 0]>, (k, 16)
)
OSPA errors for the proposed method is substantially lower than the errors returned
by the recently developed PEECS-based sensor control [Gostar et al. 2015b] in the
same multi-target tracking scenario.
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Figure 7.4: OSPA errors returned by OSPA-based sensor control versus the PEECS-
based method.
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7.6 Conclusions
A new sensor management method for multi-object filtering was presented. In
the proposed method, sensor actions are selected to maximize the confidence in
multi-object state estimation. The dispersion of the multi-object posterior about
its statistical mean was employed as an intuitive choice for measuring confidence in
estimation. We proposed to use the well-known OSPA metric as a suitable distance
for quantifying the dispersion of posterior about its mean.
A step-by-step algorithm was presented for the proposed sensor management
scheme, with details of its implementation within a labeled multi-Bernoulli filter. In
a simulation study, involving sensor control in a challenging multi-target tracking
scenario, we examined the performance of the proposed OSPA -based method in
comparison with the recently developed PEECS-based sensor control. The results
demonstrate that the proposed method guides the sensor successfully producing
excellent tracking results (in terms of OSPA errors) and outperforms the recently
published PEECS-based sensor control method.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we defined the objective functions in FISST framework in which
establishes a common ground between information-deriven approach and physical
interpretation of task-driven approach. The objectives of these sensor management
tasks are:
- Maximize the number of observed targets, and
- Maximize the accuracy of the estimated states of the target.
The defined objective function carry the fundamental notions of the informa-
tion theory as well as addressing the problem of physical interpretation. In chap-
ters 3,4,5,6 and 7, we defined objective functions using notion of information theory
while they have physical interpretation of task-driven approach. We then compared
our method with the following methods in sensor management framework.
8.0.1 Summery of the Contributions
The original summary of contributions in this thesis are:
Chapter 3:
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In Chapter 3 a sensor management solution was proposed to be employed within
a multi-Bernoulli multi-target filter. In this method, at each step, the next sensor
control command is chosen by minimizing a new task-driven cost function called
“Posterior Expected Error of Cardinality and States” (PEECS). The PEECS cost
associated with each control command is defined as a linear combination of the
normalized errors in cardinality estimate of the multi-target random finite set and
the normalized error of localization of the elements in the multi-target RFS. Simu-
lation results involving two challenging multi-target estimation and sensor-control
scenarios, demonstrated that PEECS sensor-control can return multi-object state
estimation accuracy and clutter tolerance that are similar to or better than com-
peting methods, and generally performs faster than the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 4 and 5:
Later in Chapters 4 and 5, we introduced a sensor management solution espe-
cially designed to work with a robust multi-Bernoulli multi-object filter that needs no
prior knowledge of clutter distribution or detection profile. The proposed sensor man-
agement technique employs a novel cost function that takes the accuracy of cardi-
nality, state and clutter estimation into account. SMC implementation of this sensor
management routine, along with SMC implementation of an information-theoretic
sensor management solution (based on Re´nyi divergence) were both presented in de-
tail. The two solutions were examined in simulation studies which revealed that they
produce similar estimation accuracies, but the task-driven sensor-selection method
is substantially faster.
Chapter 6:
In Chapter 6, we introduced a novel sensor management, for controlling mobile
sensor(s) in such a way that minimum expected errors are achieved in a multi-
target tracking application. The proposed method works based on choosing the
sensor command that is expected to lead to the lowest cost, and the cost is defined
and formulated in terms of cardinality and single-target state estimation errors.
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Implementation of the cost computation and its minimization within a labeled multi-
Bernoulli filter was elaborated and a step-by-step algorithm was presented.
In a challenging simulation scenario, our proposed method demonstrated suc-
cess in optimal guidance of a mobile sensor in tracking of up to 5 targets which
can appear and disappear in/from the scene. Compared to the scenario where a
similar cost function was used within a CB-MeMBer filter, we showed that our new
method developed for the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter performs better in terms of
OSPA errors in the same challenging scenario. This can also be due to the advan-
tageous nature of the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter in terms of its better accuracy
in approximating the update step.
This work can be extended to applications where detection and tracking of
targets of interest are required. In this case, a new task-driven cost function would
be needed in which not only the estimation errors are considered, but also the track
labels produced by the labeled multi-Bernoulli filter are utilized. Such a sensor-
control routine would guide the sensor(s) towards sensor states which are likely to
lead to better estimates of the states of the targets of interest (with particular labels)
only.
Chapter 7:
In our previous works’ reviews, we had received significant interest to investigate
the relation of the PEECS objective function and OSPA metric. In other words how
variance reduction in PEECS will result in better estimation and consequently error
reduction in OSPA metric. This concern impelled us to rethink ways of creating
pure multi-target-tracking-performance-measure-based objective function for sensor
management system. In other words, how should we (and, indeed, should we) design
a new class of objective function oriented to the OSPA metric?
In Chapter 7 we introduced a new type of objective function with explicit
relation to multi-target performance metric. A new sensor management method
for multi-object filtering was presented. In the proposed method, sensor actions are
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selected to maximize the confidence in multi-object state estimation. The dispersion
of the multi-object posterior about its statistical mean was employed as an intuitive
choice for measuring confidence in estimation. We proposed to use the well-known
OSPA metric as a suitable distance for quantifying the dispersion of posterior about
its mean.
A step-by-step algorithm was presented for the proposed sensor management
scheme, with details of its implementation within a labeled multi-Bernoulli filter. In
a simulation study, involving sensor control in a challenging multi-target tracking
scenario, we examined the performance of the proposed OSPA -based method in
comparison with the recently developed PEECS-based sensor control. The results
demonstrate that the proposed method guides the sensor successfully producing
excellent tracking results (in terms of OSPA errors) and outperforms the recently
published PEECS-based sensor control method.
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